
 

 

 



 

 

Abstract 

As digital technologies and possibilities within advertising develop, advertisers are 

faced with the decision of whether to outsource or insource their digital media 

activities. Drawing on research within social and economic science, the authors 

seek to investigate the insourcing decisions of digital media activities facing Danish 

advertisers, as the sourcing decisions have not previously been investigated within 

this context.  

The primary objective of the paper is to examine the relative importance 

advertisers in Denmark assess to factors from four different theories – Transaction 

Cost Economics (TCE), Organizational Agility (OA), Agency Theory (AT), and 

Knowledge-Based Theory (KBT), when facing the decision of insourcing digital 

media activities. To investigate this, a conceptual model is proposed based on an 

extensive literature review of previous relevant research and literature. Later, ten 

estimated hypotheses are tested based on the conceptual model. A quantitative 

study in the form of a survey is conducted to gather primary data to support the 

analysis of the hypotheses. In the paper it is found that the TCE factors frequency, 

threat of opportunism and relative cost advantage, the AT factor outcome 

measurability and the KBT factor technological level significantly affect Danish 

advertisers’ likelihood of insourcing digital media activities.  

A secondary objective of the study is to examine the gaps in perceptions between 

advertisers and agencies on the factors advertisers in Denmark find important. 

Through a cross-comparison analysis, highly significant differences in advertisers’ 

and agencies’ perceptions are found. In particular organizational agility, bounded 

rationality and the threat of opportunism are perceived very differently from the 

two groups, showing a clear pattern of agencies perceiving themselves to be 

looked upon better than what is the case.  

Overall, the research is guided through a deductive method based on primarily 

quantitative data complemented with qualitative data. The findings indicate 

several significant factors affecting the insourcing of digital media activities, which 



 

 

can potentially help agencies find solutions on how to act and collaborate in future 

relationships with advertisers. The findings ultimately lead to a discussion of the 

practical and theoretical implications of the research.  

Keywords: Insourcing, digital media activities, advertisers, agencies, Transaction 

Cost Economics, Organizational Agility, Agency Theory, Knowledge-Based Theory. 
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Introduction 

Historically, many companies, addressed as advertisers, have outsourced all or 

some of their media activities to external agencies, with specialized skills and 

competencies within these areas. In recent years, a vital topic concerning the 

digital marketing industry has been the decision for advertisers of whether to 

insource digital media activities or not. Recent studies made by the American 

Association of National Advertisers (ANA, 2018) elucidated that 78% of its 

members, consisting of immense national advertisers, operated with in-house 

agencies. In contrast, 58% operated with in-house agencies in 2013, 42% in 2008 

and 11% in 1975 (ANA, 1976). Same tendencies are observed by stakeholders in 

Denmark as new research indicated that six out of ten advertisers believe they to a 

greater extent will handle their digital media activities going forward (Dansk 

Annoncørforening, 2017). The reasons behind the development are found due to 

several problem statements. For example, the former believes the tendency is 

fueled by the possibilities to control its own processes and connect their own data 

with the digital strategies (ibid.).  

 

The recent development in Europe about the new data protection regulations 

(GDPR), which were applied in May 2018 to protect consumers’ personal data, 

makes it more difficult for third parties like agencies to connect with advertisers’ 

consumers (EU GDPR, 2018). The privacy regulation also constitutes a potential 

concern to the advertisers, as higher demands in the handling of data present a 

new responsibility for advertisers today. A perception of disadvantage is present 

when data is placed at third parties like the agencies as less control potentially 

infer best practice (MediaWatch, 2017).   

 

Moreover, the CEO of JP/Politiken’s Hus, Dorthe Bjerregaard-Knudsen, observe an 

extensive need to secure better transparency, better insights in processes and a 

basic understanding of cost structures through the digital value chain 

(MediaWatch, 2018). Transparency within the industry is also something many 

stakeholders have debated recently (Møller, L., 2019). Public statements about 
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cheating, kickbacks, markups, hidden fees are all contributing to the intensifying 

mistrust from the advertisers towards their agencies (ibid.). Dansk 

Annoncørforening (2018) recently published a report presenting conflicts of 

interest between digital agencies and advertisers. An increasing distrust towards 

agencies seems to appear due to the lack of perceived transparency and 

accusations of hidden fees. For example, the report claim that large media agencies 

distribute advertisers’ media budgets in a way that profits the media agency more 

than it profits the advertiser. Furthermore, impenetrable digital systems to handle 

digital media investments are often hard to comprehend as an advertiser due to 

the lack of insights mediated from the agency to the advertiser (Finans, 2019).         

 

Extensively, the trend of insourcing digital media activities is pursued by 

numerous large companies. Lego was the first company to insource their buying of 

some digital media activities. In recent years, Saxo Bank restructured their digital 

marketing activities and brought them in-house, while more companies like 3 and 

Danske Spil followed along shortly after. In 2019 the trend continued with Arla 

Foods also establishing an in-house agency called ‘The Barn”. All companies with 

different reasons to do so. Danske Spil wanted ownership of data and believed that 

this could be achieved by insourcing digital media activities (Dansk Markedsføring, 

2018A) Saxo Bank believe they can act faster to market changes (Dansk 

Markedsføring, 2017) while Arla Foods expect a relative cost advantage from 

insourcing such activities (Dansk Markedsføring, 2018B). Meanwhile, as Lego has 

been insourcing its digital activities for several years, the expectations of cost 

benefits were fulfilled, yet a loss of creativity, strategic guidance and sparring were 

experienced (ibid.). Table 1 visualizes the yielded statements from stakeholders in 

relation to their experience and observations on insourcing development.   
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Table 1. Statements Yielded by Published Articles Concerning Digital Media 
Activity Insourcing 
Exemplary Statements           

"Transfer of personal data between agents and the advertiser creates big challenges"   

 (Dansk Annoncørforening, 2017)         

"Insourcing gives the advantage of controlling own processes and connect own  

data with digital strategies " (Dansk Annoncørforening, 2017)       

"Insourcing the digital media activities provides a fundament to better understand cost structures"  

(2018, MediaWatch, 2018)             

"Agencies distribute media budgets in a way that profits the agencies more than  

it profits the advertiser" (Dansk Annoncørforening, 2018)     

"Costs are in focus, and potentially we can cut costs by insourcing our digital media investments" 
 (Arla Foods, Dansk Markedsføring, 2019) 
        
"We believe that we can act more agile by owning data and technology concerning digital media 
buying" 

(Danske Spil, Danish Digital Award, 2019)       

"Impenetrable digital media buying systems and lack of mediation from agencies to advertisers ad  

to trust issues and potential insourcing of digital media activities" (Finans, 2019)   

 

 
The trend is affecting the digital media industry. Media agencies’ share of the total 

advertisement turnover in Denmark has declined from 39% in 2017 to 27% in 

2018 (Bureaubiz, 2018). A trend report from MyResearch (2019) focusing on CMO 

predictions, indicates an increase in the budget shares of in-house digital activities 

of the total marketing budgets, while fees to external agents are declining. 

Additionally, forecasts made by Statista (Statista, 2019) show an 8% decrease in 

the revenue of external agencies in Denmark during the last eight years. Hence, the 

predictions suggest that more advertisers are prone to consider the insourcing of 

digital media activities.  

 

Subsequently, digital agencies are moving towards a new role in the industry. If 

advertisers wish to own their data or feel like they are being exploited, agencies 

must re-think or do something to answer to the changing trends within the 

industry. A digital agency’s role has always been dynamic in a constantly changing 

digital world. New possibilities and restrictions have always presented themselves 
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and what worked yesterday may not work again tomorrow. The technological 

development and the insourcing trend force the agencies to develop once again, 

and maybe even more drastically than before. However, what will exactly be the 

role of the agencies in the future or will they even be a part of the digital landscape 

in a couple of years? 

 

An interesting question to ask is why advertisers start to reconsider their 

outsourcing agreements with external agencies and will more advertisers follow in 

the footsteps of Arla, Danske Spil and Lego in the future? 

On the contrary, external digital agencies potentially face a fundamental threat to 

their business model. Do agencies need to reinvent their business model to keep 

up with advertisers’ needs and the industry’s constant changes or is the insourcing 

buzzword just a short chapter in the long coming history of digital marketing? 

 

To our knowledge, no prior research from a theoretical standpoint has 

investigated which factors influence the insourcing decision. Therefore, we wish to 

contribute to the discussion by investigating which factors affect advertisers’ 

insourcing decisions regarding their digital media activities.  

 

Our papers’ contribution is two-folded. First, this paper contributes to the 

discussion of which factors act with a significant role in advertisers’ insourcing 

decisions. Based on a quantitative study with data collected from advertisers and 

agencies, the research contributes to the debate with statistical power.  

Second, this study wishes to examine the perceptions between advertisers and 

agencies. By comparing the factor perceptions of both agencies’ and advertisers, 

we potentially discover which factors agencies currently do not perceive as 

important, but which may essentially be important focus points when planning 

their future business strategies. Furthermore, this study conducts post-interviews 

from stakeholder representatives such as Arla, Danske Spil, and a media agency in 

order to triangulate and discuss the results of the study with people experiencing 

the insourcing process at hand.     
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Potentially, our research can help and guide digital agencies to understand and 

deal with the threats of the insourcing trend.   

 

Problem Statement 

Therefore, the purpose of the study is to explore which factors affect advertisers’ 

decision on whether to insource digital media activities or not. Likewise, the study 

investigates if any gaps are present in the perceptions of advertisers’ insourcing 

decision between advertisers and agencies. Thus, the purpose is to seek an 

explanation of the following research question: 

  

Which factors affect Danish advertisers’ likelihood of insourcing their digital 

media activities, and to what extent do advertisers’ and external agencies’ 

perceptions on this matter differ? 

 

Our topic is chosen based on the actuality in the problem statement. We want to 

contribute to the discussion with quantitative data findings, which may or may not 

help advertisers and agencies understand which variables contribute to the 

ongoing trend of insourcing digital media activities. Also, we deem this paper to act 

within some boundaries in order to concretize our point of view more thoroughly 

investigating the topic at hand. This study focusses solely on Danish advertisers 

and Danish digital agencies. Restraining our focus to one geographical area 

decreases the chance of cultural variations as well as governmental differences. 

We define digital media activities as all marketing efforts that use an electronic 

device or the internet. More accurately, brands that leverage digital channels such 

as search engines, social media, email, and websites to connect with current and 

potential customers (Alexander, L., 2018). 

We define a digital agency as an external agency helping advertisers planning, 

monitoring and executing digital marketing campaigns within the areas of digital 

media activities as defined above. 
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We define an advertiser as a company or a brand who uses advertisement to brand 

or market itself. 

 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. First, we introduce the notions of 

outsourcing and insourcing in order to understand and justify the choice of 

literature and relate it to the topic at hand. Hereafter, the chosen theoretical 

framework is presented in a thorough literature review. Our contribution roots 

from theories and literature of Transaction Cost Economics, Organizational Agility, 

Agency Theory, and Knowledge-Based Theory. These theories and discussions of 

related prior research act as the fundamental initial development of our 

conceptual model and our hypotheses. Accordingly, we go through the 

methodological approach of the paper as well as present our data- collection and 

processing method. Hereafter, the following sections present the results of the 

study extended by a discussion. Lastly, we go through the theoretical and practical 

implications before concluding our problem statement. 

 

Introducing Outsourcing and Insourcing 

Next, we will elaborate on the definitions of outsourcing and insourcing and try to 

create an overview which will help to justify the choice of literature for this study. 

 

The concept of outsourcing originated in the 1960s according to literature reviews 

from outsourcing studies (Hätönen, J., & Eriksson, T., 2009: McIvor, R., 2010). 

Transaction cost theories dominated the business paradigm, and business leaders 

thought that accomplishing the lowest cost per transaction was the best way to 

maximize profits, cut operational costs and secure competitive advantages 

(Hätönen, J., & Eriksson, T., 2009).   

 

Outsourcing service-oriented operations to companies such as external digital 

agencies became a successful low transaction cost initiative. As external 

contracting initiatives continued to evolve, service providers were able to optimize 

profits from an expanding outsourcing market. Revenue improvements at a rate of 
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30 to 35 percent annually were noticed from the 1980s until 2007 within the 

outsourcing industries (Marchegiani, L., Giustiniano, L., Peruffo, E., & Pirolo, L, 

2012). 

 

In the early 2000s, business leaders began to develop their organizations from 

focusing on cost-efficiency towards focusing on strategically organized 

competence development and knowledge-gaining (Hätönen, J., & Eriksson, T., 

2009). Business leaders began to understand the strategic value of outsourcing; 

hence strategic outsourcing became external contracting of functions with strong 

strategic value. Besides, companies began to build client-vendor relations to 

improve and stretch the boundaries of their organizations to achieve competitive 

advantage (ibid.). 

 

Outsourcing non-core activities have been most prevalent in information systems 

(40%), real estate (15%), logistics (15%), and administration, human resources, 

customer service, marketing, sales, and transportation (30%) (Logan, 2000). As 

cost efficiency was no longer the primary motive for outsourcing, organizations 

retrieved added value from seeking skills, competencies, and knowledge from 

external workers. 

 

One of the most beneficial attributes from outsourcing according to the literature 

is external vendors’ ability to adapt to quick market changes. Specialized agencies 

keep themselves updated in terms of new market knowledge, new talent, and new 

technology. External agencies who specialize within a specific field can react faster 

compared to companies who outsource activities outside their core competencies 

(Hätönen, J., & Eriksson, T., 2009). Markets, competition, and technology are 

vividly developing, and specialized companies with a narrow focus can help the 

adaptation happen quickly (ibid.). Furthermore, the choice of outsourcing is mostly 

driven by financial benefits (Embleton, P.M., & Wright, P.C., 1998). Outsourcing can 

help companies save costs extracted from only focusing on core activities and the 

ability to convert fixed costs into variable costs. Also, companies can attain the 

benefits brought to them by the vendor’s investments in technology and relevant 
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assets (ibid.). According to Ghodeswar & Vaidyanathan (2006), companies can, by 

using outsourcing, become more efficient by exploiting assets from external 

vendors.  

 

On the other hand, outsourcing also creates challenges. Freytag et al., (2012) 

address encounters which weaken the outsourced agreement; 1) if the process was 

not executed properly by the vendor, 2) if there was a better opportunity available 

not identified at the point of agreement. And 3) if the client-vendor relationship 

diminishes over time due to problems and challenges not being solved because of 

unexpected changes.    

 

On the contrary, opposed to outsourcing lies the notion of backsourcing, 

internalization or insourcing. All three terminologies are often used 

interchangeably, and some ambiguity exists regarding the terms (Hartman, P.L., 

Ogden, J.A., & Hazen, T., 2017). This study uses the definition stated by Hartman et 

al., (2017) who refer to it as the “decision to re-incorporate an outsourced activity 

within a company that had formerly been transferred to an external supplier” 

(Hartman et al.: 199). However, all notions will be used interchangeably 

throughout this study when analyzing and discussing the results. Additionally, the 

definitions do not cover companies which have not outsourced digital media 

activities before. Instead, these companies face the dilemma of make-or-buy 

decisions. As this study does not investigate how well advertisers handle potential 

insourcing, but rather which variables influence the decision, we argue that the 

decision of make-or-buy is an equal terminology to the rest. Hence, the make-or-

buy conception is similarly interchangeably used with the former. However, 

throughout our research, the above-stated notions will primarily be referred to as 

insourcing. 

 

Companies potentially choose to insource when the outsourcing setup did not 

work as planned (Tadelis, S., 2007).  Further, Tadelis (2007) stress that 

outsourcing can be a bad decision from the very beginning or that the economic 

benefits which existed initially do not exist anymore. Likewise, changes in the 
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business environment can act as reasons for why outsourcing fails or no longer 

exists (Chapman, R.B., & Andrade, K.R., 1998). Some of the declared attributes of 

insourcing in the literature are better responsiveness, quicker turnaround times, 

greater customer satisfaction, superior quality, and cost-advantages not visible at 

first sight (Bengtsson, L., Berggren, C., & Lind, J., 2005: Heaton, J., 2004).  

 

On the other hand, insourcing also comes with challenges. At first, restructuring a 

part or an entire department may be needed, which create challenges for the 

company (Chapman, R.B., & Andrade, K.R., 1998). Further, costs put into the 

insourcing process derived from time, money and effort also must be considered. 

The company also need to consider technical acquisitions. In order to handle the 

insourced assets in-house, buying new equipment and licenses as well as 

employing workers with the skills to handle such, may be a necessity (Whitten, D., 

Chakraborty, S., & Wakefield, R, 2010). Likewise, a consideration of the potential 

loss of knowledge between the company and the vendor must be calculated into 

the decision also (Bhagwatwar A., Hackney R., & Desouza K. C., 2011).  The 

knowledge transfer from the workers connected to the digital media activities to 

the employees hired for the in-house tasks is vital. The newly hired employees 

should have the experience or skills so that knowledge can be interpreted and 

understood correctly and exploited in future projects (Veltri, N.F., Saunders C.S., & 

Kavan, C.B., 2008).   

 

When businesses’ outsourcing of digital media activities is not fulfilling the 

expectations, the solutions available are to insource, to find a new partner or to 

establish a new firm to perform the activities (Freytag et al., 2012).  All aspects are 

important; however, this study seeks to investigate only the factors and 

mechanisms behind insourcing decisions. Hence, the opportunities and challenges 

of the sourcing decisions work as a justification in the choice of theories of the 

study, alongside the industry findings addressed in the delimitation.  
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Literature Review 

Choice of Theory  

Based on the delimitation section and its detections of the sourcing advantages, 

disadvantages, and the context of the advertising industry, it is assumed that 

advertisers’ decision to insource digital media activities, can be determined by four 

types of motivations. 1) It is probable to realize extensive cost savings by handling 

the activity themselves. 2) It is not possible for the agency to act consistently with 

the turbulent developing market of the advertising industry. 3) It is not possible to 

unite the different interests of the advertiser and the agency to achieve an outcome 

that is valuable to the advertiser, and 4) the agencies’ skills and knowledge do not 

satisfy or effectively accomplish the advertisers' objectives. 

 

These wide assumed motivations roughly resemble the four theoretical 

perspectives of Transaction Cost Economics (TCE), Organizational Agility (OA), 

Agency Theory (AT), and Knowledge-Based Theory (KBT). We focus on TCE, AT, 

and KBT as they have been widely invoked in prior outsourcing research yet 

limited in the area of insourcing the same activities once again. While outsourcing 

has been covered extensively, only limited research regarding insourcing exist. 

Therefore, we deem that the theories used to investigate outsourcing decisions as 

well can accomplish relevant insights when circumventing the logic of such. 

Further, OA has not been touched upon previously in outsourcing literature. 

However, based on the observations of yielded quotations from stakeholders 

regarding the research topic, OA is assessed to play a substantial role when 

advertisers face the decision of insourcing digital media activities.  

 

Accordingly, in order to purposely collect data, and to conduct our research and 

contribute to the relevant topic, it requires us to examine established research. 

Thus, we use already existing knowledge related to the topic as groundwork for 

our research design. This prior scholarly work and theories will support the 

following results and discussion of our findings. In the following, we deem our 

theoretical framework consisting of academic research related to our project.     
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Transaction Cost Economics  

Firstly, the theoretical background of TCE will be presented and discussed. 

Subsequently, it will be related to the decision of whether to internalize or 

outsource transactions – related to the objective of this paper. Hereafter, we 

develop hypotheses constructed on the base of TCE notions and prior research on 

the manner.    

 

The theory of Transaction Cost Economics developed by Williamson (1985) is one 

of the most regularly used and recognized theories to understand the mechanisms 

of whether a company should outsource a transaction or whether it should handle 

it internally. TCE argues that companies should make its decisions based on the 

lowest transaction costs, while also ensuring that certain threats are avoided, e.g., 

exploitation of contracts and opportunism in general (Kogut, B., 1988). 

One of the first scholars to address and shed light on the understanding and 

importance of comprehending transaction costs was Ronald H. Coase back in 

1937.  In 80 years, TCE has evolved and grown into one of the most influential 

theories on firms, management, organization design, and governance. Coase stated 

that firms would integrate activities when the costs of organizing them internally 

are less than the costs of using the market (Coase, R. H., 1937).  

From 1937 when Coase first introduced the concept until Williamson in 1985 

developed upon it, many scholars released work on the concept, and it developed 

to become not only a theory of the firm but also a theory to help address other 

aspects, i.e. management and governance including the decisions of internalizing 

or outsourcing. Williamson (1975, 1985, and 1996) extended the Coase (1937) 

proposition by expanding the transaction cost analysis to address a set of 

governance problems encountered when transactions are conducted externally. 

Hence, evaluation of transaction costs can clarify further why advertisers in certain 

industries find it advantageous to internalize as compared to firms in other 

industries.   

 

Williamson (1994) defines transaction costs as: 
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ex-ante costs of drafting, negotiating, and safeguarding an agreement and, 

more especially, the ex-post costs of maladaptation and adjustment that arise 

when contract execution is misaligned as a result of gaps, errors, omissions, 

and unanticipated disturbances (Williamson, 1994:103). 

 

Hence, TCE is based upon the efficiency within an organization and is largely 

connected to complex, recurring and risky transactions which are difficult to 

reverse without a significant economic loss (Williamson, 1975). The theory seeks 

to constantly identify the optimal organizational structure to be as efficient as 

possible and to keep transaction costs as low as possible. This can be done by 

looking into the structure of an organization and the buyer-supplier contracts it 

holds. For instance, a firm may have a recurrent, risky and complex transaction 

managed by a supplier, yet it could potentially be more economically efficient to 

internalize that same transaction.  

Williamson (1979) explains that transaction costs are established by two 

situational conditions and two conditions of human weaknesses. The situational 

conditions are asset specificity and uncertainty, while the human weakness’ 

conditions are opportunism and bounded rationality. These conditions are the core 

antecedents of transaction costs along with the frequency of which a transaction 

occurs. The five core antecedents of transaction costs will be elaborated upon later 

in the paper. 

One of the essential ideas behind Williamson’ reasoning of TCE, is that activities or 

transactions with high transaction costs are likely to be held internally whereas 

activities or transactions in which these costs are lower are more likely to be 

outsourced (Williamson, 1991). 

TCE is not only a theory about transactions but can also be applied to any situation 

within a firm involving stakeholders and the organizing of activities. As this paper 

investigates the mechanisms behind the insourcing of digital media activities, we 

will introduce earlier scholar work investigating the dependency between TCE-and 

sourcing decisions.   
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Sourcing Decisions 

To determine an effective organizational structure, TCE has been one of the most 

used theories for many years (L Poppo & T Zenger, 1998). Previous studies have 

used and applied TCE to study the success of outsourcing decisions within different 

industries.  

Especially three transaction attributes, asset specificity, complexity, and frequency, 

are used to anticipate the outcome of outsourcing decisions (Chenlung Yanga, John 

G. Wackerb, and Chwen Sheuc, 2012). Nevertheless, the other core attributes of 

TCE are equally important when studying the factors of advertiser’s sourcing 

decisions. Pope (1983) applied Williamson’s (1975) theory of transaction costs to 

the development of the U.S advertising industry. He applied TCE’s constructs of 

complexity and opportunism. Pope claimed that those concepts of TCE implied that 

“market arrangements will be old-fashioned when they are more costly than 

administrative coordination within the advertising firm” (Pope, 1983:152). Miranda 

and Kim (2006) further explored that another TCE construct, bounded rationality 

influenced the amount of money a company invested in outsourcing. Likewise, the 

TCE construct, relative cost advantage has been observed to be a strong predictor 

of the sourcing decision (Ang, S., and Straub, D., 1998). Aligned with Ang, S., and 

Straub, D., (1998), other scholars find the relative cost advantage as an indicator to 

the outsourcing decision of a company (Goeffrym N., Shad, D., Justin, W., Stevens, 

C., 2015). Therefore, these constructs and their relationship with sourcing 

decisions are assessed as being relevant to the investigation within the digital 

advertising reality today. 

 

Importantly, for TCE to be a theory, and not a self-fulfilling prophecy, both 

opportunism, and bounded rationality have to be operationalized, not assumed 

(Gloshal and Moran, 1996). Both assumptions should be studied rather than 

assumed, as they may explain more of the variance in sourcing decisions and 

ascribe more variance to TCE’s role in the sourcing decisions compared to previous 

studies (Ang, S., and Straub, D., 1998). 
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Subsequently, the above arguments state relevancy for investigating six 

transaction constructs. The next section will deliberate potential assumptions 

within each construct, leading to paper hypotheses within the area of TCE. The 

constructs will be presented in the following order: frequency, asset specificity, 

threat of opportunism, degree of complexity, bounded rationality and relative cost 

advantage. 

  

Hypothesis - Transaction frequency 

Transaction frequency is defined as the frequency with which transactions recur 

(Murray, J., 2001). The theory suggests that the frequency of which transactions 

occur, moderate the costs of transactions. Williamson (1985) proposes that 

transactions which occur more frequently can lower costs because a client can 

allocate fixed costs over more transaction costs, hence making each transaction 

cost smaller. Furthermore, it is possible for the client to stipulate a more fulfilling 

contract which subsequently considers all aspects hence, making it more 

satisfactory for the client. The construct is supported and proved in different 

sectors, showing that high transaction frequency increases the degree of 

outsourcing. In previous research, Maltz (1994) found that high transaction 

frequency increased outsourcing in the logistics sector. Additionally, Miranda and 

Kim (2006) investigated outsourcing decisions in the private sector versus the city 

government on outsourcing IT personnel. They found that high-frequency 

transactions were more likely to be outsourced in the private sector rather than in 

the government (ibid.). The scholar’s assumption was the prevalence of political, 

rather than economic logic within the political context. As we investigate the 

frequency of a transaction within the private sector where profit maximization 

entails most of the reality in which they operate, we make a different assumption 

and believe our field of interest reacts within the economic logic. Though, this 

paper recognizes that other factors such as context influences the matter. 

More accurately, transaction frequency is the frequency in which an advertiser 

makes use of its digital agency. It is expected that an advertiser who uses an 

external agency less frequently, will be less likely to outsource its digital media 
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activities. On the contrary, the theory suggests that a firm which makes use of a 

transaction more frequently will be able to lower its costs significantly by having a 

digital agency handling these transactions. Thus, the paper hypothesizes the 

following: 

 

Hypothesis 1 (H1): Low transaction frequency positively affects the 

likelihood of insourcing. 

 

Hypothesis - Asset Specificity 

Previous scholars have addressed asset specificity as one of the most important 

elements in TCE theory. Williamson describes the presence of asset specificity as 

the most important reason for market failure (Williamson O. E., 1985). 

Furthermore, Williamson (1985) argues that higher levels of asset specificity 

increase the likelihood of keeping company transactions internally due to the 

potential misbehavior of a vendor. 

As the most critical dimension for describing transactions, Williamson (1996) 

addressed the construct of asset specificity as “the degree to which an asset can be 

redeployed to alternative uses and by alternative users without the sacrifice of 

productive value” (:59). 

Asset specificity is broken down into two different types: physical assets and 

human assets. Physical assets refer to machines and equipment, and human assets 

refer to transaction-specific knowledge, human capital or explicit skills achieved 

through specialized training (Masten, 1989). Normally, specific assets cannot be 

used for other transactions or alternative uses. Hence, when asset specificity is 

high, the client and vendor are very dependent on each other in that specific 

transaction. Along with the high costs for changing vendor, the theory suggests 

that firms should internalize transactions with high asset specificity (ibid.). 

Of the different types of asset specificity described, human asset specificity is the 

most relevant in the context of this study because the human asset exists within 

the agency to serve the advertiser. Also, two-thirds of an advertising agency’s total 

costs are labor-related (Horsky, S. Michael, S. & Silk, A., 2012). Agency employees 
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must obtain specialized knowledge about the client’s products and services, 

markets, strategy, and organization. Thus, we assume that human asset specificity 

is of high importance to the digital media industry. Simultaneously, we cannot 

ignore the physical asset specificity. Digital media activities are all reliant on 

software licenses, inventory bidding platforms, and analytics and insights 

platforms such as Google’s ad manager and Facebook's Business Manager. As both 

Google and Facebook are too expensive to buy, humans with expertise within the 

two platforms, on the other hand, are potential insourcing opportunities.  

 

Additionally, it is argued that tasks within the service industry are less costly 

compared to the tasks within production industries. Instead, the assets in service 

industries, e.g., the digital media industry, tends to be more intangible in terms of 

specialized knowledge of the specific transactions (Erramilli, 1993).  Although the 

threat of high costs in the service industry is significantly lower than in the 

production industry, it is still assessed that a company should keep transactions 

internally when asset specificity is high.  

Previous research has also proved that higher asset specificity in the service 

industry has reduced the amount of outsourcing (Poppo. L., and Zenger, T., 1998). 

Additionally, Rabinovich et al. (2007) found that a high asset specificity had a 

negative effect on outsourcing within service providers, which was further 

supported within the area of technological outsourcing by Verwaal et al. (2008).  

The above stated leads us to our next hypothesis: 

 

Hypothesis 2 (H2): High asset specificity positively affects the 

likelihood of insourcing.  

 

Hypothesis - Threat of opportunism 

Another important construct in TCE is the potential threat of opportunism. 

Williamson (1994) defines opportunism as “self-interest seeking with guile, to 

include calculated efforts to mislead, deceive, obfuscate, and otherwise confuse” 

(Williamson, 1994: 102). The opportunistic act can happen after a contract has 
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been negotiated between two parts. Opportunistic behavior is seen as the lack of 

trust from one part to the other, believing that another part is not fulfilling its 

responsibilities and hence taking advantage of the contract. 

Williamson (1985) suggests that external agents will act opportunistically affecting 

the transaction costs. He elaborates and suggests that firms can minimize their 

transaction costs by avoiding external agents who may be acting opportunistically, 

and instead of keeping transactions internally. On the other hand, prior research 

advocates that a high trust between client and vendors lowers the transaction 

costs between them (Dyer, J.H., and Chu, W., 2003). Furthermore, additional 

research found less opportunistic behavior in outsourcing situations with high 

client involvement. At high compared to low client involvement level, the vendor is 

more optimistic about the commitment of the client and the possibility of 

protecting self-interest in the relationship (Choudhury. V, Sabherwal. R, 2003: 

Dong, B., Evans, K. R., & Zou, S., 2007). In other words, high client involvement can 

mitigate the effect of negative emotions and time and effort spent in the 

relationship (ibid.). Due to the scope of this research, advertiser involvement is not 

further investigated as a moderator of opportunistic behavior.    

Previous research within the IT industry proves that managers assign the highest 

importance to the threat of opportunism when it comes to choosing whether or not 

to outsource IT solutions (Amrit Tiwana and Ashley A. Bush, 2007). 

Subsequently, the TCE literature suggests the avoidance of opportunistic behavior 

by insourcing transactions instead. Therefore, the theory assumes that a lack of 

trust from advertisers towards digital agencies is a great trigger for advertisers to 

insource their media activities. The more likely an advertiser believes that a digital 

agency is taking advantage of their company, the higher is the likelihood that they 

will insource the digital media activities to keep transaction costs as low as 

possible. The above leads us to our next hypotheses: 

 

Hypothesis 3 (H3): High threat of opportunism positively affects the 

likelihood of insourcing. 
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Hypothesis - Degree of Complexity 

Another factor in the TCE theory is the complexity of a transaction. Xia and Lee 

(2005) define project complexity as the complexity of a project due to its size, 

scope or technical novelty. When looking into the complexity of a transaction, the 

theory presents two contradicting understandings. On the one hand, it argues, that 

the higher complexity of a project or a transaction, the more favorable it is for a 

company to outsource it, due to the extensive specialized skills needed for this 

certain task. On the other hand, it is argued to keep such complex transactions 

internally, because a manager desires greater control over the transaction. The 

theory furthermore argues that an effective contract is harder for a client to 

stipulate when a transaction is extremely complex (Hardgrave, B.C.; Davis, F.D.; 

and Riemenschneider, C.K., 2003). 

We assume that a company would keep complex transactions internally, solely if 

the transaction is one of a firm’s core competencies, e.g., a production project in 

the manufacturing industry. We consider that a company will be more likely to 

outsource complex transactions in the service industry if the activity being 

outsourced is not a core competency of the company, e.g., digital media buying in a 

manufacturing industry. In addition, prior research, Tiwana and Bush (2007) 

found that complex transactions within the IT industry are likely to be outsourced 

to external specialists. Therefore, it is assessed that the motives for outsourcing 

complex digital marketing activities to a specialized external vendor will outweigh 

the motives for keeping such activities internally. 

Thus, we hypothesize that the higher the perception of the degree of complexity in 

the tasks a digital agency performs the lower is the likelihood of a company 

keeping such transactions internally. This leads to our next hypothesis:   

 

Hypothesis 4 (H4): Low perception of complexity positively affects the 

likelihood of insourcing. 
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Hypothesis - Bounded Rationality 

According to Williamson (1991), it is assumed that a company’s employees are 

boundedly rational. More exact, the employees are restricted in their decision 

making.  Bounded rationality is defined as economic actors’ behavior that is 

intendedly rational, but only limitedly so (Simon, 1961). This means that human 

actors are limited in their capacity to process information, address complexity, and 

make optimal choices, both because of the natural boundaries of the human mind 

and because of the incompleteness of available information. The theory argues that 

all contracts in the existence of bounded rationality will be incomplete (Williamson 

O. E., 1985). 

Williamson (1985) suggests that decision makers insource transactions due to 

bounded rationality because they are not able to stipulate a satisfactory contract 

(ibid.).  

 

In the case of outsourcing digital media activities, the theory suggests that 

bounded rationality affect decision-makers and their understanding of the 

complexity of such transactions. A greater limitation in the understanding of the 

complexity of transactions leads to less willingness to pay the right price to 

outsource them. Previous research explored the relationship of higher levels of 

bounded rationality and choice of using less budget in outsourced projects in a 

professional context (Miranda, and Kim, 2006). The negative effect was observed; 

however, the effect was insignificant.    

TCE argues that bounded rationality will also cause a higher threat of 

opportunism, subsequently leading to higher transaction costs. It is therefore 

assumed that the lack of understanding the complexity of transactions and the 

incompetence in stipulating a satisfactory contract, will prevent an advertiser from 

outsourcing digital media activities. This leads to our next hypothesis:  

 

Hypothesis 5 (H5): High levels of bounded rationality positively affect 

the likelihood of insourcing. 
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Worth noticing is the translation of bounded rationality from an assumption to a 

central construct in the choice of theory. We contemplate bounded rationality as 

the nonappearance of adequate information systems capabilities. This translation 

is adapted from Miranda and Kim (2006) and creates conditions of bounded 

rationality in two ways. Firstly, weak information systems capabilities limit 

decision-makers’ information processing capabilities (Galbraith, 1973). Strong 

capabilities help decision-makers in the ease of making contractual decisions, thus, 

better prerequisites in the creation of outsourcing contracts (Williamson, 

1985).  Subsequently, weak information system capabilities root decision makers 

to underestimate supplementary technological investments throughout the 

sourcing decision (Madhok, 1996). Hence, we assume that bounded rationality can 

be translated to the lack of digital media information system capabilities as 

described above in which companies have access to and expertise within.  

 

Hypothesis - Relative Cost Advantage 

Prior research investigating sourcing decisions included relative cost advantage as 

a potential factor influencing the phenomena. One research, in particular, found 

overall cost savings to be the strongest predictor of outsourcing (Ang, S., and 

Straub, D., 1998). Therefore, this study applies relative cost-advantage as an 

additional factor to the five core antecedents within TCE to investigate the possible 

relationship between the relative cost advantage construct and sourcing decisions. 

 

In TCE, one of the key beliefs is the cost-efficiency logic that should be the 

fundamental aspect of all economic decisions within a firm (Williamson, 1995). A 

small internal scale has its limitations on the development of certain features 

within a company. Hence, small scale companies seek to outsource certain aspects 

of their business (Williamson, O.E., 1991). Digital agencies who hold multiple 

clients can potentially develop features and specific qualities that a smaller firm 

cannot, due to economies of scale. Even bigger firms may not have the interest in 

developing and internalizing such operations, because an agency who specializes 

in exactly this, can do it significantly cheaper mainly because specialized agencies 
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have the capacity to aggregate the demands of multiple advertisers. Consequently, 

the agencies can achieve greater development of scale economies relative to a 

single-client firm (ibid.). 

 

Slaughter and Ang, S., (1996) argue that factors like pace in which changes the 

skill-set to a certain activity affect the extent to which an activity can be completed 

cheaper internally. They found that a comparative cost advantage study was the 

most dependable predictor of a sourcing decision. This allows us to investigate the 

advertisers’ perception of the relative cost-advantage of working with a digital 

agency. Moreover, their study justifies the examining of the relative cost advantage 

as an important factor when studying and investigating the decision-making of 

sourcing decisions (ibid.).  

 

In most TCE based studies the cost related to a transaction is often not explicitly 

measured, neither will it be in this paper. Instead, we consider the advertisers’ 

perception of the cost savings by having an external agency do the digital media 

activities compared to doing the same activities themselves. 

 

Therefore, this study assumes that; the lower the relative cost-advantage 

advertisers perceive a digital agency to generate, the higher is the likelihood of 

them insourcing their digital media activities. This leads to our sixth hypotheses: 

 

Hypothesis 6 (H6): Low perceived cost advantage positively affects the 

likelihood of insourcing. 

 

Organizational Agility 

Having reviewed scholarly work on TCE, we will now elaborate on which factors 

influence the perceived organizational agility of a firm. This section will provide a 

review of how the perceived agility can contribute to the consideration of 

insourcing-decisions. In the following, basic theoretical assumptions will be 
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presented followed by a discussion of how agility can contribute as a factor within 

our field of research. 

A constant changing world of business affected by rapid changes in technology 

create challenges for the companies in which they must adapt to. Because of 

changing environments, companies must rethink their strategies and visions 

(Sharifi, H., & Zhang, Z., 2001). Organizational agility (OA) is one notion developed 

to respond to fast global changes within the business industry (ibid.).  

Organizational agility is defined by Tallon & Pinsonnault (2011) as the capability of 

a company to rapidly change or adapt in response to changes. Furthermore, Van 

Oosterhout, M. Waarts & Van Hillegersberg (2006) define OA as the capability to 

deal with changes that often arise unexpectedly by responding innovatively and 

rapidly, making the changes and challenges into opportunities to grow. OA is 

fundamentally necessary to achieve the objectives of the organization (Shahrabi, 

2012). In order to do so, OA requires organizations to quickly manage their 

knowledge when responding to a changing environment, and the market 

environment in particular (J.L. Kodish, D.V. Gibson, J.W. Amos, 1995).  

Lu and Ramamurthy (2011) identify two types of organizational agility which are 

relevant in the context of this study: market capitalizing agility and operational 

adjustment agility. 

Market capitalizing agility refers to a company’s capability to rapidly respond to 

and deed on changes through continuously monitoring and quickly enhancing 

products or services to address client needs (ibid.). This category of agility 

underlines a dynamic, change-welcoming and growth-oriented mind concerning 

strategic direction, decision making, and judgment in uncertain conditions 

(Sambamurthy, V., Bharadwaj, A., and Grover, 2003).  

Operational adjustment agility refers to a company’s capability in its internal 

business processes to physically and quickly handle with market- or demand 

changes (Dove, R., 2001). This category of agility underlines flexible and rapidly 

responding operations as a critical foundation for enabling fast and fluid 
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translations of innovative initiatives in the face of changes. (Lu, Y., & Ramamurthy, 

K., 2011). 

Both types of agility entail a continual readiness to change, with the former, in our 

context focusing on the digital agencies ability to capitalize changing market 

conditions and the latter emphasizing quick execution of digital media activity 

campaign and react to operational changes by implementing changes rapidly. 

To achieve both types of agility, the company requires timely processing of a large 

volume and variety of distributed information that can be enhanced by several 

supporting, monitoring, or learning systems (Goldman, S. L., Nagel, R. N., and 

Preiss, 1995). However, the systems themselves do not inevitably improve agility 

and can sometimes rather hinder agility (Lu, Y., & Ramamurthy, K., 2011). 

 

Hypothesis - Organizational Agility 

We consider OA as a relevant factor when considering the sourcing decisions 

within a company, despite no previous studies have identified the relationship 

between OA and insourcing. Therefore, this study addresses a gap in the literature 

by aiming to identify how perceived organizational agility of agencies influences 

the advertiser’s decision of insourcing. The relevance of OA is supported and 

confirmed by initial research prior to this study and yielded quotations which 

confirm that digital agency’s ability to adapt to changes in the market and the 

capability to adapt to advertisers’ needs quickly, is worthful. Also, due to the 

changing environment in the digital marketing industry, it is assessed that an 

organization's agility and ability to adapt and quickly respond to changes in the 

market, is highly relevant when assessing whether an advertiser will choose to 

insource its digital media activities. Consequently, we assume that poorer 

perception of both types of agility in the digital agencies leads to greater chance in 

which an advertiser chooses to insource its digital media activities.  

Moreover, according to Hätönen, J., & Eriksson, T., (2009), one of the beneficial 

attributes from outsourcing is the external agencies’ ability to adapt to quick 

market changes. Specialized agencies keep themselves updated in terms of new 
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market knowledge, new talent and new technology (ibid). Also, previous literature 

proposes that OA has a positive effect on performance (Tallon & Pinsonnault, 

2011). Therefore, we deem that agencies who do not possess organizational agility 

will experience a negative effect on their performance which directly influences 

their advertisers. Consequently, it is hypothesized that the outsourcing of digital 

media activities happens when high perceived OA is present, as the relationship 

otherwise will lose one of its key attributes and harm performance.  

Therefore, we hypothesize the following: 

 

Hypothesis 7 (H7):  Low perceived organizational agility of the digital agency 

positively affects the likelihood of insourcing. 

 

Agency Theory 

This section will continue the line of reasoning from the previous, arguing that in 

the decision of internalizing outsourced activities, perceived agency problems 

among advertisers constitute fundamental reasoning in the insourcing decision. 

Reviewing existing literature has uncovered two essential determinants that affect 

whether companies consider insourcing or not. In the following, basic theoretical 

assumptions and both determinants will be reviewed and discussed in relation to 

the scope of this project.     

 

Agency theory and the Agency Problem – Development and Eligibility  

The third major theoretical perspective that can be used to understand companies’ 

insourcing decisions is Agency Theory (AT). It revolves around the issue of the 

agency problem and its solution (Jensen M., Meckling W., 1976). The presence of 

agency issues has been widely witnessed in different academic fields like 

economics, organizational behavior, and marketing (Jensen M., Meckling W., 1976; 

Kosnik R., Bittenhausen K, 1992; Bergen M., Dutta S., Walker O. C.Jr., 1992; Logan, 

2000; Tate W., Ellram L., Bals L., Hartmann E., Valk W, 2010). 

One of the first authors to suspect the presence of agency problem was Smith 

(1976) who found out that if an organization was managed by a person or a group 
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of persons who were not the real owners, a greater chance that they would not 

work for the owner’s benefit was highly plausible. Thus, the core concept in agency 

theory is the notion of goal incongruence between an agent and a principal (Jensen 

M., Meckling W., 1976) as well as the difficulties and costs for the principal to 

verify and observe what the agent is doing (Eisenhardt, 1989). The principal is 

defined as the person who owns the firm, while the agent is the person managing 

the business of the firm on behalf of the principal (Alchian A., Demsetz H., 1972). 

Although agency theory was originally conceptualized at the individual level of 

analysis, it has recently been discussed to understand principal-agent struggles in 

interfirm relationships such as outsourcing alliances because its basic assumptions 

stand, whether the involved entities are individuals or organizations (Reuer, J., and 

Ragozzino, R., 2006). 

Consistent with these perspectives, the advertiser firm represents the principal, 

and the agent is represented by the external agency handling the outsourced 

digital media activities.  

 

Contracts and their limitations 

Moreover, Alchian A & Demsetz H., (1972) and Jensen & Meckling (1976) defines a 

firm as a ‘set of contracts between the factors of production.’ They describe firms 

as legal fictions, where some contractual bonds exist between the principal and the 

agent. 

Agency theory uses the contract as a metaphor to help describe this relationship 

(ibid). In the principal-agent contract, the incentive structure, labor market, and 

information asymmetry all play crucial roles. The contractual question is whether 

the agent should be measured by behaviors (salaries) or outcomes (commissions). 

Eisenhardt (1985) proposed that the agent is more likely to behave in the interest 

of the principal when the contract is outcome-based and when the principal has 

more information about the activities of the agent. 

The focus area in the agency theory is the development of efficient contracts 

governing the principal-agent relationship when assuming self-interested people 

and firms consolidating their own self-regard above others. In relation, the theory 

assumes that the right contractual agreement between the principal and the agent 
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potentially can eliminate the agency problem. More realistically, other deterrents 

like information asymmetry, rationality, and fraud, based on self-interest and 

shirking behavior are areas to take into consideration when handling the agency 

problem (Daily, C. M., et al. 2003).  

 

Because the principal and the agent are different workers in different companies, 

their goals and objectives are potentially different. This might cause a situation 

where the external agency exhibits self-interested shirking behavior (A. Tiwana 

and A. Bush, 2007). Shirking is defined as deliberate underperformance while 

claiming full payment and comes in a variety of forms. Essentially, it entails having 

agents who do less work than what is required, less work than the contract 

suggests, and less work than the principal is paying for (Ravi. A, Clemons. E, and 

Reddi. S, 2005). Within the scope of this project, shirking would be the avoidance 

of activity responsibilities that add to the cost of completing the digital media 

activity. Moreover, it could be the exploitation of opportunities to derive additional 

revenue from the advertiser. It always occurs for the same two reasons: the agent’s 

incentives for hard work are different from that of the principal (an agent can shirk 

without detection), and the lack of information available to the principal makes it 

difficult or impossible to detect shirking by agents (ibid). Hence, both parties work 

for their self-interest leading to the agency conflict (Ibid). Conflicts between the 

principal and the agent arise as they attempt to fulfill their individual need (Logan, 

2000). Thus, agency theory reminds us that much of organizational life, whether 

we like it or not, is based on self-interest (Eisenhardt, 1989). These assumptions 

encourage the principal to facilitate various monitoring activities to curb the 

actions of the agents to control agency costs while getting unique insights into 

outcome uncertainty (Jensen M., Meckling W., 1976). 

 

Separation of Ownership and Control – Outsourcing  

Fama & Jensen (1986) use agency theory to investigate the survival of 

organizations when there is a separation of ownership and control. They argue 

that agents and principals come into these relationships because of the benefits of 

specialization and because of the ability to control agency problems by the 
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separation of the decision making and risk bearing parties (ibid). They segregate 

the firm’s decision process into two categories where agents are the key players in 

the process: Decision management and decision control.  

The agency problem arises in the management decision process because the 

decision-makers who initiate and implement the decisions of the firm are not the 

real bearer of the wealth effects of their choices. The former infers that these 

agency problems are necessary to be controlled for the survival of the firm (ibid). 

Eisenhardt (1985) consider alternative control modes as mutual substitutes and 

argue that control is achieved through a combination of primary and secondary 

controls. A monthly progress review meeting may provide insights into the actions 

taken by agents (behavior control) as well as the progress they have made relative 

to the scheduled work (outcome control). 

Agency problems in outsourced scenarios can, therefore, be moderated through 

two mechanisms: (1) monitoring the behavior of an agency during the 

development process, and (2) pre-specifications in detail on how the outcomes of 

the outsourced activities will be evaluated to tie agency performance with rewards 

(A. Tiwana and A. Bush, 2007). Thus, consistent with agency theory reasoning, we 

generate two hypotheses illuminating the importance of behavior observability 

and outcome measurability when questioning outsourcing effectiveness and thus 

reasoning the insourcing decision of digital media activities.  

 

Hypothesis - Behavior Observability  

Agent behavior observability is defined as the extent to which a principal 

employee has access to information systems that reveal the agent’s actions. Hence, 

behaviors that can be easily monitored during the activity once it has been 

outsourced (Kirsch. L, 1996).  Choudhury. V, Sabherwal. R (2003) observed that 

when agents felt monitoring behavior, it motivated them to act in the principal’s 

best interests. The monitoring in outsourcing relationships is accomplished 

through three mechanisms. (1) Collaboration between the external agent and the 

employees of the client firm, (2) the attempt of frequent interactions between the 

agent and the principal, e.g., weekly or monthly progress meetings providing 
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insights into the actions taken by the external agent, and (3) use of online tracking 

software that facilitates the monitoring of the advancement of the agent (ibid). In 

agency theory, behavior monitoring is a crucial form of control that discourages 

potential agency problem (A. Tiwana and A. Bush, 2007). Further, recent empirical 

work has found that close monitoring of outsourced activities is a significant 

precursor to successful outsourcing outcomes (Koh, C, Ang S. and Straub, D, 2004). 

In contrast, low behavior observability with agent activities creates opportunities 

for agency problems and shirking by agency employees. Therefore, this paper 

assumes that advertisers are more likely to consider insourcing when they 

perceive low agent behavior observability for a given digital media activity. We 

expect that lower agent behavior observability at the activity level will increase the 

likelihood that advertisers will choose to insource. This leads to our eight 

hypotheses:   

 

Hypothesis 8 (H8): Low behavior observability positively affects the 

likelihood of insourcing. 

 

Hypothesis - Outcome Measurability 

Evaluating performance is defined as the possibility of measuring the desired task 

output. Hence, it focuses upon the extent to which targets are met, and not on the 

processes used to achieve the targets (Kirsch, L.; Sambamurthy, V.; Ko, D.; and 

Purvis, R, 2002).  

Poppo and Zenger (1989), address agency theory in terms of the difficulty of 

measuring the agents’ performances. In agency theory literature, accuracy in 

measuring asset values, both physical and human, defines the effectiveness of 

markets (Alchian A., Demsetz H., 1972). Markets succeed when they measure 

effectively and when they effectively link rewards to productivity (Ibid). 

Consequently, when contributions from an outside agent cannot be accurately 

assessed, suitable contracts will be costly to create (L Poppo & T Zenger, 1998). 

Jensen and Meckling (1976) stress how performance assessment difficulties 

complicate attempts to write an incentive compatible contract. Organizations can 
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reduce, though not eliminate, the problem by monitoring the behavior and using 

subjective assessments as the basis of rewards (Anderson, 1985). Thus, 

measurement difficulty is a critical characteristic of principal-agent relationships 

because the ability to measure activity outcome objectively and precisely is 

necessary to tie rewards with performance (Wuyts, S., and Geyskens, 2005). While 

this is necessary for both internal and outsourced development, the need is more 

pronounced in market-based arrangements such as outsourcing (Williamson, 

1991). In contrast, when the outcome of the agent’s work cannot easily be 

measured, it is tough to write contracts that precisely govern an outsourcing 

relationship (Alchian A., Demsetz H., 1972). Thus, exposing the principal to a major 

risk of agency conflicts. Insourcing the job of an external agency can potentially 

alter such threats. If evaluation criteria are clearly defined to assess external agent 

activity outcomes, a market-based arrangement such as outsourcing is more 

feasible because ambiguity about external vendor performance is lower (Ouchi, W, 

1980). Therefore, it is fair to assume that if evaluation criteria are not clearly 

defined to assess external agent activity outcomes, the likelihood of insourcing 

such activities will increase. This leads to our ninth hypotheses:   

 

Hypothesis 9 (H9): High difficultness of measurability outcome 

positively affects the likelihood of insourcing. 

 

Knowledge-Based Theory 

This section will provide a review of how the knowledge-based theory contributes 

to the consideration of insourcing-decisions. Reviewing existing literature in 

relation to the problem investigated has uncovered one essential factor that affects 

whether companies consider insourcing or not. In the following, basic theoretical 

assumptions and the technological knowledge factor will be reviewed and 

discussed in relation to the scope of this project 

 

The knowledge-based theory has its origin within the umbrella designation called 

theories of the firm. Theories of the firm are conceptualizations and models of 
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business enterprises which explain and predict their structure and behaviors 

(Grant, R, 1996). Although strategic management has drawn its theories of the firm 

from organization theory, its range of interest is dissimilar. The main goal is to 

clarify firm performance and the determinants of strategic choice (Machlup, F, 

1967). The result has been new contributions to the theory of the firm, specifically 

the knowledge-based view. It represents a gathering of long-established interests 

in uncertainty within firm boundaries, and it does so to the extent it focuses upon 

knowledge as the most strategically important resource of the firm (Grant, R., 

1996). Likewise, knowledge is essential to several distinct research traditions, 

notably organizational learning, the management of technology and managerial 

cognition (ibid). 

The knowledge-based theory of the firm interprets knowledge as a key resource 

that supports managerial decision making. In addition, knowledge-based theory 

labels firms as distributors of tacit and explicit knowledge addressing the 

heterogeneity of knowledge bases between firms, as a key determining factor for 

gaining a sustainable competitive advantage (Grant, R., 1996). The theory 

addresses the importance of exploiting knowledge resources inside and outside 

firm boundaries (Grant, R., and Baden-Fuller, C., 2004). In the context of interfirm 

cooperation’s, the knowledge-based theory suggests that outsourcing 

arrangements support the possibility of utilizing agents’ complementary skills and 

knowledge (ibid). Therefore, the decision of outsourcing or insourcing already 

outsourced activities should be motivated by the assessed need for access and 

exploitation of specialized technical knowledge that is not already available within 

the client firm. 

 

Asset Specificity, Common Firm Language  

Like TCE, Knowledge-based theory of the firm also regards the specificity of assets, 

mainly human assets incorporated in firm-specific routines, language, and skills, as 

critical to the performance of the firm (Barney, J, 1991). Rather than decreasing the 

efficiency of market governance as predicted by TCE, increased asset specificity 

enhances the governance efficiency of firms (Conner, K, 1991; Demsetz, H, 1988). 
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The most common knowledge-based explanation follows Arrow’s (1974) 

explanation of the beneficial role of language within the organization. Firms’ 

efficiency arises through the formation of firm-specific language and routines that 

can enhance the performance of an activity itself (Ibid). As an activity becomes 

more specific to the firm, it increasingly assesses and develops a ‘common 

organizational communication code’ (L Poppo & T Zenger, 1998), which both 

codifies knowledge and facilitates its efficient spreading within the firm (Kogut 

and Zander, 1992). Thus, relative to outsourcing in the market, firms simply 

possess advantages in generating firm-specific language and routines that 

efficiently yield valuable capabilities. Likewise, exploiting specialized external 

knowledge effectively involves the creation of a shared understanding between the 

client and the external agency (Choudhury. V, Sabherwal. R, 2003). 

 

Strategic alliances 

One important trend within the industrial organization has been the growth of 

alliance between independent companies. As big companies have traded their 

corporate borders through outsourcing of ‘non-core’ activities, they have 

increasingly cooperated with other companies in order to engage in activities and 

access resources outside their own boundaries (Grant, R., and Baden-Fuller, C., 

2004). The greater the incongruity between the client firms’ operating field and its 

knowledge domain, the greater is the tendency to form alliances with other firms 

(ibid). 

The alliances are defined as interfirm relationships with not fully defined formal 

contracts or ownership. Thus, in terms of the theory of the firms, alliances are in-

between the defined market (external vendors) and hierarchies (firm). The 

predominant motives of alliance formations, especially in knowledge-based 

sectors, are knowledge accessing and knowledge acquiring. Several studies have 

identified knowledge sharing as the dominant objective of strategic alliances 

including technology, know-how, and organizational capability (Inkpen, C. and 

Crossan, M., 1995; Kale, P., Singh, H. and Perlmutter, H., 2000; Khanna, T., 1998). 
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Given that market contracts for knowledge are overwhelmed by transaction costs, 

it is assumed that economies of scale and scope in knowledge are best exploited 

within the firm. 

Next, we discuss these drivers of firms’ insourcing-decisions, while focusing on 

whether the advertiser encompasses the needed technical knowledge for 

successfully handling digital media activities. 

 

Hypothesis - Technological knowledge 

One knowledge-based motivation for outsourcing is the craving of gaining access 

to and exploitation of technical knowledge that the client firm does not possess 

(Levina, N., and Ross, J, 2003). When the client firm has great levels of technical 

skills and knowledge relevant for the handled activities, outsourcing that activity is 

less attractive (A. Tiwana and A. Bush, 2007). On the contrary, specialized vendors 

such as digital agencies are more likely to recruit and keep more technically skilled 

employees (Levina, N., and Ross, J, 2003), justifying the attractiveness for a client 

to outsource when the internal skill-set is poorer compared to the one of the 

external agencies. Furthermore, prior research in a manufacturing context showed 

that internal availability of technical skills is positively related to the use of 

internal resources, and thus opting out the use of external contractors (Davis-

Blake, A., & Uzzi, B, 1993). In contrast, when the internal availability of technical 

skills is scarce, clients are more prone to buy them from external contractors 

outside the firm (Bensaou, M., and Anderson, E., 1999). Therefore, we expect the 

advantages of internalizing digital media activities based on higher technical 

knowledge within the client firm, to positively influence the decision of insourcing. 

This is consistent with the perspective of the knowledge-based theory that firms 

will insource activities they perform well themselves (Argyres, N, 1996). All else 

being equal, if the advertising firm has the necessary existing expertise to handle 

digital media activities internally, it will be less attractive for advertisers to 

outsource them. Hence, the higher the managerial perception of an advertisers’ 

internal technical knowledge in the domain of handling digital media activities, the 

higher is the likelihood of insourcing. This leads to our tenth hypothesis:   
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Hypothesis 10 (H10): High perception of own technological level 

positively affects the likelihood of insourcing. 

  

Cross-comparison 

Hypothesis - Cross comparison of advertisers and agencies  

Not surprisingly, people differ in the degree to which they enact their beliefs, 

values, and practices in relation to the groups they are part of (Schrauf, R., 2017).  

As stated, this study wishes to examine the perceptions between advertisers and 

agencies. By comparing the perception of the developed theoretical framework 

variables of both agencies’ and advertisers, we potentially discover which factors 

agencies currently do not perceive as important, but which may essentially be 

important focus points when planning their future business strategies.  

First, by exploring the potential gaps, agencies can possibly benefit from finding 

out which signals appear when advertisers wish to insource their digital media 

activities. Signals in which differences in the perception between the two parties, 

could indicate a missed understanding thereof. Likewise, findings in potential 

differences in perception can lead to better collaboration and understanding for 

both parties in terms of dealing with the development within the industry.  

For all variables, we present a null-hypothesis and an alternative hypothesis. The 

null-hypothesis suggests that there are no differences in the means of the two 

groups while the alternative hypothesis suggests the opposite. Therefore, we have 

developed nine different null-hypotheses and nine different alternative-

hypotheses in line with the below presented on asset specificity.  

The 11th hypothesis 11A0, & AA, - 11I0, & IA is exemplified below with 11A0, 11AA:   

 

H11A0): There is no difference in how advertisers assess asset 

specificity and how agencies perceive advertisers to assess asset 

specificity. 

 

H11AA:  There is a difference in how advertisers assess asset specificity 

and how agencies perceive advertisers to assess asset specificity. 
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Methodology 

In the following sections, the research philosophy and empirical approach of this 

paper will be clarified based on the above assumption. The applied methods in the 

project will be justified by our perception of the world and how we believe 

knowledge is created. In addition, our ontology and epistemology explain the way 

in which we gather and interpret data, hence how we design our research. 

Moreover, we will evaluate the reliability and validity of the project and explain 

what measures we have used to enhance these notions in our research. 

 

” All social scientists approach their subject via explicit or implicit 

assumptions about the nature of the social world and the way in which it may 

be investigated” (Burrell & Morgan, 1979:19). 

 

The Role of Theory 

The chosen theories provide a framework to understand the phenomenon under 

investigation. They are structured by variables representing theories of choice, 

measured with numbers and analyzed with statistical procedures, in order to 

determine whether the predictive assumptions of the theory hold true. The 

theoretical notions have helped to suggest the hypotheses and provided the 

encouragement to frame the research in a certain way (Blaikie, 2010). The applied 

theories deliver an academic framework, which is the foundation of focus and 

direction in this research. Consequently, to do so, all selected literature reflect the 

general quality and credibility of this research. Therefore, top-rated journals 

marked with 4*, and 4 ranks consistent with the design of top rating in the 

1,2,3,4,4* Journal Quality list (2015) were used to ensure or increase potential 

reliability and credibility of the used literature (ABS, 2015). Though, literature 

from rank 3 journals was used in special cases if the author(s) had other articles 

within the same topic published in higher ranked journals, and thus, regarded as 

reliable. 2 or 1 ranked journals were not used in this thesis paper to avoid possible 

weakening of credibility.   
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Researchers Philosophical Stance 

According to Saunders et al., (2009) the researchers’ philosophy guide how the 

research is designed and conducted. Our research philosophy is driven by our 

desire to collect data and evidence about which factors and mechanisms influence 

advertiser decisions on the choice of handling digital media activities themselves 

or using external agencies. At best, this research will detect which factors influence 

the sourcing decision as well as enlightening potential industry changes and 

suggest initiatives and areas of focus when dealing with such changes. 

Subsequently, our philosophy of science will affect how we analyze the social 

phenomena we observe and how we interpret findings from it. This study 

acknowledges that one truth cannot be achieved, but scientists should strive for it. 

We believe the data collection in this study gives a partial view of the reality within 

the field of digital marketing. In our study, we strive to be explicit and reflexive 

about our own positioning. That is, how subjective meanings and attitudes, 

potentially, cause biases on the investigated phenomenon (Justesen, L., and Mik-

Meyer, N., 2010).  

 

Paradigm, Ontology, and Epistemology 

Guba (1990) emphasizes that positivism since Descartes (1596-1650) has been the 

most prominent scientific paradigm; “Reality exists ‘out there’ and is driven by 

immutable natural laws and mechanisms” (Heldbjerg, 1997:31). Knowledge of 

these entities and mechanisms is summarized in the form of time- and context-free 

generalizations. Hence, values, opinions and other biasing factors are automatically 

excluded from influencing the outcome (ibid). A derived opposition of this 

construct is the postpositivism (Darmer & Nygaard, 2005). Postpositivism is a 

derived paradigm from the positivistic stance, but instead of being a ‘realist’ it 

perceives the world as a ‘critical realist’ – which stems with this research. We 

agree with the positivists that one truth exists but stand in the opposition together 

with the post-positivists believing that it can never be fully apprehended. Human 

beings are limited in their ability to find one truth and determine how it works. 

However, postpositivism believes in striving for that one truth (Darmer & Nygaard, 
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2005), and so will our research. Yet, as researchers, we do not try to affect the 

investigated. Instead, we recognize that there will always be some degree of 

influence derived from a researcher’s subjective values and attitudes adding 

skewness and bias to the investigated (Justesen, L., and Mik-Meyer, N., 2010).  

  

In addition, social science can be guided through three concepts; ontology, 

epistemology, and methodology (Burrell, G. and Morgan, G., 1979). Each of the 

concepts has two extreme stances where most research is placed somewhere in 

between the extremes. This will also be the stance of this research paper in 

alignment with the before described critical realist stance. Practitioners often 

amplify a prominent philosophy, yet with the insertion of other philosophical 

presumptions. Hence, those practical approaches make sure the research is 

nuanced. In this research, an objective stance will be nuanced by acknowledging 

some subjective fundamentals that are dependent on subjects’ perceptions based 

on the bounded rationality of an individual.  

Ontology narrates to how one perceives ‘reality’ and its nature; is it an objective, 

given construct external to the individual, or is it a subjective product of the 

individual's cognition? (Burrell & Morgan, 1779; Saunders, M. et al., 2009). Our 

ontological approach explains how we believe the world is constructed. The 

assumption is concerned with what we believe constitutes social reality. We 

believe that an objective world external to- and independent of the individual 

exists, and we also assume that the individual takes part in shaping this reality. 

Thus, we acknowledge a relatively objective reality, but believe individuals are co-

constructors of the world we live in. Accordingly, the world is socially built, as 

reality is somehow affected by the individual's’ perception of it. Subsequently, 

because of imperfections in the human senses, and the fact that answering 

questions about beliefs and attitudes is an interpretive process, it cannot be 

observed accurately. Hence, a thoughtful and critical attitude must be adopted 

(Blaikie, N., 2010). 

 

Epistemology relates to how knowledge is understood. This aspect is important in 

research in terms of how we understand knowledge and how it affects the creation 
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of it. Furthermore, the methods of choice affect the knowledge we create (Bjerg, O., 

and Villadsen, K., 2006).  According to the epistemology of critical realists, 

researchers will only be able to comprehend what is going on in the social world if 

they understand the social structures that have given rise to the phenomena that 

we are trying to comprehend. This will also be the case for our research. In other 

words, what we see is only part of the bigger picture (Bhaskar, 1989). Therefore, 

we argue that knowledge is a result of social construction that cannot be 

understood independently from the social actors involved.      

 

To clarify, in alignment with the critical-realist view, we believe that true science 

cannot be achieved, but is something that researchers should strive for. This study 

attempts to collect data which gives a modified and objective depiction of reality 

via quantifiable data extracted from a survey created based on the theoretical 

framework of this study. The objectivity is wanted, but we believe that there will 

always be subjective values and attitudes creating biases (Justesen, L., & Mik-

Meyer, N., 2010). The investigation in this study cannot ignore the subjective 

interpretations of items determining the variables’ effect on the sourcing decision 

in the companies. As Fuglsang et. Al (2004) states: “our knowledge about society is 

not objectively and final, but rather mutable as society change” (Fuglsang, L., & 

Bitsch Olsen, P., 2004:354). The constant changes within society and especially 

within the digital media advertising industry makes it difficult to come up with one 

truth. Consequently, the critical realism theory as a methodology should be 

considered to come as close to reality as possible. Besides the quantitative survey, 

this paper assesses the use of qualitative interviews as suitable to better 

understand and challenge the results of this study. The use of several methods 

(quantitative and qualitative) implies that we utilize a mixed methods approach, as 

one method may cover the fallacies of the other, making loopholes more prone to 

be detected. This is also referred to as method triangulation which is; “the process 

that facilitates the validation of data through cross-verification from more than two” 

(Malhotra, N. K., et al., 2017: 304). It allows reflection upon the degree of 

justification found in the quantitative data. Secondly, it can act as ‘participant 

validation’ which involves taking the findings back to the participants. This is also 
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referred to as ‘post-hoc’ interviews later in this research (Malhotra et al., 2017). 

The feedback from the participants on significant conclusions, verified by them, 

can potentially enhance the validity of the findings (ibid.) and add to the overall 

quality of the study through a holistic perspective (Justesen, L., and Mik-Meyer, N., 

2010). Later, the post-hoc interview will be presented. 

 

More explicitly, our research design evolves around a sequential explanatory 

design which involves around a data collection and analysis process within a 

quantitative setup, followed by a qualitative setup with the aim at interpreting the 

quantitative findings (Schrauf, R., 2017). The cross-comparison includes statistical 

testing for between-group differences in the quantitative strand, -the results of 

which drive the search for explanations in the qualitative strand. The research 

design of this study is visualized in figure 1 below.  

 

 

 

Figure 1: Mixed Methods Design for Between-Groups Comparison 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Applied from Schrauf, R., (2017) – “mixed Methods Designs for Making Cross-Cultural Comparisons”. 

 

We will now go through the development of the questionnaire, the collection 

process and the processing of the quantitative data.  
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Questionnaire Development 

Independent variables 

A large-scale questionnaire survey of client associations in advertising companies 

and digital agency workers was conducted to test the hypotheses. Scale items are 

shown in Table 2. First, we pre-tested the survey questionnaire to reduce 

ambiguity. In addition, all sub-questions (from now on referred to as items) were 

derived from earlier work. Measures of frequency, asset specificity, and bounded 

rationality are based on and adapted from Miranda and Kim (2006). Some 

instruments were modified since “limited physical facilities in the organization” and 

“necessary facilities in the organization” did not comply with the digital media 

activity boundaries and scope of this study. Thus, the instruments were altered to 

“limited access to handling media activities in our organization” and “limited 

resources, technologies, and competencies in our organization”. Measures of 

opportunism are based on scales from Chaudhry et al. (2018) adapted from Liu, Su, 

Li, and Lui (2010). Measures of the degree of complexity are adapted from Poppo 

and Zenger (1998). Measures of relative cost advantage are based on- and adapted 

from scales developed by Straub (1998). Some measures were slightly changed 

and adapted. For example, the item “reduce hardware costs and information 

system costs” was replaced with “overall costs and marketing costs” as hardware 

and information system costs are related to IT outsourcing and not digital media 

sourcing. Therefore, corresponding to prior studies about effective digital media 

investments, overall costs and marketing costs replaced the former (Deborah, M., 

2001; Judy and Brian, 2018; Shaikh, N. Hada, M. Niva, S, 2019). Measures of 

organizational agility are based on scales from Cegarra-Navarro (2015) adapted 

from Lu and Ramamurthy’s (2011). Originally, six instruments were set to 

measure the agility, though two out of six measures were left out. One of these was 

“The ability to rapidly adapt production to demand fluctuations” since respondents 

in the pilot study experienced redundancy with another agility item “ability to 

rapidly respond to customer needs” which blurred the perception of the two 

questions. The study also left out the question “we see market changes as 

opportunities for rapid capitalization” with the assumption of ambiguity in the 
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question being asked – leaving the respondents with doubt which consequently 

could affect the internal reliability.  Measures of outcome measurability and 

behavior observability are based on scales used by Kirsch et al. (2002) adapted 

from Snell (1992). Measures of technical knowledge are based on Zhang et al. 

(2018) adopted from Gold et al. (2001). Two out of six measures were left out. 

These were “we had clear rules for formatting or categorizing process and product 

knowledge” and “we used technology that allowed people in multiple locations to 

learn as a group.” As Zhang et al. (2018) used the measures for business processes, 

the former questions did not fit the scope of this project and were therefore left 

out. 

All variables were measured in more than three items with the exceptions of the 

degree of complexity and frequency. These variables were in previous studies build 

up with only one and two items respectively; hence these were assessed to fit our 

research.  

In the survey, all variables were scored using the seven-point Likert scale, as 1 

represents “strongly disagree” and 7 represents “strongly agree.” For example, 

respondents could select and evaluate from 1 to 7 points for the question “My 

company has access to technology that makes it possible to set up, monitor and 

evaluate the handling of digital media activities” (7: strongly agree; 6: agree; 5: 

partially agree; 4: neutral; 3: partially disagree; 2: disagree; and 1: strongly 

disagree). A seven-point Likert was used in line with the scales implemented from 

all scholars above. Furthermore, all seven response categories can optimize the 

reliability and respondents can distinguish seven distinct categories with a span of 

absolute judgment (Colman, Norris, and Preston, 1997). 

 

Dependent variable 

Likelihood of insourcing 

At the end of the questionnaire, the respondents were asked to indicate how likely 

it was for them to handle all their digital media activities themselves in the future. 

This question was also measured on a 7-point Likert scale indicating that a high 

score meant a high likelihood of insourcing digital media activities in the future. 
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Translation of Survey 

The items used in our questionnaire were originally formulated in English but 

were translated into Danish to overcome language barriers and to make it less 

likely for respondents to fall out during the survey due to lack of understanding. 

We find it important to assess the issues and challenges that arise from translating 

a survey, as several factors must be considered. Usunier (1998) presents factors 

such as grammar and syntax, experiential meaning and lexical meaning that one 

must pay attention to when translating the source questionnaire. 

Scholars have described the process of double translation, also called back-

translation, as one of the most adequate translation processes, which is likely to 

discover most problems associated with a translation (Marin, 1991). Consequently, 

back-translation is implemented in the translation of the questionnaire in this 

study. At least two bilingual individuals participate independently in the 

translation process, hence making it more effective than a simple one-way 

translation due to the filters the translation must go through (McGorry, 2000). 

Firstly, we had a bilingual native-Danish speaker translating from English into our 

target language Danish. Afterward, we had a different bilingual native-English 

speaker translating it from Danish into English. This gave us two versions in the 

original language which we could compare for inconsistencies, cultural gaps, and 

mistranslations. We found only two significant inconsistencies in items of asset 

specificity and behavior observability, which we then consulted the translators 

about before revising them and ultimately agreeing on a final translation.  

 

Data Collection 

As the empirical data collection is vital to the assertions of this research, correct 

processing and breakdown of the data is essential. Surveys are preferred, when 

gathering proper quantitative data to examine and test the proposed and uncertain 

hypotheses, as well as being considered suitable when looking at relations 

between variables (Field, 2009). The survey was conducted in two different ways: 

Onsite at hand and online via the recognized survey-provider SurveyMonkey. 
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The onsite respondent assembly was conducted in two different locations. The first 

location was at a morning seminar on digital marketing trends held by the digital 

media agency, Quisma (Appendix 1). The attendees at the seminar were primarily 

marketers and entrepreneurs from the advertising side. The survey was handed 

out to participants half an hour before the first speaker started presenting, and 

was collected again, just before the presentation began. Since most were attending 

the morning seminar alone and thus had time to kill before the seminar, the 

response rate was relatively high. 26 potential advertisers were asked to partake 

in the questionnaire either by phone via a printed QR code leading directly to the 

online survey, or by hand via the printed version. 20 came back answered to their 

fullest which resulted in a response rate of 77%. The second location was at an 

advertising conference held by Børsen at Axelborg Copenhagen (Appendix 2). As 

one of the leading business papers in Denmark, Børsen managed to gather over 

300 attendees where both advertisers and digital agencies were represented. A 

printed QR code leading to the survey was placed on the tables around the location 

hall, and a small introduction text framed the area of interest and asked about 

participation while waiting for the speakers (Appendix 3). Out of approximately 

300 potential participants, 21 answered to the fullest, which gave a response rate 

of 7%. The two on-site methods of selecting the participants were chosen to 

receive as many relevant respondents as possible. Gathering answers at industry-

related morning seminars, helped us find respondents from both advertisers and 

digital agencies, who were both in our target groups.  

The online questionnaire was created using SurveyMonkey - an online survey 

platform to create tailored surveys with real-time reporting of results. To receive 

as many relevant respondents as possible online, we contacted, markedsføring.dk, 

mediawatch.dk, bureaubiz.dk, and danskannoncørforening.dk. These are all sites 

with knowledge and opinions about the agency-, marketing- and advertiser 

businesses. This was done to achieve the best possible reach of respondents 

relevant to our survey and subsequently the hypotheses testing. The sites were 

informed about the scope of the project, the overall problem statement, and which 

persons were relevant for our survey. Bureaubiz.dk was the first to react to our 

request and agreed to cooperate if they were to get exclusivity of the results. We 
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accepted the terms and later bureaubiz.dk published an article about the study 

leading the readers to our online questionnaire (Appendix 4). Likewise, they sent 

the questionnaire to their 8.000 newsletter subscribers and additionally posted it 

on their Facebook and Twitter pages (Appendix 5). In addition to burueabiz.dk, we 

sent the questionnaire to digital agencies and advertisers via LinkedIn, Facebook 

and emails. Between March 11, 2019, and April 11, 2019, we collected complete 

usable responses from a total of 211 respondents, 143 from advertisers and 68 

from digital agencies.  

 

To make sure we did not get responses from people who were not in our target 

groups, we started the survey by asking which situation described their company 

situation the best. Respondents then had the possibilities to answer if they 

currently, previously or never had an external agency handling their digital media 

activities. For agency workers, it was possible to answer if he or she was working 

at a digital agency. If the respondent answered, “none of the above,” he or she was 

to be excluded. 15 respondents were excluded and led directly to the “thank you”-

page. Based on the answer to the initial question above, the respondents would be 

redirected to the section in the survey formulated according to their exact 

situation (appendix 6). 

 

Data Processing 

This study gathered a total of 251 responses with 211 of them being complete usable 

responses. 143 of these were from advertisers and will be used for the primary 

analysis. The remaining 68 agency responses will be used for a comparative analysis 

later in the research paper. The data was organized by inserting all the answers in 

Microsoft Excel to clean and arrange it. The 40 incomplete responses were deleted, 

and the remaining were then inserted into SPSS v.24. As all the 211 responses 

mentioned above were answered to the fullest, we did not have to replace any of the 

answers or use the mean function. We intentionally made the items in the survey 

compulsory to answer to avoid problems when analyzing the data. The 40 non-

usable respondents quit the survey in the process of answering it.  
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In SPSS we ‘reverse coded’ the items from the Asset Specificity, Organizational 

Agility, Behavior Observability, and Outcome Measurability variables to the other 

end of the Likert-scale: 1=7, 2=6, 3=5, 4=4, 5=3, 6=2, 7=1. This was done to make 

sure that all scales of the independent variables were aligned and positively loaded 

towards the dependent variable. 

A multiple linear regression analysis was chosen to analyze the data. This was done 

to be able to measure the impact of the independent variables on the dependent 

variable likelihood of insourcing. A multiple linear regression tolerates the 

development of a model building that can contain several variables that operate 

independently, or in association with one another to clarify the variation in the 

dependent variables (Saunders et al., 2007). 

 

Before running the analysis in SPSS, the various items under each hypothesis needed 

to be computed into one variable. This was done in SPSS in the ‘Compute variables’ 

feature, adding the scores of the different items for each hypothesis and dividing 

them with the number of items to calculate the mean scores. Therefore, all 

corresponding items to one hypothesis were represented by one variable only and 

not several. For instance, organizational agility as a variable is the mean scores of 

the items: (1) ability to rapidly response, (2) rapidly cope with media vendor 

problems, (3) rapidly face market changes, and (4) continuous reinvention of a digital 

agency in order to adjust changed advertiser needs.  

Additionally, to assess if the perceptions of an advertisers’ opinions on the 

presented variables were equal for advertisers and agencies, we complemented 

our regression analysis with an independent samples t-test.  

We did not choose to run another multiple linear regression analysis for the 

agencies, as we did not include the dependent variable of “likelihood of insourcing” 

in the questionnaire for this group. This was decided because we assessed agency 

employees not to be able to answer this correctly, as they have different clients 

who may have completely different opinions on this. We furthermore omitted 

frequency as a factor for agencies, as this was also assessed as being impossible for 

them to answer adequately.  
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An independent samples t-test was instead chosen because it can tell us whether 

the means of two different sample groups (advertisers and agencies) are reliably 

different from each other (Field, 2009). For practical reasons, we chose to look at 

the differences between agencies and advertisers who are likely to insource their 

media activities. This was decided because advertisers, who are likely to insource, 

possess a threat to digital agencies. Thus, we wish to investigate whether agencies 

misunderstand and misinterpret this group of advertisers.  

 

The independent t-test was also conducted in SPSS v.24. 65 advertisers and 68 

agency responses were used to run the test. The 65 advertisers likely to insource 

their digital media activities were advertisers who scored above average (5-7 on 

the 7-point Likert scale) on the dependent variable question of likelihood of 

insourcing digital media activities in the future. 

 

Reliability and Validity 

When conducting research, it is important to have in mind three concepts used to 

evaluate research: validity, reliability, and replicability. Reliability is defined as 

“the extent to which a measurement reproduces consistent results if the process of 

measurement were to be repeated” (Malhotra et al., 2012:160), Hence, it is central 

that all steps in the process of a study are visibly showed and explicitly explained 

to increase the reliability of this study. Replicability is closely related to reliability 

which is why it must be seen in the same context. While reliability focuses on 

repeatedly obtaining the same results, replicability specifies to what extent a 

researcher can repeat the process of another researcher. The relation between 

reliability and replicability is that both rely on the specification of each step of the 

process in a study. All subscales of the questionnaire were subjected to Cronbach’s 

alpha, α, internal consistency reliability analysis, to secure that the measures 

concerning one hypothesis dependably reflect the construct that it is measuring. 

Cronbach’s α ought to be used as a measurement instrument for internal 

consistency, and not as a statistical test. A Cronbach α value of 0.7 to 0.8 is a 

tolerable level for α. Significantly lower values demonstrate an unreliable scale 
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(Saunders, M. Lewis, P. Thornhill, A., 2007). All the variables used in our 

conceptual model have been run through Cronbach’s alpha analysis, and all 

variables score above the tolerable level of 0.7. The results of the analysis can be 

seen below in table 2. 

 
 

      

Table 2: Cronbach's α with items     

  Cronbach's α N of items 

Frequency (adapted from Miranda and Kim, 2006) ,793 2 

1. We use our digital agency frequently 

  

2. We need our digital agency temporarily 

  

Asset Specificity (adapted from Miranda and Kim, 2006) ,747 3 

1. The tasks a digital agency performs require unique experience 

  

2. The tasks a digital agency performs requires up-to-date education on media 
opportunities and technologies 

  

3. The tasks a digital agency performs requires a unique technology 

  

Opportunism (adapted from Chaudhry et al., 2018) ,947 5 

1. The client is trying to breach the implicit agreement to benefit itself. 

  

2. The client is trying to promote its own objectives through insincere means. 

  

3. It does not appear that the client is acting in a completely trustworthy and honest 
manner. 

  

4. The client is trying to alter facts to meet its own goals and objectives 

  

5. It appears that the client is opportunistic 

  

Degree of Complexity (adapted from Poppo and Zenger, 1998) 1,00 1 

1. To what degree do you believe that the activities the digital agencies do for your 
company, require personnel with extensive knowledge and skills?  

  

Bounded Rationality (adapted from Miranda and Kim, 2006) ,852 3 

1. We have limited access to buying media in our organization 

  

2. We have limited expertise within digital media buying in our organization 

  

3. We do not have the necessary facilities and resources in our organization to 
perform the activities a digital agency does for us 

  

Relative Cost Advantage (adapted from Ang and Straub, 1998) ,842 4 

1. We have the scale and volume to justify internal data processing management and 
digital media activities 

  

2. A digital agency would not be able to reduce our overall costs 

  

3. A digital agency would not be able to reduce our marketing costs 

  

4. We would be able to buy our media and advertising cheaper than a digital agency 

  

Organizational Agility (adapted from Cegarra-Navarro, Juan-Gabriel et al., 
2016) 

,891 4 

1. The digital agency has the ability to rapidly respond to our needs 

  

2. The digital agency has the ability to rapidly cope with problems from media 
vendors 

  

3. The digital agency rapidly implement decisions to face market changes 

  

4. The digital agency continuously search for forms to reinvent and redesign its 
organization for our needs 
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Behavior Observability (adapted from Kirsch et al., 2002) ,886 3 

1. While digital campaigns were ongoing, the campaign responsible spend 
considerable time and effort explaining the progress of achieving the campaign goals 

  

2. While digital campaigns were ongoing, I frequently received a formal review 
about the campaigns actual progress towards the goal   

  

3. Aside from formal review documents, I frequently received written reports from 
the campaign responsible that specifically indicated progress or complications driving 
towards the goals  

  

Outcome Measurability (adapted from Kirsch et al., 2002) ,898 5 

1. I have several sources of objective data that indicate how well digital media 
activities meet the campaign goals  

  

2. It is possible for me to determine whether the digital media activities are 
completed in time 

  

3. It is possible for me to determine whether the digital media activities are 
completed within budgeted costs 

  

4. It is possible for me to determine whether the digital media activities are 
completed according to the 'users' satisfaction 

  

5. If I want to, I can accurately and reliably measure the extent to which the finished 
digital media investment met its goals. 

  

Technological Level (adapted from Zhang et al., 2018) ,937 4 

My organization has access to technology that allows... 
  

1. It to setup, monitor and evaluate the handling of digital media activities  

  

2. It to store the knowledge of consumers retrieved from digital media marketing 
and use it for commercial ends 

  

3. It to search for new knowledge within the area of handling digital media    

  

4. To generate new opportunities of thriving towards better advertising solutions 
going forward 

    

 
 
Validity is defined by Malhotra et al. as: “The extent to which a measurement 

represents characteristics that exist in the phenomenon under investigation” 

(2012:160). Hence, validity is used to assess to what extent a measure actually 

measures what it is supposed to. If a questionnaire is measuring what it is 

supposed to measure, it will contain a high level of validity (ibid.). Often, when 

discussing the validity of a questionnaire, researchers refer to content validity, and 

criterion-related validity (Blumberg, B., Cooper, D.R. and Schindler, P.S., 2005). 

Content validity refers to the extent to which the measurement questions in our 

questionnaire, give adequate coverage of what is investigated (Saunders, M.et al., 

2009). To secure content validity, all questions were adapted or adopted from 

earlier work on related topics, presented in top-ranked journals (i.e., 4* and 4 

only), giving supportable prerequisites for increasing the content validity of the 

research study. Criterion-related validity is concerned with the ability of the 

measures to make accurate predictions (ibid.). This research assessed the 
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criterion-related validity by comparing the data from the questionnaire and testing 

the strength of the relationship between pairs of the research variables via a 

correlation coefficient. A value of +1 represents a perfect positive correlation (i.e., 

as the value of one variable increases, values of the other variable will increase) 

and vice versa when experiencing a value of -1. The two variables are still related, 

however, if one increase, the other one will decrease. Table 3 shows the correlation 

between variables. 

 

                            

Table 3: Correlation matrix                     

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

1. Likelihood of 
Insourcing 

1             

2. Frequency -,155* 1            

3. Asset 
Specificity 

- 
,520*** 

-,114 1           

4. Opportunism ,618*** ,069 -,495*** 1          

5. Bounded 
Rationality 

- 
,569*** 

,059 ,618*** -,651*** 1         

6. Relative Cost 
Advantage 

,603*** ,139* -,607*** ,494*** -,507*** 1        

7. Complexity ,048 ,074 -,195* ,072 ,037 ,163 1       

8. 
Organizational 
Agility 

,397*** ,365*** -,548*** ,460*** -,391*** ,527*** ,284*** 1      

9. Outcome 
Measurability 

,019 ,196* -,232** ,305*** -,171 ,212** ,040 ,378*** 1     

10. Behaviour 
Observability 

,333*** ,330*** -,423*** ,394*** -,357*** ,504*** ,124 ,723*** ,515*** 1    

11. 
Technological 
Level 

,412*** -,103 -,395*** ,297*** -,491*** ,499*** -,070* ,184* -,038 ,079 1   

12. Size -,162* -,061 ,092 -,043 -,111 -,044 -,140* -,060 -,049 -,063 ,295*** 1  

13. Experience ,250*** -,197** -,227** ,169* -,439*** ,299*** -,159* ,015 -,080 ,063 ,601*** ,183* 1 
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Likewise, the quality of academic work is dependent on assessment criteria’s 

called quality criteria. Consistency, coherency, and transparency are all aspects that 

are bonded to the logic demands about not being contradictory and being open 

about your choices and why they are preferred (Justesen, L., & Mik-Meyer, N., 

2010). The study assessed all elements which contributed to the problem 

statement and which were outside the investigation of this study in order to be 

transparent. Furthermore, theory, methodology, results, and discussion all refer to 

our problem statement. Hence, we strive to create a clear and logical connection 

between the parts to secure consistency and coherence. 

  

Secondary Data Collection and Analysis 

Apart from the primary collected data in this study, already existing data 

characterized as secondary data has been used to support the problem statement, 

theoretical framework and primary data of our study. We have used several data 

sources from learning books, academic journals with portentous ranks 3, 4, and 4* 

(ABS, 2015), case studies, reports, analyses and literature reviews. 

Furthermore, the secondary data has been used to assess the most correct data 

gathering to secure a solid empirical foundation. The secondary literature can all 

be found in the reference list. 

 

Post-Hoc Interviews 

As described previously in this chapter, we will now go through the development 

of the qualitative part of the mixed method explanatory design.  

 

A post-hoc analysis involves looking at the data after a study has been concluded 

with the desire to find patterns and justification of the results (Saunders, M. et al., 

2009). This study designed three post-hoc interviews motivated by the desire to 

justify and clarify the relationships of the constructs from the results in this study, 

in a setting with individuals who are experiencing the sourcing development at 

hand. Participant responses from a survey can be used as prompts in follow-up 

qualitative interviews (Schrauf, R., 2017). We conducted two interviews with 
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people involved in the insourcing decision of Danske Spil and Arla Foods. Tech & 

Programmatic Lead of Danske Spil, Peter Møller, and Digital Media Manager at 

Arla, Martin Ditlev. Likewise, an interview with a digital agency representative, 

COO from the media agency Wavemaker, Morten-Munk Hansen was conducted to 

understand and illuminate both sides of the advertiser-agency relationship. The 

interviews are later used in our discussion to gain additional insights into the 

reasonings for insourcing decisions.   

The conducts were semi-structured interviews (Kvale, 1997) to gain an 

understanding of relationships between constructs between the variables of this 

research. Such interviews are effective to elaborate on underlying motivations 

behind the social phenomena being investigated; in this case the independent 

factors’ function and influence on the insourcing decision. 

We acknowledge that our sample size for our interviews is relatively low. This is 

due to time restrictions caused by the narrow window between the results found 

of the primary study and hand in date of the thesis. However, we believe the 

interviews provide relevant data for our project, as our findings also rely on 

quantitative data extracted from our survey. This, of course, is an advantage of the 

checks-and-balances triangulation we have conducted; the weaknesses of one 

method is likely to be covered by the strengths of another (Darmer & Nygaard, 

2005). 

 

Prior to the interviews, the gratefulness for participation was stated, and we 

assured that the interviewees were fine with being audio-recorded. The agenda of 

the interview and research was briefly touched upon at first, though not 

intensively, so the interviewee's attention did not shift towards a certain path. The 

questions, which were all open, were asked in line with our theoretical framework 

and were all related to the accepted or rejected results which we sought a more 

profound understanding of. 

Interviews come with the risk of bias in terms of semantics and honesty. The 

interviewee can hold back information or not feel comfortable sharing certain 

experiences with outsiders. Yet, Easterby-Smith et al. (2002) note that open 

questions, as well as analytical questions, diminish the risk of interviewer bias. As 
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we included both open- and analytical questions in our interviews, we assess the 

answers to be reliable. Furthermore, the interviews were conducted by one 

interviewer making sure it was phrased identically both verbally and non-verbally; 

assumingly, when the questions are asked in the same manner, the interviewees 

are more prone to recognize it in the same  

manner and thus reply the same intended questions (ibid.).  However, we 

acknowledge that three interviews will affect the results we get. To increase the 

reliability, we included interviewees from both ‘insourcers’ and agencies, all with 

relevant roles in the insourcing process. We recognize that choosing a different set 

of interviewees would likely yield other answers, and this is kept in mind when 

analyzing our results. Still, we deem our qualitative data to be reliable due to our 

considerations when choosing the interviewees. 

The recorded interviews (Appendix 7) are used to gain additional insights into the 

perception of substantial variables influencing the sourcing decisions.    

 

Control Variables 

Control variables refer to variables or contributing factors that are fixed or 

eliminated in order to clearly identify the relationship between an independent 

variable and a dependent variable (Saunders et al., 2007). Thus, we try to eliminate 

strong ‘mistaken’ correlations by adding variables to the model which we assume 

might drive the results of the sourcing decision. This study includes two control 

variables. One institutional criterion and one demographic criterion. 

The former refers to company size. Previous research has shown significant 

relationships between the size of the company and sourcing decisions as part of 

strategic decision making. A small company is more likely to insource, and a large 

company is more likely to outsource (Verwall, E. et al., 2009: Miranda, and Kim, 

2006; Chaudry, S. et al., 2018). Further, Horsky et al., (2012) observed that 

internalization of advertisement is expected to be more likely among small 

advertisers.  

Rather than incorporating a variable such as estimated digital media budget as an 

indication of company size, Danmarks Statistik (2018) definition of company sizes 
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were added (Micro, 0-9 employees; small, 10-49; medium; 50-249, large; >250). 

The intent was not to determine size by media budget, but rather an actual size in 

the number of employees as theorists have concluded size as defined above, acts as 

an important influence on firm behavior (Scherer, 1980). Thus, we asked 

respondents to label the firm size between the four sizes stated above.  

The demographic criteria refer to experience with handling of digital media 

activities. Many previous studies have used the degree of experience with the asset 

being outsourced as a control variable as it has been found to have a significant 

effect on the sourcing decision (Kirsch, L. et al., 2002; Chaudhry, S. et al., 2018). 

Years of experience influence beliefs and opinions about managing vendor 

relationships, and thus affect decisions on behavioral strategy in whether to 

insource or not (Chaudhry, S. et al., 2018). Likewise, scholars address that 

experience affect decision making (Ashby FG and Maddox WT., 1992; Forbes DP., 

2005; Judge WQ and Miller A, 1991). Thus, we expect rather experienced managers 

within the field of digital media activities to be more likely to insource such 

activities. Aligned with previous studies investigating experience related to 

decision making (Mitchell, J., Shepard, D., & Sharfman, M., 2010), we use a 7-point 

Likert scale anchored by strongly disagree (1) and strongly agree (7). 

We used a single item to capture data for both control variables (See appendix 6).  

The control variables are not of primary interest to the investigated as it is already 

known as critical factors when making sourcing decisions and are included in 

applying even stronger determinations of potential relationships between the 

independent and dependent variables involved in this study. Though, we recognize 

that the two control variables applied in this research cannot virtually account for 

all variables that may affect the outcome of the analysis. 
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Results 

In the following section, we intend to analyze the results of the survey and relate it 

to the hypotheses and overall research question. Based on our understanding of 

the digital media market circumstances and our theoretical framework, we have 

developed a model, inspired by our discussion of theory and empirical field 

research, as a tool to answer our research question. Initially, the answers from the 

advertisers will be presented, and subsequently, the framework of the hypotheses 

stating whether these are accepted or rejected will be displayed. Finally, the cross-

comparison results between the advertisers and the agencies will be 

demonstrated. 

 

Multiple Linear Regression Analysis 

A total of 143 complete responses were collected from advertisers across 

Denmark. Descriptive statistics are shown in Table 4. The advertiser respondents 

have been divided into three subcategories based on their response in the 

dependent variable of future likelihood of insourcing. Advertisers who scored low 

(1-3) were applied to the subcategory called ‘outsourcers’. Advertisers who scored 

four (4) were sub-categorized as ‘inbetweeners’, and advertisers who scored high 

(5-7) were added in the category called ‘insourcers’. The question was measured 

on a 7-point Likert scale. Interestingly, is the observation that advertisers who are 

likely to outsource compared to advertisers who are likely to insource score very 

differently on several measures. For instance, the mean scores suggest that 

‘outsourcers’ trust their digital agencies more compared to ‘insourcers’ scoring 

2,55 and 4,58 respectively (Table 4). Moreover, differences are observed in the 

variables bounded rationality, relative cost advantage, and technological level of 

knowledge between ‘outsourcers’ and ‘insourcers’. Consequently, making 

observations solely at the descriptive data suggest that ‘outsourcers’ feel restricted 

in their capabilities and the technological level they possess, while ‘insourcers’ 

generally feel less restricted. 
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However, to conclude and to be able to state something statistically, additional 

research and statistical analysis are necessary. Hence, we will proceed with a 

multiple linear regression analysis. 

            

Table 4: Descriptive Statistics of Multiple Linear Regression Analysis 

  N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Frequency 143 1,00 6,50 2,45 1,42 

Insourcers 65 1,00 6,50 2,08 1,27 

Inbetweeners 26 1,00 5,50 2,96 1,41 

Outsourcers 52 1,00 5,50 2,66 1,50 
      

Asset Specificity 143 1,00 7,00 4,16 1,46 

Insourcers 65 1,67 7,00 3,49 1,16 

Inbetweeners 26 1,00 6,33 4,01 1,66 

Outsourcers 52 1,67 7,00 5,08 1,20 
      

Threat of Opportunism 143 1,00 7,00 3,65 1,63 

Insourcers 65 1,40 7,00 4,58 1,50 

Inbetweeners 26 1,80 7,00 3,52 1,18 

Outsourcers 52 1,00 4,80 2,55 1,23 
      

Degree of Complexity 143 1,00 7,00 2,67 1,53 

Insourcers 65 1,00 7,00 2,75 1,65 

Inbetweeners 26 1,00 7,00 2,62 1,55 

Outsourcers 52 1,00 7,00 2,60 1,38 
      

Bounded Rationality 143 1,00 7,00 3,77 1,66 

Insourcers 65 1,00 7,00 2,89 1,66 

Inbetweeners 26 1,33 6,33 4,05 1,53 

Outsourcers 52 2,67 7,00 4,72 1,06 
      

Relative Cost Advantage 143 1,00 7,00 4,69 1,40 

Insourcers 65 3,25 7,00 5,31 1,07 

Inbetweeners 26 3,25 6,50 4,99 1,00 

Outsourcers 52 1,00 6,50 3,75 1,47 
      

Organizational Agility 143 1,00 7,00 3,79 1,36 

Insourcers 65 1,00 7,00 4,22 1,49 
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Inbetweeners 26 2,50 6,00 3,96 0,97 

Outsourcers 52 1,00 5,00 3,17 1,12 
      

Outcome Measurability 143 1,00 6,00 3,08 1,25 

Insourcers 65 1,00 6,00 3,08 1,42 

Inbetweeners 26 1,00 5,60 3,55 1,05 

Outsourcers 52 1,00 5,60 3,00 1,06 

  
     

Behaviour Observability 143 1,00 7,00 3,90 1,59 

Insourcers 65 1,00 7,00 4,18 1,78 

Inbetweeners 26 2,33 6,00 4,64 1,16 

Outsourcers 52 1,00 6,00 3,17 1,20 
      

Technological Level 143 1,00 7,00 5,28 1,53 

Insourcers 65 3,25 7,00 6,00 0,88 

Inbetweeners 26 1,50 7,00 4,35 1,72 

Outsourcers 52 1,00 7,00 4,85 1,66 

      

 

To analyze the impact of the independent variables on the degree of insourcing 

(dependent variable), a multiple linear regression was conducted in SPSS v. 24.  To 

make sure that data is suitable for the analysis, and to be able to draw conclusions 

about a population, it is needed to make sure that various assumptions of multiple 

regressions are met (Berry, 1993). The first assumption is that variables must be 

measured at a continuous level. This assumption is met since all the variables are 

based on a 7-point Likert scale. 

Secondly, in order to make sure that there were no outliers in the data set, an 

analysis of the standard residuals was completed. A residual is the vertical distance 

between the regression line and a data point. This showed the standard residual 

min. of -2,495 and a standard residual max on 2,758 which proved that there were 

no noteworthy outliers in the data set. Thirdly, a Durbin-Watson test was 

completed to check for autocorrelation and independence of observations. A score 

of 1,553 means that the data set is slightly positively autocorrelated but 

nevertheless meets the assumption of the Durbin-Watson score to be between 1,5 

and 2,5 (Berry, 1993). 
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Next, a test was completed to make sure that multicollinearity did not occur. 

Multicollinearity is the state of very high intercorrelations among the independent 

variables and can be checked by looking at the Collinearity statistics of Tolerance 

and VIF. Tolerance scores must not be under 0,2 while VIF exceeds 10. As seen in 

table 5, multicollinearity is not present in this data set.  

Furthermore, the data met the assumption that it needs to show homoscedasticity. 

This was observed by looking at the scatterplot in SPSS. It showed the variance 

around the regression line was the same for all values of the predictor. Finally, it 

was checked using the P-P-plot, that the residuals (errors) of the regression line 

were approximately normally distributed, which was also checked by looking at 

the histogram presented in SPSS. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Since all the assumptions for using the data for a multiple linear regression are 

met, the paper will now proceed to the results of the regression analysis. 

 

 

   

Table 5: Collinearity Statistics 

 
Tolerance VIF 

(Constant) 
  

Frequency 0,783 1,278 

Asset Specificity 0,427 2,341 

Opportunism 0,481 2,078 

Bounded Rationality 0,350 2,859 

Relative Cost Advantage 0,427 2,342 

Complexity 0,826 1,210 

Organizational Agility 0,342 2,924 

Outcome Measurability 0,693 1,443 

Behaviour Observability 0,354 2,825 

Technological Level 0,424 2,360 

Size 0,821 1,218 

Experience 0,550 1,818 

a. Dependent Variable: Insourcing Likelihood 
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Table 6: Regression Model Summary 

R Square Adjusted R Square F Sig. 

,650 ,618 20,105 ,000 

 
 
The results indicate that the independent variables expressively affect the outcome 

of the dependent variable (Likelihood of Insourcing). Field (2009) argues that the 

adjusted R2 value best explains how well the model generalizes to the population 

(Field, 2009); hence this is the 

value that will be used. With an adjusted R2 value of .618, it is concluded that the 

independent variables account for 61,8% of the variation in the likelihood of 

insourcing. Furthermore, it is possible to reject the null-hypothesis stating the 

correlation coefficient R is equal to 0 since the F-statistic (p < .000) is less than the 

minimum accepted significance level of 0.5. Therefore, we can with statistical 

“power” state that there is a correlation between the variables in our developed 

model. According to Field (2009), this correlation can be defined as strong since 

the adjusted R2 value is between .60 and .80. 

As we suggest the model to be strongly significant and affecting the outcome of the 

likelihood of insourcing, we will now proceed by going through the hypotheses to 

accept or reject these. 
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Figure 2: Illustration of results – Conceptual Model 

  
Note: N.S. = p > 0,05; + = p < 0,1; *** = p < 0,001 

 

 

Testing of Hypotheses 

The results from the multiple linear regression analysis will now be presented, 

accepting or rejecting our hypotheses. After presenting our findings, we will later 

elaborate and discuss our findings in the discussion section in later sections. 

 

The results from our multiple linear regression model reject H1, stating that low 

frequency positively affects the likelihood of insourcing. Participants of the survey 

would score high on the 7-point Likert scale if they implied that they did not use 

the digital agency frequently, hence based on the theory, it was forecasted that the 
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more likely an advertiser were to insource the less transaction frequency they 

would have. However, low transaction frequency is found to have a significant 

negative effect on the likelihood of insourcing (β= -,385, p < ,001). Consequently, 

advertisers who are more likely to insource, make use of their digital agencies 

more frequently than the advertisers less likely to insource. This contradicts the 

theory of TCE and previous research. Hence, we cannot accept the hypothesis.  

The second hypothesis, H2 states that high levels of asset specificity have a positive 

impact on the likelihood of insourcing. H2 is rejected. The results demonstrate that 

advertisers who believe digital media activities to be unique assets are slightly 

more likely to insource. In other words, the negative beta-coefficient (β = -,085, 

N.S. = p > ,05) illustrates that higher asset specificity leads to a lower likelihood of 

insourcing, thus contradicting the theory and H2. Also, the relationship is found to 

be non-significant. Hence, we are not able to statistically say anything with 

certainty, and thus H2 is rejected. 

The third hypothesis, H3 predicts that the higher the threat of opportunism 

advertisers perceive agencies to have the higher the likelihood of insourcing. This 

hypothesis is accepted by our findings (β = ,470, p < ,001), as the threat of 

opportunism is found to have a significant positive effect on the likelihood of 

insourcing.  Furthermore, opportunism is the independent variable with the 

strongest and most significant effect on the likelihood of insourcing.  

Also, to determine H4, respondents were asked to what degree they believe the 

activities a digital agency perform, require personnel with extensive knowledge 

and skills. The degree of complexity is found to be non-significant, and thus, H4 is 

rejected. High perceived complexity has a negative effect on the likelihood of 

insourcing (β = -,106, N.S. = p > ,05). Consequently, the relationship demonstrates 

that higher perceived degree of complexity provokes a higher likelihood of 

insourcing. Although the data for this analysis is non-significant, it is interesting to 

note that the results contradict the hypothesis and theory.   

The fifth hypothesis H5, predicts that a high degree of bounded rationality has a 

positive effect on the likelihood of insourcing. In other words, the lack of 

understanding of the complexity of digital media activities consequently leads 

advertisers to keep these activities in-house. The result, however, shows that 
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bounded rationality has a non-significant, negative effect on the likelihood of 

insourcing (β = -,111, N.S. = p > ,05), and thus the hypothesis is rejected. 

Moreover, although the data is rejected, it is worth to notice that the results 

contradict the theory and the hypothesis. We will elaborate on this in the 

discussion section. 

The results provide strong support for hypothesis 6. H6 states that low perceived 

relative cost advantage when outsourcing digital media activities reflect in a higher 

likelihood of insourcing. The results show a clear relationship between advertisers 

who are likely to insource and the perception of low relative cost advantage when 

using digital agencies (β = ,417, p < ,001). Therefore, H6 is accepted. 

The anticipated positive effect of low perceived organizational agility of a digital 

agency on the likelihood of insourcing was observed. However, it was found to be 

non-significant (β = ,156, N.S. = p > ,05), and thus the study rejects H7. The 

relationship between agility and insourcing is observed, although not significant. 

Advertisers are more likely to keep digital media activities insourced if they 

perceive a digital agency to be rigid more than agile. 

Hypotheses 8, H8 predicts that low behavior observability has a positive effect on 

the likelihood of insourcing. This relationship is observed but with a significance 

score on ,167 it is found to be non-significant (β = ,161, N.S. = p > ,05) and 

therefore the hypothesis is rejected.  

The ninth hypothesis, H9 predicts that the difficultness to measure the outcome of 

a digital media activity has a positive effect on the likelihood of insourcing. 

Nevertheless, our results show that the difficultness to measure the outcome of 

digital media activities has a significant negative effect on the likelihood of 

insourcing (β = -,399, p < ,001). Hence, we cannot accept H9, and thus we reject it. 

Rejecting the hypothesis while suggesting the opposite relationship compared to 

what is stated in previous theoretical literature and research, opens for an 

interesting discussion elaborated on later in this paper.  

Hypothesis 10, H10 suggests that advertisers who perceive their technological 

level to be high has a positive effect on the likelihood of insourcing. The hypothesis 

is accepted by our results demonstrating a borderline-significant positive effect on 

the likelihood of insourcing (β = ,193, + = p < 0,1). This suggests that advertisers 
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who perceive their technological level to be as high as that of a digital agency, are 

more likely to keep their digital media activities insourced. 

An overview of the ten hypotheses stating whether these are accepted or rejected 

is visualized in table 7. 

 

Table 7: Results of Hypothesis Testing - Advertisers 

 

With respect to the control variables, the results indicate that the likelihood of 

insourcing is significantly associated with company size (p < .005). Further, 

Low transaction frequency positively affects the likelihood of insourcing1 Rejected

3 High threat of opportunism positively affects the likelihood of insourcing. Accepted

4

2 High asset specificity positively affects the likelihood of insourcing. Rejected

Rejected

6 Low perceived cost advantage positively affects the likelihood of insourcing. Accepted

7
Low perceived organizational agility of the digital agency positively affects the 

likelihood of insourcing.
Rejected

10
High perception of own technological level positively affects the likelihood of 

insourcing.
Accepted

Results of Hypothesis Testing

Hypothesis Finding

8 Low behavior observability positively affects the likelihood of insourcing. Rejected

9
High difficultness of measurability outcome positively affects the likelihood of 

insourcing.
Rejected

Low perception of difficultness positively affects the likelihood of insourcing. Rejected

5 High levels of bounded rationality positively affect the likelihood of insourcing
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advertisers’ experience within digital media activities did not have a significant 

effect on the advertiser’s intent.  

 

Cross-comparison analysis 

As stated, a secondary objective of this study is to investigate potential gaps 

between advertisers and agencies in their perceptions of which constructs affect 

the choice of insourcing decisions. To analyze this, we run an independent samples 

t-test. An independent samples t-test is a statistical test that measures if two 

means (averages) are reliably different from each other (Saunders et al. 2009). For 

the sake of practical relevance, we will compare the answers of agency 

representatives as one test group, and advertiser representatives stating that their 

company is likely to insource as the other test group. As explained in the data 

processing section, advertisers likely to insource are defined as the advertisers 

who had high scores (5-7 on a 7-point Likert scale) in the question concerning the 

likelihood of insourcing digital media activities in the future. Before running the 

test, a few assumptions must be met to make sure that data is suitable for this 

analysis (Field, 2009). 

Firstly, we make sure that our data is of independent observations. This 

assumption is met since our data is from 65 different advertisers and from 68 

different employees working at external agencies handling digital activities. 

Secondly, it is stated that the dependent variable must follow a normal distribution 

in the population, but that this assumption however only is needed for sample 

sizes smaller than 25. With a sample size of 133, the data meets this assumption as 

well. Lastly, the third assumption states that the standard deviation of the 

dependent variable must be equal in both populations. Also, it is mentioned that 

this assumption is only needed if sample sizes are highly unequal (Field, 2009), 

which is not the case with our data. Since all assumptions for running a t-test are 

met, we deliberately start testing our different hypotheses to investigate possible 

significant differences in the perceptions of advertisers and digital agencies. Table 

8 shows the descriptive results of the T-test. 
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Table 8: Descriptive Statistics of The Independent Samples T-test 

  N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 

Asset Specificity     

Advertisers 65 3,49 1,16 0,14 

Agencies 68 5,05 0,90 0,11 

Opportunism 
    

Advertisers 65 4,58 1,50 0,19 

Agencies 68 2,27 1,13 0,14 

Complexity 
    

Advertisers 65 2,75 1,65 0,20 

Agencies 68 2,16 0,89 0,11 

Bounded Rationality 
    

Advertisers 65 2,89 1,66 0,21 

Agencies 68 5,21 0,98 0,12 

Relative Cost Advantage 
    

Advertisers 65 5,31 1,07 0,13 

Agencies 68 3,51 0,82 0,10 

Organizational Agility 
    

Advertisers 65 4,22 1,49 0,18 

Agencies 68 2,47 0,94 0,11 

Outcome Measurability 
    

Advertisers 65 2,94 1,42 0,18 

Agencies 68 3,02 1,18 0,14 

Behavior Observability 
    

Advertisers 65 4,18 1,78 0,22 

Agencies 68 3,06 1,25 0,15 

Technological Level 
    

Advertisers 65 6,00 0,88 0,11 

Agencies 68 4,42 1,37 0,17 

  

Testing of hypotheses 

When doing a t-test we present the null-hypothesis, stating that the two 

populations have equal means on a given independent variable. Firstly, we present 

the null-hypothesis of asset specificity. As we see in table 8, it seems like there is a 

substantial difference between the advertisers (M = 3,49, SE = 0,14) and the 
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agencies (M = 5,05, SE= 0,11). A t-test can tell us if the differences are considerable 

and significant enough to draw conclusions. As explained in our cross-comparison 

section, we present a null-hypothesis and an alternative hypothesis for each of the 

tested variables. Our null-hypothesis suggests that the two samples have the same 

mean, while the alternative hypothesis suggests the opposite.   

 

An “Independent Samples T-Test” is run in SPSS v.24 to conduct the analysis. To 

present how the test is conducted, a thorough examination of the procedure for the 

variable asset specificity is presented. Subsequently, the most significant findings 

are elaborated before all the results for the nine null-hypotheses are presented in 

table 11. 

Output for the first test run on Asset Specificity is shown below in Table 9. Firstly, 

we use the Levene’s test for equality of variances to determine which of the lines to 

use. Because the significance is p= ,199 and therefore below the normally accepted 

significance level, the assumption of equal variance between advertisers and 

agencies holds. Therefore, we report on the first line of the t-test results called 

Equal variances assumed. However, if the significance score on the Levene’s Test 

was significant (p < ,05), we had reported on the equal variances not assumed line. 

If sig. (2-tailed) > ,05, it is suggested that the means of advertisers and agencies are 

equal, which means that no significant difference is observed between the two 

populations’ perceptions of asset specificity. However, in our case, p < ,000, 

suggests that we can reject our null hypothesis and thus accept the alternative 

hypothesis meaning there is a significant difference between the asset specificity 

scores of advertisers and agencies. 
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Table 9: Independent Samples T-Test Output for AS 

  

Levene's Test for 
Equality of Variances t-test for Equality of Means 

F Sig. t df 
Sig. (2-
tailed) 

Mean 
Difference 

Std. Error 
Difference 

Asset 
Specificity 

Equal 
variances 
assumed 1,667 0,199 -8,685 131 0,000 -1,557 0,179 

Equal 
variances 
not 
assumed 

    -8,637 120,871 0,000 -1,557 0,180 

 

Nonetheless, this gap does not indicate that the effect is important in practical 

terms. Significance is often observed in tests with large sample sizes (>30 in both 

groups) even in small differences in mean values (Cohen, 1988). Consequently, to 

determine whether the effect is valid, we support our findings by looking at the 

effect sizes as explained by Cohen (ibid.). 

The effect size is calculated with the formula presented in figure 3 below: 

 

 

Figure 3: Effect size formula 

 

 

For asset specificity, the effect size is r= 0,6, which means that the difference has a 

large effect based on Cohen's suggestions of effect (ibid.). 

An overview of the results of the independent samples t-test is presented in table 

10 below. 
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Table 10: Results of Independent Samples T-Test 

  t df p 
Mean 

Difference 
r 

Asset Specificity -8,69 131,00 0,000 -1,56 0,60 

Opportunism 9,98 118,47 0,000 2,31 0,65 

Complexity 2,56 97,47 0,012 0,59 0,21 

Bounded Rationality -9,78 102,93 0,000 -2,32 0,64 

Relative Cost Advantage 10,88 119,98 0,000 1,80 0,68 

Organizational Agility 8,07 107,39 0,000 1,75 0,57 

Outcome Measurability -0,33 124,48 0,739 -0,08 0,03 

Behavior Observability 4,18 114,16 0,000 1,12 0,34 

Technological Level 7,99 114,94 0,000 1,58 0,56 

 

Based on the above-stated procedure, we will now go through the remaining 

hypotheses to accept or reject these and to subsequently provide additional 

insights to the discussion of insourcing decisions in the later section. 

A significant difference in the mean scores of asset specificity between advertisers 

and agencies is found, hence asset specificity is perceived significantly different 

depending on whether you are an advertiser or an agency.  

Another interesting finding is that on average, advertisers experience a much 

greater threat of opportunism from agencies (M = 4,57, SE = ,18) than what the 

agencies believe advertisers to do (M = 2,27, SE = ,13). This difference is significant 

(t (118) = 9,98, p < ,001) and represents a large-sized effect r = .65. Therefore, the 

null hypothesis, H11B is rejected, indicating that there is an immense gap between 

what advertisers believe and what the agencies think advertisers believe. It is an 

exciting finding which leads to a very interesting discussion about transparency, 

and trust within the industry. 

Other significant findings which also scored high on effect sizes were bounded 

rationality (t (103) = -9,78, p < ,001, r = ,64), relative cost advantage (t (120) = 

10,88, p < ,001, r = ,68) and organizational agility (t (107) = 8,07, p < ,001, r = ,57). 

Organizational agility is particularly interesting to observe more thoroughly, as 

agencies do not believe advertisers to perceive them as being rigid and thus 
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lacking agility. Furthermore, the results extracted from bounded rationality, 

relative cost advantage and technological level, demonstrate a common tendency 

of digital agencies generally perceiving advertisers as less capable of handling the 

same work as they do. On the other hand, advertisers who are likely to insource, 

see themselves as highly capable of handling digital media activities. 

The results of the t-test prove that all hypotheses except hypothesis 11g are 

rejected, meaning that there are highly significant differences in what advertisers 

believe and what agencies perceive advertisers to believe. A table giving an 

overview of the nine different null-hypotheses for Hypotheses 11a-11i is 

presented below in table 11.  

 

 

Table 11: Results of Hypothesis Testing – Cross Comparison 

 

There is no difference in how advertisers assess complexity and how agencies 

perceive advertisers to assess complexity

There is no difference in how advertisers assess bounded rationality and how 

agencies perceive advertisers to assess bounded rationality

There is no difference in how advertisers assess the relative cost advantage and 

how agencies perceive advertisers to assess relative cost advantage

There is no difference in how advertisers assess organizational agility and how 

agencies perceive advertisers to assess organizational agility

There is no difference in how advertisers assess outcome measurability and how 

agencies perceive advertisers to assess outcome measurability

There is no difference in how advertisers assess behaviour observability and how 

agencies perceive advertisers to assess behaviour observability

There is no difference in how advertisers assess their technological level and how 

agencies perceive advertisers to assess their technological level

11H0

11I0

Rejected

Rejected

11E0

11F0

11G0

Rejected

Rejected

Not rejected

11B0
There is no difference in how advertisers assess the threat of opportunism and how 

agencies perceive advertisers to assess the threat of opportunism
Rejected

11C0

11D0

Rejected

Rejected

Results of Hypothesis Testing - Cross-Comparison

Hypothesis Finding

11A0
There is no difference in how advertisers assess asset specificity and how agencies 

perceive advertisers to assess asset specificity
Rejected
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Discussion 

This study was motivated by the need to better understand the influence of chosen 

factors on assumed market shifts within the area of handling digital media 

activities going forward. We now consider the implications of our findings for 

theory and for insourcing practice within digital media. We will discuss the 

hypotheses independently but will draw connections and conclusions between the 

different variables. The discussion will be based on the results and on the post-hoc 

interviews with relevant stakeholders from both the advertiser and agency sides. 

The discussion will be complemented with results from our cross-comparison 

analysis demonstrating potential significant differences in the views of advertisers 

and agencies. All the above will support us in answering our problem statement. 

 

TCE Affection on Insourcing Decisions 

In this paper, we viewed TCE as a notion arguing for advertiser insourcing 

decisions based on transaction costs. We then posited that different transaction 

cost mechanisms would either support or contradict the application of this notion. 

Our finding provides support for two of these premises; threat of opportunism and 

relative cost advantage. We now consider each component of the TCE notion and 

its intersection with the decision of insourcing digital media activities. 

 

As stated, frequency is defined as the frequency with which transactions recur. 

Additionally, it is assumed that frequency works as a moderator of the costs of 

transactions. When transactions occur more frequently, it can potentially lower 

costs and vice versa. As for frequency, it was predicted in H1 that lower 

transactional frequencies between the advertiser and the agency increased the 

likelihood of insourcing. Our results, however, show the opposite, indicating a 

significant link between high frequent use of digital agencies and the likelihood of 

insourcing; thus, we cannot accept H1. The relationship found between the two 
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constructs can be labeled as weak1. Hence, this study does not support 

Williamsons (1985) assumption that higher transaction frequency will increase 

outsourcing actions and vice versa. In addition, these findings are neither 

consistent with prior empirical evidence that higher transactional frequency will 

lead to a higher likelihood of outsourcing (Miranda, and Kim, 2006).  

The post-hoc interviews with Peter Møller (Danske Spil) and Martin Ditlev (Arla 

Foods) however, supports our findings. Secluded, Møller does not see frequency as 

a driver for insourcing the digital media activities of Danske Spil:  

 

“We used our digital agency daily. With one of the biggest marketing 

spends in Denmark, across industries, we obviously needed our agency 

often” (Møller, 2019 09.30).  

 

Likewise, Ditlev shared the frequency of external agency use before Arla chose to 

insource their digital media activities:  

 

“Arla works with a fair amount of budget within the digital media 

marketing, so we had an ongoing dialogue with our previous agency, 

securing we got the most out of all campaigns” (Ditlev, M.,2019, 32:58).  

 

If the above statements are to be true, we cannot ignore the possibility of a 

potential type 2 error, failing to reject a potential false null hypothesis. According 

to Saunders et al., (2009) this could only be minoritized by increasing the overall 

sample size. Though, the frequency significance score of p < .001 indicates that it is 

extremely unlikely that the relationship has happened by chance.  

On the other hand, Miranda and Kim (2006) pointed out that political logic rather 

than economic logic affected the outsourcing decision. The former showed that 

high-frequency transactions were less likely to be outsourced, and the latter 

supports Williamson's theory that high frequency positively affects the 

                                                        
1 According to Saunders et al., (2009) the strength of the linear relationship can take a value 
between -1 and +1 where .00 - .20 = very weak; .20 - .40 = weak; .40-60 = moderate; .60 - .80 – 1 = 
very strong 
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outsourcing decisions (ibid.). Respondents in this study and decision makers such 

as Møller and Ditlev are more concerned with a ‘strategic logic’ in line with the 

observations by Hätönen, J., & Eriksson, T., (2009). They stated that cost efficiency 

is no longer the primary motive for outsourcing. Organizations retrieve added 

value by seeking skills, competencies, and knowledge from external workers. If 

decision makers and business leaders believe they can achieve that internally, the 

cost-efficiency is of less importance.  

 

“Some of the primary reasons for making “The Barn” were to control 

own data and having the capabilities and employees to handle such 

inhouse” (Ditlev, M., 03:46). 

 

These contradictions suggest a more comprehensive investigation of 

understanding the institutional context of digital media activities and its logic, in 

relation to transactions frequencies and its effect on insourcing decisions. As for 

now, we can seemingly state that the respondents in the context of the digital 

media industry are likely to follow a strategic logic. 

 

Asset Specificity 

As for asset specificity, it was predicted in H2 that high anticipated level of asset 

specificity increased the likelihood of insourcing. Our results, however, show that 

the anticipated level of asset specificity has a non-significant positive effect on 

insourcing digital media activities. Thus, the hypothesis is rejected, since there is 

no evidence to the contrary. If the proposed hypothesis had been accepted, it 

would have been possible to argue that advertisers who perceive the tasks of the 

digital agencies as unique, would try to retrieve the human assets in-house. As 

stated in the literature review, many previous studies have argued that high levels 

of asset specificity had effects on the choice whether to insource or outsource 

(Poppo, L., and Zenger, T, 1998: Grover, V., et al. 1996: Miranda, and Kim, 2006). In 

addition, digital media activities are very much reliant on advertising platforms 

such as Google and Facebook. In 2015, half of the entire digital advertising spend 

(3,07 billion DKK) contained by Danish advertisers were bought on Facebook and 
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Google (Engholm, P., 2016). Next best, after buying the companies of Google and 

Facebook, is to buy human assets that can optimize the transactions between the 

platforms and the advertiser. Already, several advertisers have addressed the 

importance of insourcing such human asset functions, which the post-hoc 

interview with Munk-Hansen (Wavemaker) supports:  

 

“The last couple of years, more advertisers have insourced the handling 

of social media advertising and Google advertising… everybody can 

create a Google or Facebook ad-account quite easily.” (Munk-Hansen, 

2019, 16:21).  

 

Likewise, a recent study investigated the industry of advertising services and 

found that more advertisers choose to handle media activities on Facebook and 

Google themselves (Horsky, S. et al., 2012). In addition, Møller (CMO, Danske Spil), 

reflected on the same observations in the post-hoc interview:  

 

“A part of our insourcing strategy of digital media was to find specialists 

within the Google and Facebook platforms. A fair amount of our digital 

media spends and potential customer, are represented on those 

platforms, so we are reliant in excelling here” (Møller, 2019, 22:23). 

 

Our study did not find any significant relationship between a high level of asset 

specificity and insourcing. Yet, our post hoc interviews and prior research indicate 

a concentration of high asset specificity in the digital media industry, already 

leading advertisers towards insourcing most of the activities by hiring relevant 

human assets. Nevertheless, further research is needed to accomplish any 

conclusion in the relationship between high perceived asset specificity and 

insourcing of digital media activities. 

An interesting finding from our cross-comparison analysis is that a high effect 

difference between what advertisers believe (mean 3,49) and what agencies 

perceive advertisers to believe (mean 5,05) is observed. It can be argued that 

digital agencies perceive their own role as more important to advertisers 
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compared to what some advertisers believe it to be. Peter Møller argues that the 

role of agencies has become less important for advertisers in terms of buying 

digital media:  

 

“Obviously, specialists from digital agencies have been in the game 

many years, and their knowledge about digital marketing is excellent, 

but, we must also acknowledge, that running digital marketing 

campaigns nowadays is a lot easier than it was ten years ago. Therefore, 

I believe that advertisers are not as dependent on the digital agencies as 

we were before” (Møller, 27:10) 

 

Munk-Hansen (2019, Wavemaker), agree that it has become easier to buy 

Facebook and Google advertising, but that there are several other factors which 

justifies the role of the digital agencies:  

 

“Although Facebook and Google advertising has become easier to 

manage for advertisers, we’ve have been doing this for many years. We 

have an advantage of experience from lots of different brands and 

industries”. (Munk-Hansen, 2019, 12:20). 

 

Assumingly, easy access to digital media buying platforms seems to be an 

important factor when discussing asset specificity in our case. Further, as the items 

in the measure of asset specificity are adapted from a manufacturing company 

setting, we suggest a more contextual asset specificity setup in future survey 

setups related to the context of digital media activities. In addition, the natural 

difficulty in translating the asset specificity from a manufacturing context to a 

digital media context may have impeded the translation of the items determining 

the AS variable. Hence, the respondents possibly interpreted the items wrong or 

unlike the intended meaning, -giving a rather blurry non-significant result.      
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Threat of Opportunism 

As for opportunism, it was predicted in H3 that high anticipated agency 

opportunism increased the likelihood of insourcing. Our results show that 

anticipated opportunism has a significantly positive effect on insourcing digital 

media activities. The relationship found between the two constructs can be labeled 

as moderate. This supports the assumption of TCE that decision makers’ 

expectations of partner opportunism will discourage the externalization of the 

transaction (Williamson, O.E., 1991). The opportunistic behavior is seen as the lack 

of trust from one part to the other, believing the other part is not fulfilling its 

responsibilities and hence taking advantage of the contract (ibid.). As mentioned 

before, the finding of perceived lack of trust is also supported and consistent with 

prior empirical evidence that higher anticipated opportunistic behavior decreased 

the likelihood of outsourcing (Chaudhry et al., 2018: Miranda, and Kim, 2006: 

Poppo, L. and Zenger, T, 1998). Moreover, Dyer, JH., and Chu, W. (2003) found 

evidence for high trust between clients and vendors diminished transaction costs 

between them. Trust, or the lack of same, is equally essential when investigating 

the digital marketing literature. Many decision makers within the industry amplify 

the declining trust of external agencies due to poor transparency in cost models 

and hidden fees (Reseke, 2019: Madsen, 2019). This has led to general trust issue 

perceptions from advertisers towards the agencies handling their marketing 

activities. A recent study found that 40% of the survey respondents (from 

marketing, media, and procurement) rated their client-agency trust level as low, 

compared to 29% of those surveyed in 2016 (ANA, 2018). These tendencies act as 

self-perpetuating evidence to this paper’s significant results of a moderate 

relationship between higher anticipated opportunistic behavior and the likelihood 

of insourcing.  

 

Furthermore, additional research found less opportunistic behavior in outsourcing 

situations with high client involvement. At high compared to low client 

involvement level, the vendor is more optimistic about the commitment of the 

client and the possibility of protecting self-interest in the relationship (Choudhury. 

V, Sabherwal. R, 2003: Dong, B., et al., 2007). Hence, high client involvement can 
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mitigate the effect of negative emotions and time and effort spent in the 

relationship. Though, results of this study and additional literature within the 

marketing industry observe high perceived opportunistic behavior of the external 

agencies, which adds to the fact that agencies and advertisers are likely to be 

distant to one another with limited involvement of advertisers. Munk-Hansen 

(2019), elaborates:  

 

“A few years ago, you had dinner, attended different events or had a 

coffee with the advertisers. Today we are more likely to be distanced, 

and we do not meet as often to nurse the relationship. That makes it 

easier to cut the bond in the relation” (Munk-Hansen, 2019, 45:04).  

 

Assumingly, above statements about client involvement, stems with our finding in 

the frequency construct which indicated a significant link between low frequent 

use of external agencies and the likelihood of insourcing. Hence, more frequent 

involvement between agencies and advertisers is assumed an important factor to 

breach potential withdrawal from a relationship. 

 

In addition, based on the report published by the Danish advertiser association 

(Dansk Annoncørforening), there is a general mistrust from advertisers towards 

agencies. The report describes how a trust gap is driven by secret calculation 

models and general assumptions among advertisers, that the recommendations 

from digital agencies are affected by underlying dishonest behavior (Dansk 

Annoncørforening, 2018). Peter Møller furthermore states that: 

 

“There is a general assumption that digital agencies not always, but 

sometimes act and guide advertisers to meet their own goals and 

objectives – I do not agree” (Møller, 2019, 21:02).  

 

These statements are further supported by our results, and what is 

correspondingly interesting is that agencies do not seem to notice the seriousness 

of this issue. In our cross-comparison analysis, we learned that agencies quite 
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strongly disagree with the statements that advertisers believe agencies to be 

dishonest and opportunistic. This stands in strong contrast to what our results 

show and what was found in the report of Dansk Annoncørforening (2018). A 

significant gap in the perception of agencies opportunistic behavior between 

advertisers and agencies was found. Munk-Hansen, however, seems to be aware of 

the challenge:  

 

“Transparency is one buzzword in the industry now. I do not think that 

our advertisers do not trust us, but I do believe that we need to be more 

transparent. We are working on several concepts in order to improve 

and meet this demand from our clients” (Munk-Hansen, 2019: 04:20). 

 

Although Munk-Hansen is aware of the threat of agencies not being transparent 

enough, our data shows that digital agencies, in general, do not understand the 

gravity of this threat. Our results showed us that the threat of opportunistic 

behavior was the most significant reason for the likelihood of insourcing decisions. 

Supporting our findings, the TCE theory and prior research and studies enhance 

the importance of agencies to get closer to their advertisers and to be more 

transparent in order to avoid advertisers insourcing their digital media activities. 

 

Degree of Complexity 

Further, the conceptual model was suggested to examine the association between 

complexity and likelihood of insourcing. It was predicted in H6 that the lower the 

perception of the difficultness and severity of the tasks the external agencies do, 

the higher is the likelihood of insourcing. The hypothesis is rejected as the results 

are non-significant. As stated, an advertiser will be more likely to outsource 

complex transactions within the digital marketing era as digital marketing is 

distant from all advertiser’s core competencies. If the proposed hypothesis had 

been supported, it would have been possible to argue that even though the 

relationship is weak, companies who perceive the skills to be less comprehensive 

are more likely to insource. This is in line with the finding in Poppo & Zenger 

(1998) investigation of the relationship between the magnitude of activity and 
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sourcing decision. In the post-hoc interview with Peter Møller, he also amplifies 

the overseen complexity in the insourcing decision of Danske Spil’s digital 

activities;  

 

“A complete digital marketing setup is very complex. Do not 

underestimate how much work and money you will have to invest in it. 

We are six people handling the setup for us. It is impossible for one or 

two men to grasp all the specialties within digital marketing and make 

it all a well-composed experience for the user at the same time. From my 

perspective, it is almost impossible to handle the complexity if you are a 

small company due to resources the most” (Møller, 2019, 49:05).  

 

These reflections observe huge perceived complexity, yet Danske Spil has 

insourced the activities suggesting that factors like technical knowledge and size 

can solve the complexity. He further states the importance of having ownership 

over this rather complex setup:  

 

“If you have an external agency handling your digital media activities, 

they store data and optimize on behalf of that. If we have the data 

ourselves, we can at first hand get more insights into who our customers 

are, which can later be used in all other departments in our company. 

Data on our clients are very valuable to us” (Møller, 2019, 03:40). 

 

According to Møller, understanding and owning the complexity is relatively 

important and can positively affect the success of other departments within the 

company. 

Our comparative analysis did not show a big difference in the perceptions of the 

two groups, as there was no remarkable difference in the mean scores of 

advertisers and agencies.  

  

As this study define complexity due to the perceived size, scope, or technical 

novelty of digital media activities, in retrospect, the measures implemented from 
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previous scholars investigating similar relationship between complexity and 

sourcing decisions were not sufficient enough. Only one question determined the 

perception of complexity, which in hindsight potentially could not grasp the 

complexity within the context of digital media activities. The respondents were 

asked whether they ascribed the digital assignments that the external agency 

handled demanded specialized knowledge and skills. As the digital media craft is 

ascribed as very complex in its whole, mainly because of the pace of technical 

novelty and large size activity possibilities (Horsky et al., 2012), more questions 

about campaign extent and technical novelty would have brought more quality to 

the measurement. Further research investigating the relationship should beware 

of including more variables in the complexity measure in order to get a more 

nuanced picture of the relationship between perceived complexity and sourcing 

decisions in the digital marketing industry. 

 

Bounded Rationality 

As for bounded rationality, it was predicted in H4 that high levels of bounded 

rationality increased the likelihood of insourcing. Our results show that this 

variable has a non-significant negative effect on insourcing of digital media activity 

decisions. The results contradict the theory (Williamson, 1985) and our 

hypothesis, while the relationship found between the two constructs can be 

labeled as weak. The bounded rationality according to theory, will provoke 

decision makers to have transactions in-house because they cannot stipulate a 

satisfactory contract (ibid.). Advertisers who believe they, within the company, 

have the digital activity capabilities are more prone to do-it-themselves compared 

to outsourcing the activities. This finding also contradicts previous research which 

observed bounded rationality to have a negative effect on outsourcing decisions, 

yet the effect was insignificant (Miranda, and Kim, 2006). As our study adopted the 

items from the measurement of the bounded rationality construct in above 

research, we deem that our measurement has been reliant, and the alterations 

must be found in other factors of the investigated relationship.   

An interesting finding is that the correlation coefficient for the relationship 

between the variable bounded rationality and opportunism is strongly negative    
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(-0,652). When the perception of the advertisers’ own digital rationality decreases, 

then the perception of agencies acting opportunistic increases. Williamson argues 

(1985) that higher bounded rationality causes higher threats of opportunism, 

subsequently leading to higher transactions costs. The strong negative correlation 

is a manifestation of advertisers’ rational perception based on Williamson’s 

observation. Thus, we argue it is likely that opportunistic behavior exists within 

the industry, caused by previous boundary limitations which historically has led to 

higher transaction costs. Now, advertisers are better informed and aware of such 

behavior. In addition, the alteration in boundaries of advertiser’s knowledge about 

digital media and its impact on insourcing decisions may be a fruitful investigation 

in further research as our results contradict the relationship stated in the theory. 

 

Moreover, an interesting finding in our cross-comparison analysis is that 

advertisers and agencies scored significantly different in the bounded rationality 

questions. In fact, this was the variable with the biggest gap in scores between the 

two groups. Agencies perceive advertisers to be much more limited in doing the 

activities agency do, than what the advertisers believe themselves to be. Munk-

Hansen argues that many advertisers do not have the same time and resources to 

go into depth with digital media buying activities as digital media agencies do. The 

entry barriers in getting access to buying platforms is a substantial reason for this:  

 

“Looking at it black and white – then yes... everyone can do the things 

we do, if they have time, money and expertise. it makes good sense that 

advertisers believe they are able to do all of these activities because, 

many of them do not know what it actually takes to successfully handle 

these” (Munk-Hansen, 2019, 32:01). 

 

Munk-Hansen points out what the theory says perfectly. That the lack of 

knowledge and the lack of understanding from advertisers on the scale of these 

operations, make them think that they can easily handle them in-house.  
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Møller agrees on the fact that the software and technology to do digital media 

activities are available, but that it is not everyone who is able to handle this 

successfully:  

 

“I think everyone can do the activities that digital agencies do, but not 

many can do them as well. Access to software and technologies is 

available for anyone with money, but it takes a serious managerial 

decision to start handling these activities yourself as you need the right 

people with the right knowledge” (Møller, 07:30).  

 

Møller comes up with another interesting statement regarding the expertise, 

knowledge, and competencies that many advertisers lack. He states that 

advertisers who insource are restricted to their own little bubble of digital 

activities, and what he needs the most are sparring and inspiration. However, it 

seems like agencies are starting to respond to this need from advertisers: 

 

“As advertisers, we only see our own campaigns and know what is 

working within our company, while agencies have a various number of 

clients in which they can seek inspiration from and learn from. We 

invested in having a digital media agency as a sparring partner, in 

order to extend our knowledge and constantly get inspired. Almost 

every week I visit our digital agency and sit at their office and work to 

get inspired” (Møller, 2019, 18:01). 

 

In addition, Munk-Hansen mentions that they are in the making of a concept they 

call “Open Agency”, already rolled out on some of their customers. Yet, this is still 

in the initial phase.  

 

“Our initiative “Open Agency” is an idea to get closer to our clients and 

to inspire them and us at the same time. Although the initiative is still in 

the beginning phase, the clients who have been part of the trial seem to 

enhance it” (Munk-Hansen, 2019., 35:40). 
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The comments from both Møller and Munk-Hansen are in line with our findings 

from the comparative analysis. Both parties agree to the fact that advertisers can 

get access to technologies and platforms which makes it possible to run digital 

media activities, but the lack of knowledge, expertise, and inspiration are factors 

that advertisers who are likely to insource do not consider. 

 

Relative Cost Advantage 

As for relative cost advantage, it was predicted in H5 that the lower the relative 

cost-advantage that advertisers perceive an external agency to attain relative to 

the advertisers own costs, reflects a higher likelihood of insourcing. Our results 

show that low perceived relative cost advantage has a significant positive effect on 

insourcing digital media activity decisions, while the relationship found between 

the two constructs can be labeled as moderate. This discovery emphasizes the 

significance of relative cost advantage as a dependable predictor in sourcing 

decisions consistent with a prior study investigating the matter (Ang, S., and 

Straub, D., 1998). If advertisers believe digital media activities handled by the 

external agencies feeds no substantial cost-advantage, the likelihood of insourcing 

increases. This was significantly supported by the results of our regression 

analysis, which showed that relative cost advantage was the second most 

important factor affecting the likelihood of insourcing decisions. 

Contradictive, Williamson (1991) stress that specialized agencies who hold 

multiple clients can potentially develop specific qualities that a smaller firm 

cannot. This is mainly because an agency specializes in a given operation with the 

capacity to aggregate the demands of multiple advertisers to achieve better scale 

economies relative to a single-client firm. In traditional media marketing such as 

TV, Radio and Outdoor media investments, such scale economies are possible. 

Specialized agencies can negotiate better TV commercial prices with, e.g. TV2 

when TV2 identifies the agency to have a portfolio of potential commercial buyers 

in its shed. That is, negotiated prices between mentioned stakeholders which 

single advertisers cannot convey. The context is different when speaking of digital 

media buying. Most online media advertisements are bought through real-time 
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auctions. All advertisers participating, whether it is through a specialized agency 

or not, equally competes for the marketing inventory available (Morten-Munk). 

Consequently, associated with traditional scale economies build on the aggregation 

of demands from multiple clients (Williamson O. E., 1985), digital media 

investments compared to traditional media investment cannot exploit the scale 

mechanisms due to the structures of the buying platforms. In addition, the 

perceived relative cost advantage has been supported as a significant predictor of 

outsourcing decisions in other industries, such as IT development operations and 

manufacturing sub-elements (A. Tiwana and A. Bush, 2007). Hence, this research’ 

support of H5, constitutes the fact that missing perception of relative cost 

advantage in buying the digital media service at external agencies is related to the 

insourcing of such. 

Again, we found interesting results from our comparison analysis, observing that 

advertisers and agencies perceive the potential cost advantages a digital agency 

can deliver for an advertiser very differently. Peter Møller from the advertising 

side of the table argues that a digital agency is not able to gain them a lot of cost 

advantages: 

 

” From a cost perspective – you withdraw agency fees when insourcing 

but get some tech-costs at the same time. Moreover, you have 8 people 

handling it in-house, so the overall costs somehow increase. But it is too 

black and white - we have gained many other things brand wise. Also, 

when you look at sales-modelling results, we increase sales, so the 

initially cost increasement also leads to better sales” (Møller, 2019, 

32:20).  

 

Munk-Hansen shares another point of view: 

 

”I think a digital agency can minimize the costs of the advertisers 

marketing spend, and I also think we can reduce the costs of staff and at 

the same time enrich the level of advertising” (Munk-Hansen, 2019, 

14:58). 
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What can be learned is that relative cost advantages undoubtedly affect insourcing 

decisions. It is additionally learned, through our post-hoc interviews and cross-

comparison analysis, that there is a clear significant gap in the perception of 

agencies’ cost-saving capabilities. Who is right and who is wrong is hard to define 

based on our data, though the findings open for interesting further discussions. A 

connection to the previously stated challenge of transparency can also be 

discussed. If agencies, in general, are not very transparent about their costs, it 

provokes doubt and mistrust towards the agencies and ultimately leads 

advertisers to question agencies capabilities in, e.g. cost-savings. 

 

Organizational Agility Affection on Insourcing Decisions 

Organizational agility was sought out to influence the insourcing decision of digital 

media activities based on preliminary field research for this paper. Yielded 

quotations from stakeholders commenting on the topic at hand justified the notion 

as relevant for further investigation. In the following, we will elaborate on the 

result and discuss the insinuations of it.   

 

As for organizational agility, it was predicted in H7 that the lower perceived 

organizational agility of the digital agency, had a positive impact on advertisers’ 

likelihood of insourcing digital media activities. Our results show a non-significant 

effect between perceived organizational agility of the agency and the insourcing 

decision. Thus, the hypothesis was rejected. 

Previous studies have argued that high perceived organizational agility with a 

business partner through the ability to develop and exploit its knowledge 

structures, is key to successful cooperations between companies in uncertain and 

unpredictable environments (Alavi, M., & Leidner, D. E., 2001). As one of the faster 

moving industries (Adweek, 2018), digital marketing must deal with constant 

unpredictable situations and environments, making agility a necessity rather than 

a unique selling point. These unpredictable market factors stem with Lu and 

Ramamurthy´s (2011) argument of market capitalizing agility. The agency ought to 
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have the capability to rapidly respond to changes through continuous monitoring 

and enhancing of services to attain client needs. In relation, the post hoc interview 

with Munk-Hansen reflects on the constantly changing market terms that 

advertising agencies are operating within: 

 

“What worked yesterday, do not work today…. You will rapidly make a 

strategy on how to grasp a new digital media activity. Within weeks, it 

is all outdated, and you can start over once again and adjust once more. 

The prerequisites for acting as fast as client’s demand are sometimes 

almost” (Munk-Hansen, 2019, 19:25). 

 

This statement is in line with organizational agility theory, suggesting that large 

volumes and varieties of information should be handled by support-, monitoring-, 

and learning systems (Sambamurthy, V. et al., 2003). This refers to operational 

adjustment agility which demands flexible and rapidly responding operations for 

enabling fast changing client and market demands. Yet, the used systems 

themselves do not necessarily improve the wanted level of agility within agencies. 

In a recent study made by the advertising agency GroupM (2018), they asked their 

450 employees about their perception of how monitoring- and learning system 

processes prevent the prerequisites for a good client relationship. 56% believed 

that the processes of the former influenced the agility level of responding to client 

needs (Appendix 11). Hence, the agencies face a dilemma: they act in an 

environment which requires an agile and entrepreneurial setup and mindset, yet, 

the internal distributed learning- and support systems cannot keep track with the 

constant changes in demand and new-fangled marketing opportunities. 

In our cross-comparison analysis, we observed a significant difference in the 

perceptions of the agility of a digital agency. It is interesting to see that agencies 

perceive themselves as being quite agile while advertisers likely to insource 

perceive it slightly different. This also stands in contrast to what the above 

presented GroupM study indicates. Likely, employees in GroupM have more 

systems and processes to go through, compared to employees in smaller firms.  
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In the post-hoc interview with Peter Møller he argued that it can be difficult to get 

things done quickly and that this was one of the main reasons for Danske Spil to 

insource:  

 

“There are many steps an agency must go through even for small 

changes in a campaign setup. If we want to change the target group or 

stop a campaign immediately, it can take hours or day/s due to the 

many steps. When handling campaigns ourselves, we can do small and 

big changes immediately. This is beneficial in many aspects, as we can 

tailor our campaigns in real-time. In general, the insourcing has made 

all of our departments within the company much closer.” (Møller, 2019, 

37:00).  

 

Although agencies see themselves as being rather agile, the challenges they face 

regarding processes seem to avoid them from being as agile as they wish too. It 

seems that the industry an advertiser is working within is important to the 

intensity of agility they require. Based on Møller's arguments, it makes good sense 

that a company as Danske Spil need to act quickly, while other advertisers who run 

extensive campaigns may not desire extreme agility as much. 

To cope with this challenge and become more agile, Munk-Hansen again mentions 

the new concept within GroupM, the “Open Agency”:  

 

“Open Agency means that we occasionally send our specialists to the 

advertisers office and occasionally invite them to sit at our office. This 

not only helps us be more agile, but also brings us closer to the clients, 

as we can sit and work together physically instead of communicating 

through emails or phone calls.” (Munk-Hansen, 2019, 34:45).  

 

It is assessed that agility certainly is an important factor in a constantly changing 

industry. However, the non-significant results from our regression analysis 

present us with a tendency that we cannot statistically confirm affects the 

insourcing decision. Møller's statements, however, proves that some advertisers 
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see the lack of intense agility as a factor for insourcing media activities. On the 

other hand, it seems like the Open Agency approach is a beneficial tactic for digital 

agencies to cope with this potential threat in the future.  

However, more research is required, with the aim of investigating the role of 

organizational agility as a determinant factor for a better relationship between 

advertisers and agencies. 

 

Agency Theory Affection on Insourcing Decisions 

In this paper, we see agency theory as a notion arguing for advertiser insourcing 

decisions based on behavior observability and outcome measurability of the 

external agency handling the digital media activities. We then posited that the 

above structures would either support or contradict the application of these 

constructs. 

Our findings provide partial support for a relationship between behavior 

observability and insourcing, and support for a connection between outcome 

measurability and insourcing. Next, we present a rich discussion regarding these 

findings. 

 

Behavior Observability 

Since behavior observability previously has been linked to sourcing decisions 

(Anderson, 1985: Kirsch, L., et al., 2002), it is essential to investigate if there is any 

association with insourcing of digital media activities. As for behavior observability 

H8, it was previously proposed that the lower the observability of a digital agency’s 

behavior for a given digital media investment, the higher the likelihood of 

insourcing would be. Our results show that low observability of external agency 

behavior during a digital media investment made by an advertiser has no 

significant relationship with insourcing. Therefore, H8 is rejected since there is no 

sufficient evidence to the contrary. Nevertheless, though the result is not 

significant and potentially has happened by chance, the expected relationship is 

observed. The results revealed that higher observability of the agency positively 

affected the likelihood of insourcing. As recent empirical work found close 
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monitoring of outsourced activities as a significant precursor to successful 

outsourcing outcomes on IT projects (Koh, C et al., 2004) and, that it facilitates 

oversight of agencies providing a mechanism for quality control and preventing 

shirking behavior (A. Tiwana and A. Bush, 2007), our finding supports these 

conclusions. The interdependency between behavior observability and insourcing 

is small, but our post-hoc interview with Peter Møller revealed a correlation with 

the findings in our regression analysis, as he states that Danske Spil’s experience 

with monitoring their previous agency and its behavior during campaigns was 

satisfying:  

 

“I did not experience any problems with monitoring their behavior… at 

the same time, we had access to all control panels making it easy for us 

to monitor performance” (Møller, 46:00).  

 

As stated, Danske Spil was satisfied with the monitoring opportunity of their 

digital activities before they chose to insource such. In addition, Munk-Hansen 

refers to the same development within their agency:  

 

“We are automating all digital activities, so clients can have access to all 

relevant metrics real time and follow performance closely in a 

dashboard. Essentially, this release time for both us and the client 

cutting many back-and-forth emails, giving us time to counsel instead of 

reporting” (Munk-Hansen; 29:30).  

 

In line with previous research, the significant antecedent to successful outsourcing 

lies in the monitoring possibilities as the advertiser is satisfied (Danske Spil) and 

the agencies see the need to automate such for advertisers to monitor in real time. 

Essentially, an easier and better way for advertisers to monitor campaigns is not 

the only reason for a successful relationship between advertiser and agency and 

does not necessarily prevent insourcing decisions. According to our research other 

more significant factors such as perceived opportunistic behavior and relative cost 

advantage weighs more heavily when taking such decisions.   
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Our comparison analysis showed us that there is a significant yet minor difference 

in the perceptions of behavior observability between advertisers and agencies. It is 

noteworthy that agencies again see themselves as better than what they are 

perceived to be by the advertisers. The comments from our post-hoc interviews, 

however, show us that digital agencies are working on becoming better at letting 

advertisers observe the stats and progress of current campaigns, which, according 

to theory and our findings (although not significant), may potentially decrease the 

chance of advertisers insourcing their digital media activities. 

Again, it is important to note that measuring the construct of behavior 

observability is based on items from previous research which stated that 

measurements of this construct are challenging and hard to improve because few 

researchers have successfully operationalized it (Kirsch, L. et al., 2002). This may 

also have interfered with this paper’s ability to adapt the items to a digital media 

environment.  

 

Outcome Measurability  

As for outcome measurability, it was predicted in H9 that high difficultness in 

measuring the outcome of a given digital media activity increased the likelihood of 

insourcing. Our results showed a significant negative effect on insourcing, and thus 

the hypothesis cannot be accepted. The relationship found between the two 

constructs can be labeled as moderate. Therefore, we can with statistical power 

state that if advertisers experience ease in the outcome measuring of digital media 

activities, they are more prone to insource their activities. This finding contradicts 

the theory, which states that markets succeed when they measure effectively. If a 

contribution from an outside agent cannot be accurately assessed, suitable 

contracts will be costly to create (Poppo, L. and Zenger, T, 1998). Though, 

performance assessment difficulties complicate the attempts to write an incentive 

compatible contract (Jensen M., Meckling W., 1976). Likewise, in research 

specifically on the matter, the perceived outcome measurability of projects or 

investments has shown to be an important factor for clients in the choice of 

sourcing decisions (A. Tiwana and A. Bush, 2007: Poppo. L., and Zenger, T., 1998). 

Results in the former showed a connection between high project outcome 
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measurability and outsourcing decisions. The latter states: “If managers can more 

readily assess and understand the performance of an activity, they seek to maximize 

cost performance, not quality or responsiveness, by increased outsourcing” (Poppo. 

L., and Zenger, T., 1998: 871). As mentioned, the findings in this study contradict 

above-mentioned scholar findings.  

 

In digital media activities, the measurability is embedded in all the evaluation 

touchpoints of such activities, as this is a discipline that has evolved within the 

digital media marketing along with the technological development. The 

technological exponential development keeps pushing the boundaries of what is 

possible to measure, also within marketing technologies. This is supported by 

Munk-Hansen who agrees that along with the technological development, the 

possibilities of tracking and reporting on campaigns have become easier:  

 

“Compared to only five years ago, we are now able to track and measure 

on more variables than before. From measuring the time people spent 

on websites to creating look-a-like segments, the possibilities are many” 

(Munk-Hansen, 25:00).  

 

However, the connection between the two constructs of outcome measurability 

and insourcing indicate a higher likelihood of insourcing when advertisers have 

better prerequisites of measuring the outcome. This can be interlinked with the 

bounded rationality of the advertiser. As described, bounded rationality is the level 

of process information capacity of humans to process information, address 

complexity, and make optimal choices, which often are limited, amongst other 

factors of limited available information (Williamson O. E., 1985). In addition, as 

stated, the rejection of H9 very much indicates that advertisers are more prone to 

handle the activities themselves when they perceive fewer limitations and more 

information about which factors affect the results of digital media investments.   

 

To sum up, the results in our regression analysis do not support previous research 

on the matter and do not back up the notion of agency theory. Consequently, we 
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cannot ignore the chance of a type 1 error of this paper’s statistics on the outcome 

measurability construct. As the theory and no other research found on the matter 

states the same as our results, falsifying a true hypothesis must be recognized as a 

possibility. However, it is also plausible that the changes in technological 

development and the digital media context may have influenced our results, 

meaning that the theory is not supported in the context of our study.     

Our cross-comparison analysis observes outcome measurability as the only 

variable which does not show a significant difference in the perceptions of 

advertisers and agencies. Hence, we will not elaborate further on this.  

 

Technological Knowledge Affection on Insourcing Decisions 

Based on prior research we considered the technological level of knowledge as an 

important factor for advertisers insourcing decision of digital media activities.  

Our findings provide borderline significant accept of the technological level of 

knowledge and its relationship to insourcing decisions. In the following, we will 

elaborate on this result. 

 

At last, our results show that a high perception of an advertisers’ internal technical 

knowledge in the domain of handling digital media activities, increases the 

likelihood of insourcing. Though, only partly supported, as the relationship is 

considered as borderline significant since the significance level is close to the 

threshold of significance (p= .083 < 0,10). The relationship found between the two 

constructs can be labeled as very weak. Nevertheless, the proposed hypothesis H10 

is consistent with the idea in the knowledge literature that such internal perceived 

expertise gives advertisers a better ability to govern and manage it internally 

(Choudhury. V, Sabherwal. R, 2003).  

This stems with the knowledge-based theory notion of heterogeneity in knowledge 

bases and complementary skills as essential when making a strategic alliance or 

cooperation. Grant (1996) addresses the heterogeneity of knowledge bases 

between firms as a key determining factor of sustained competitive advantage. 

Further, the knowledge-based theory suggests that outsourcing arrangements 
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support the possibility of utilizing external agents’ complementary skills and 

knowledge. Hence, the motivation for outsourcing digital activities should come 

from the assessed need for access and exploitation of specialized technical 

knowledge that is not readily available in the advertising firm. Therefore, if 

complementary skills are scarce between advertiser and agency due to similar 

technical knowledge when it comes to digital media investments, why should 

advertisers then pay for an external service when rather a homogeneity in 

knowledge bases appear. Though, the hypothesis H10 is only borderline significant, 

the findings indicate resonance to both theory (Grant, R., 1996) and previous 

research (A. Tiwana and A. Bush, 2007). 

Furthermore, Poppo and Zenger (1998) report that activities which become more 

specific to the firm increasingly develop a “common organizational communication 

code”. Thus, compared to the outsourcing of digital media activities to external 

agencies in the market, advertisers simply possess advantages in generating firm-

specific language and routines that efficiently yield valuable capabilities. Further 

research supporting the relationship between a firm’s knowledge sharing culture 

and insourcing of digital media activities would add great insights to understand 

the degree of which the internal knowledge sharing culture acts as a facilitator to 

insourcing. 

As briefly stated in our t-test result section, a significant difference in the 

perception of an advertisers’ technical knowledge was found. A general tendency is 

that agencies generally perceive the skills of advertisers as being lower than what 

advertisers perceive them to be themselves. Peter Møller argues that the 

technologies needed to perform digital media activities is easier for firms to assess 

now than before. As discussed earlier, buying advertisement on Facebook and 

Google has become attainable for almost anyone with access to the internet. Møller 

however, argues that the entry barriers into buying platforms (DSP’s) and Data 

Management Platforms (DMP’s) are very high, hence a firm need to thoroughly 

engage in the project of insourcing to be successful when doing so:  

 

“When Danske Spil chose to insource, it was a strategic decision made 

by the management. They were ready to invest in Data Management 
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Platforms and DSP’s for us to succeed when buying our data and 

campaigns. Buying Facebook and Google advertising is easy for most 

firms but buying access to good data and most importantly hiring 

employees knowing how to process and effectively use the data is 

difficult. All my colleagues within the digital- buying and marketing 

division have previously worked at a digital agency. This, I think, is a 

strong indicator of the unique knowledge that specialists must possess” 

(Møller, 2019, 8:25).   

 

Although agencies score lower than advertisers on their perception of the 

technological level of advertisers, agencies believe that advertisers somewhat 

possess a high level of technological knowledge (Mean score= 4,42). Munk-Hansen 

confirms the before mentioned arguments about easier access to Facebook and 

Google advertisement platforms:  

 

“Nowadays, it is possible to find tutorials online for almost everything, 

including advertising on Facebook and Google. But setting up effective 

programmatic campaigns and using data efficiently will cost a lot of 

energy, time and money in educating the right people.” (Munk-Hansen, 

2019, 11:40). 

 

Although we found a difference in the perception, Munk-Hansen and Møller seem 

to agree on the easy access to some platforms and the severe knowledge needed to 

manage data and complex programmatic buying platforms successfully. 

To sum up, our research shows that there is a correlation between the likelihood of 

insourcing and the perception of a firm’s own technological level. This finding 

corresponds well with our post-hoc interviews, stating that the technological 

software and systems are accessible for any advertiser. However, due to high entry 

barriers of especially the knowledge and the understanding of data systems and 

programmatic advertisement buying platforms, it makes good sense that 

advertisers hire former agency employees already possessing this knowledge and 

thus increasing their technical knowledge levels.  
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Theoretical implications 

Previous studies have discussed outsourcing decisions, and its success from a TCE 

construct perspective (Poppo and Zenger, 1998; Masten et al., 1991; Verwaal et al., 

2008). This study highlights the same constructs on the opposed decision of 

insourcing digital media activities from an advertiser perspective. 

This study makes three primary contributions related to the TCE perspective. First, 

it elaborates on the influence of the perceived relative cost advantage on the 

sourcing decision. This finding lends empirical support to prior research on the 

topic stating cost advantage as an important predictor in the sourcing decision 

(Ang, S., and Straub., 1998; Chang et al., 2017). At low compared to high perceived 

relative cost advantage, the vendor is more negative about commitment to the 

outsourcing decision and is instead more prone to handling it internally. In other 

words, advertisers who do not believe that external agencies can convey a relative 

cost advantage contribute to the likelihood of insourcing. As this study has 

investigated the decision of something only a few advertisers have done, and lots 

have thought of, future research is needed to understand the conditions under 

which the relative cost advantage has been experienced in retrospect, a reasonable 

time after the decision of insourcing the digital media activities. 

Secondly, another contribution of this study is that it indicates that high perceived 

opportunistic behavior from advertisers towards the external agencies has a 

significant relationship with the likelihood of insourcing. The finding between 

perceived opportunistic behavior and sourcing decisions is especially important as 

it lends empirical support to Williamson’s (1991) argument that trust plays a 

crucial role in the relationship between the two stakeholders involved. In order to 

investigate the perception of opportunism even further, future research should 

explore the construct when having high and low involvement advertiser-agency 

relationships in line with Choudhury and Sabherwal (2003) experimental setup. 

They found a high client involvement correlation with low perceived opportunistic 

behavior. If, as stated in this study, a high perceived opportunistic behavior is 

correlated with the likelihood of insourcing, and as the advertiser industry has 
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changed to less physical exchanges and meetings, it would be an interesting 

relationship to investigate even further in the future. 

Thirdly, in contrast with prior research, this study empirically demonstrates the 

relationship between high-frequency exchanges and the likelihood of insourcing. 

While the TCE theory (Williamson, 1985) suggests that high frequency enables 

overall cost reductions and more efficient contract stipulation, it may be that cost 

efficiency, based on transaction frequency and its ability to divide fixed costs 

across many transactions, is not the primary motive for outsourcing within the 

digital media industry. This assumption is in line with prior research that found 

differences in the relationship between frequency transactions and the sourcing 

choice based on context and logical thinking (economic vs. political) (Miranda and 

Kim, 2006), we suggest that researchers should devote attention to the role of 

frequency combined with context and industrial reality when looking at the 

sourcing decision.   

 

To sum up the implications of TCE, we believe a complete and clear relationship 

between the perception of TCE variables and sourcing decisions requires a deeper 

understanding from the respondents. This encompasses their understanding 

regarding organizational costs of skills, capabilities, and activities associated with 

digital media activities. This is based on our prior discussion about the TCE 

constructs and their relationship with insourcing decisions of digital media 

activities. Therefore, for future research, the respondents should be more carefully 

picked. Everyone besides experienced decision makers within the field of digital 

media activities ought to be excluded in the investigation in order to secure 

consistency between experience and answering the TCE items.  

Until further research is carefully conducted and explored empirically in relation 

to the organizational costs of handling digital media activities, our TCE 

contribution remains partly underdeveloped.   

    

Fourth, this study raises a discussion to the agency theory literature. Previous 

studies have discussed outsourcing decisions and their success from an AT 

perspective (A. Tiwana and A. Bush, 2007: Poppo. L., and Zenger, T., 1998). This 
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study uses the same notion to investigate the decision of insourcing digital media 

activities. However, the current study is different from the previous studies in 

terms of the organizational context. While the previous studies considered agency 

theory variables as determination of success (Poppo. L., and Zenger, T., 1998) or in 

relation with the resistance to outsource IT projects (A. Tiwana and A. Bush, 2007), 

the current study explores the role of agency theory and the principals’ 

(advertiser) perception of outcome measurability determining the likelihood of 

insourcing decisions. So, this study contradicts previous findings of external 

agencies succeeding when they measure effectively (ibid.). According to the agency 

theory view, client knowledge based on better measurability increases the client’s 

potential to make better contract terms and to effectively monitor and supervise 

vendors (Kirsch. L, 1996; Gray, P, 2006). Instead, our findings stating that higher 

outcome measurability leads to a higher likelihood of insourcing are more aligned 

with the knowledge-based theory expressing that firms will internalize activities in 

which they are able to perform well (Argyres, N, 1996). If advertisers find it easy to 

measure the outcome of the activities, their knowledge-base regarding the digital 

media industry has seemingly increased, which leads to the perception of better 

being able to handle it themselves.   

On the other hand, these contradictions with the agency theory can potentially 

originate from an experiment type 1 error of this paper’s statistics on the outcome 

measurability construct. As the theory and no other research found on the matter 

states the same as our results, falsifying a true hypothesis must be recognized as a 

possibility. 

 

Practical implications 

Our research findings provide some qualified insights for practitioners. First, 

insourcing decisions are driven predominantly by the relative cost advantage that 

comes with it. As most respondents in this study are in the considering process of 

doing so, advertisers must therefore deeply understand their own cost structures 

to successfully achieve the cost advantages. Likely, the advertiser will change 

variable cost (external agency handling) into fixed cost (insourcing) and the 
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competencies needed to keep the entire digital marketing engine going demands 

on more than one person for each digital track (Møller, P, 2019). Still, the 

advertisers are likely to handle ad buying, data, and insights on equal cost terms as 

compared with the specialized agencies (Munk-Hansen, 2019). 

Second, perceived opportunistic behavior affects the consideration of insourcing 

digital media activities. Mainly, this perception is derived from poor transparency 

in cost models and accusations of hidden fee structures (Dansk Annoncørforening, 

2018; Reseke, 2019: Madsen, 2019). Moreover, it is driven by distanced 

relationships in the agent-advertiser relation (Munk-Hansen, 2019). As high client 

involvement and close relationships decrease the opportunistic perception of the 

joint interest (Choudhury. V, Sabherwal. R, 2003: Dong, B., et al., 2007), this 

suggest for agencies that a substantial effort in getting a closer relationship with 

the advertisers is likely to be one of the more important drivers going forward. 

Possibly, more time spend on nursing relationships, and a higher focus on the 

‘open agency’ initiative could be a solution. Therefore, our research suggests that a 

stronger relationship between the agency and the advertiser simultaneously can 

increase the transparency and potentially eliminate the perception of agencies 

being opportunistic. Ultimately, this can possibly diminish the threat that agencies 

face of advertisers insourcing their digital media activities. 

Likewise, the perceived opportunistic behavior is closely correlated with the 

bounded rationality factor. The less the advertiser know, the higher the 

opportunistic behavior of the external agency the advertiser perceives. For 

agencies, this suggests the need to convincingly demonstrate their ability to 

translate their digital media capabilities to the advertiser. Consequently, agencies 

will be more prone to stand out as equal business partners and thus decrease the 

opportunistic behavior perception.     

Third, the eagerness for the advertiser to insource is linked with the perception of 

great outcome measurability of digital media activities. For advertisers, this 

suggests that a better understanding of digital systems and measurements gives 

better requisites for the perception of readiness to insource the activities. On the 

other hand, this implication indicates a paradox for the agencies. Based on our 

findings, the paradox arises as we propose that better education and closer 
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relationship with the advertisers would demarcate the opportunistic behavior 

which is found as one of the main drivers for insourcing readiness. Self-

contradicting, agencies that successfully assist with great measurability of 

activities will experience a higher likelihood of insourcing from their advertisers. 

Possibly, agencies must accept that their roles have changed. Rather than avoiding 

the insourcing of their advertisers’ digital media activities, agencies should accept 

their role as counselors and supporters, helping the advertiser to move their 

boundaries and extend their technical knowledge. It is likely that some agencies 

must revise their business models, yet that should be deeper investigated in other 

settings.     

Fourth, the technological knowledge of advertisers influences the likelihood of 

insourcing; however only partially as the result is borderline significant. 

Advertisers who observe high technological knowledge within the firm and around 

the digital media activities consistently correspond with the previous research that 

higher internal perceived expertise gives better fundamentals to govern and 

manage internally (Choudhury. V, Sabherwal. R, 2003). This suggests that agencies 

in line with knowledge-based theory focusing on corporations and alliances (Grant, 

1996), must ensure heterogeneity in knowledge bases and development of 

complementary skills in order for both the advertiser and agency to have sustained 

competitive advantage going forward. Here on and now, the motivation for 

outsourcing digital activities may come from the assessed need of access and 

exploitation of specialized technical knowledge that is not readily available in the 

advertising firm. For advertisers, this suggests the need to demonstrate how their 

technical expertise exceeds that of advertisers persuasively.  

Finally, we observe significant differences in the perceptions of advertisers and 

agencies in all hypotheses except one (outcome measurability). This illustrates a 

gap present in beliefs of where the economic benefits lie, the capability of agile 

behavior, the amount of observability and technological knowledge of the 

advertiser. This finding can help especially agencies in rethinking their advertiser-

agent relationship on all parameters highlighted in this research. Likewise, 

agencies can use these insights to better understand how various factors influence 

Danish advertisers’ likelihood of insourcing their digital media activities.   
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Limitations and Directions for Future Research 

When examining the results of the study and their implications, some of its key 

limitations must be evaluated. The first limitation is the moderate sample size. 

Though our dataset is unique and eager effort was expended to increase the 

number of participants, 143 advertiser representatives completed the survey. The 

number of respondents is assessed as being a relatively moderate sample size 

which subsequently has a negative influence on the power of the statistical tests. 

Furthermore, our research is based on only one survey, answered only one time by 

the respondents. By complementing with more items and relevant variables, we 

could potentially present even stronger conclusions about correlations and effects 

on the dependent variable. 

A second limitation derived in this study are the measures. Though the validation 

of the measures stems accordingly to previous research investigations using 

similar measures, the constructs of the measured are challenging. We believe the 

measures only give a modified objective picture of reality. The objectivity was 

desired in this study, but with the realization that there will always be some 

degree of own interpretation of answers from the respondents, potential biases are 

inevitable. 

In hindsight, the neoclassical view in transaction cost economics, organizational 

agility, agency theory, and knowledge-based theory deals with decision making in 

contexts that are presumed simple and therefore, disconnected from complex 

reality. However, all have been related to aspects of modern behavioral complexity, 

which may have influenced the findings. 

The last key limitation is that of an investigation of a topic that has not been 

explored by many advertisers. As only a few advertisers have experienced the 

insourcing process and the majority of the respondents are only in consideration 

of it, the rudiments for answering and reflecting on rather complex constructs can 

be limited. Reflecting on opinions about, e.g., cost benefits and internal capabilities 

to handle the digital media activities can be rather difficult when they have not 

experienced it. Yet, if more advertisers make a choice to insource their digital 
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media activities, the same experiment would likely give other and more significant 

results in retrospect of the decision.  

 

Moreover, future research with a larger sample size is highly suggested or in 

another setting in order to explore the contradictions proposed in the t-test and 

the post-hoc analysis. A larger sample size would furthermore allow for a better 

examination of the variables as well as strengthen the statistical power. Our 

research should furthermore be seen as a strong starting point for further 

research, where a more experienced target group of decision-makers could bring 

valuable insights and learnings to the research on the insourcing decisions of 

digital media activities. 

Likewise, future research efforts should as well focus on additional interesting 

issues. First, frequency was found to have the opposite effect than what the theory 

suggested. We suggest that future research should investigate the contextual 

influence that the complex digital media industry possess, in order to develop a 

better understanding of the role of frequency. Furthermore, even though bounded 

rationality and organizational agility were found to be non-significant, previous 

research indicates that these factors should have a connection with insourcing 

decisions. Both were projected as highly relevant in the context of digital media 

marketing, which our post-hoc interviews also taught us, and should be 

investigated even further to understand their roles within the insourcing 

construct. 

 

In relation to the above, our research furthermore suggests a new interesting 

subject for future research. A deeper analysis of the open-agency initiative and its 

following effects on the likelihood of insourcing would allow us to test if this would 

decrease the threat of opportunism and increase the organizational agility, as this, 

according to our study, would make advertisers less likely to insource their digital 

media activities. 

 

The buzzing insourcing of digital media activities might be an overall indicator that 

something is changing in the advertiser-agency relationship and one thing is 
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certain: The insourcing of digital media activities possesses an immense threat to 

the digital agency industry as it operates right now. Similar factors should be 

explored further in relation to the institutional context of the digital marketing 

industry. i.e., with the aim of establishing concrete evidence, and proposing solid 

suggestions on ways to prevent and deal with the challenges that both advertisers 

and agencies face. 
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Conclusion 

Our paper extended research on the insourcing decisions on digital media 

activities using the theories of Transaction Cost Economics, Organizational Agility, 

Agency Theory, and Knowledge-based Theory. Our main objective was to 

understand which factors within the four proposed theories, Danish advertisers 

assess as important in their digital media insourcing decisions. It was furthermore 

an objective to understand the differences in perceptions between advertisers and 

agencies, hence the overall objective with the research was to answer the following 

problem statement: 

 

Which factors affect Danish advertisers’ likelihood of insourcing their digital media 

activities, and to what extent do advertisers’ and agencies’ perceptions on this matter 

differ? 

 

In order to answer the above, we developed a conceptual model that helped us 

understand the relationship between TCE, OA, AT and KBT variables and the 

likelihood of insourcing. Overall, our findings demonstrate that five of the 

hypothesized predictions significantly affected insourcing decisions. It was learned 

that the threat of opportunism and the relative-cost-advantage were the most 

important factors for Danish advertisers. A high frequency, high outcome 

measurability, and a high perceived own technological level were furthermore 

found to affect the insourcing decisions significantly. 

 

Later in the thesis, through an independent t-test, we found that advertisers’ and 

agencies’ perceptions on the importance of the presented constructs were 

significantly different in eight out of nine variables. On particularly organizational 

agility, bounded rationality and the threat of opportunism, the agencies perceived 

themselves as more excelling than what the advertisers’ perceived them to be. It 

can be concluded that advertisers’ and agencies’ perceptions on the matter differ 

to a very great extent. 
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As a concluding remark, we have learned that the problem cannot be looked upon 

as being so black and white as the theory suggests, due to the complexity of the 

digital media industry and the challenges advertisers are facing. 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1: Quisma morning seminar 
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Appendix 2: Børsen conference 

 

 

02-04-2019 

Reply Reply All Forward SIM 

Børsen Annonce <reply@conferencemanager.dk> Nick Skovgaard Hansen ВА 

o Vi glæder os til at se dig på fredag If there are problems with how this message is displayed, click here to 
view it in a web browser. 

web bror 

BØRSEN. 

Kære Nick 

Vi glæder os meget til at se dig på Børsen Marketingkonference på fredag kl. 8.30. Vi 
starter med let morgenmad, og det faglige program går i gang kl. 9.00. 

Nedenfor finder du praktisk information om dagen. 

Du må meget gerne dele din oplevelse Hvis du ønsker at dele din oplevelse fra Børsen 
Marketingkonference, må du meget gerne benytte vores officielle hashtag, som er 
#børsenmarketingkonference. Under dette hashtag vil du kunne finde billeder fra dagen. 

#BØRSENMARKETINGKONFERENCE 
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Appendix 3: Børsen hand-out 

 

Godmorgen :) 

 
Vi hedder Nick Skovgaard og Andreas Munch og skriver pt. vores speciale på CBS inden for 

marketing og strategi, I vores speciale forsøger vi at finde svar på hvilke mekanismer og 
faktorer der ligger til grund for at flere annoncører begynder at håndtere digitale 

medieaktiviteter in-house fremfor at outsource til eksterne bureauer.  

Arbejder du i bureau eller er du annoncør med erfaring iht. samarbejde med bureauer, så 
ønsker vi gerne din deltagelse i studiet. 

Besvarelsen tager mellem 3 og 5 minutter.  

Du kan deltage ved at scanne nedenstående QR-kode med kameraet på din telefon. 

På forhånd tak 
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Appendix 4: Bureaubiz article 
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Appendix 5: Bureaubiz Twitter & Facebook posts 
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Appendix 6: Survey 
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Appendix 7: Post-hoc Interviews 

All interview recordings can be found on the following link: 

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/1Cgv_1fBS2aTnPyzNT76kP3YuR0Xr

McZt 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/1Cgv_1fBS2aTnPyzNT76kP3YuR0XrMcZt
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/1Cgv_1fBS2aTnPyzNT76kP3YuR0XrMcZt
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Appendix 8: Interviewguide 1: Peter Møller, Danske Spil 

Interview guide 1: Peter Møller: 

Dato: 24th of April 2019 

Respondent: Peter Møller, Tech & Programmatic Lead, Danske Spil 

Interviewer: Nick Skovgaard 

Danske Spil & Insourcing 

Hej Peter, tak for din tid.  

Alt efter vores snak, vil dele af dine kommentarer fra dette interview blive brugt som argument 

blandt mange iht. de konklusioner vi drager fra projektet, - vi vil selvfølgelig sende dem til 

godkendelse hos dig inden med mulighed for at godkende, således vi er enige om at det var 

essensen af dine kommentarer.  

Dertil skal jeg spørge om det er okay vi optager samtalen?  

”som nævnt har vi forsøgt at undersøge hvilke faktorer der ligger til grund for at nogle 

virksomheder begynder at insource deres digitale medieaktiviteter. Vores perspektiv er 

udsprunget ud fra 4 teoretiske ståsteder, nemlig: økonomi (TCE), Agilitet (OA), Agency Theory (AT)  

og Knowledge (KBT)” 

Vi kommer til at gå dem igennem. Derefter kommer vi til at fortælle dig resultaterne fra vores 

undersøgelse og høre om dine holdninger til disse. 

Transaction frequency 

1) Brugte i ofte jeres digitale bureau? 

2) Havde i kun brug for dem midlertidigt? 

Hypotese: 

a. Jo sjældnere man var/er i berøring med sit eksterne bureau, jo større er chancen 

for at man insourcer sine digitale medie aktiviteter 

Finding 🡪 vores undersøgelse viste en signifikant sammenhæng mellem ofte brug af bureauer og 

insourcing. Hvad siger du til det? 

Asset specificity 

 
1) Kræver digitale medieopgaver erfaring som kun et digitalt bureau besidder? 

2) Kræver opgaverne konstant ny viden? 

3) Kræver det unik teknologi og software? 

Hypotese: 
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a. Jo sværere det var at replikere det de eksterne bureauer lavede, jo større er 

chancen for at man insourcer sine digitale medie aktiviteter 

Finding 🡪 vores undersøgelse viste en ikke-signifikant sammenhæng mellem at synes at digitale 

medieaktiviteter kræver speciel viden og derfor gode at have in-house – hvad tænker du om det? 

Threat of Opportunism 

 

Hvad mener du om følgende? 

 
1) Et digitalt bureau forsøger at overtræde kontrakter 

2) Et digitalt bureau forsøger at fremme egne mål på uærlig vis 

3) Et digitalt bureau er troværdigt 

4) Et digitalt bureau forsøger at ændre i fakta for at opnå egne mål 

5) Et digitalt bureau udviser opportunisk adfærd? (drager fordel af ændringer i markedet til 

fordel for sig selv)  

Hypotese: 

a. Jo større mistillid mellem brand og bureau, jo større er chancen for at man 

insourcer sine digitale medie aktiviteter 

finding 🡪 vores undersøgelse viste en signifikant sammenhæng mellem opfattet høj opportunisme 

af bureauernes adfærd og tilbøjelighed til at insource – hvad tænker du om det? 

Degree of Complexity 

 
1) Kræver det unik erfaring og viden at kunne håndtere digitale aktiviteter?  

Hypotese: 

a. Hvis opfattelsen af at de opgaver et eksternt bureau varetager er ’lette’, jo større er 

chancen for at man insourcer sine digitale medie aktiviteter 

finding 🡪 vores undersøgelse viste en ikke-signifikant sammenhæng mellem opfattelsen af 

kompleksitet af digital media marketing og tilbøjelighed til at insource – hvad tænker du om det? 

Bounded Rationality 

 

Hvis jeg kommer med følgende udtalelse – hvad tænker du så: 

 
1) I har begrænset adgang til at foretage de aktiviteter det eksterne bureau varetager 

2) I har begrænset ekspertise i organisationen 

3) I har begrænsede ressourcer, teknologier og kompetencer 
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Hypotese: 

a. Jo mindre virksomhedens forståelse af hvad digital mediehåndtering kræver, jo 

større er chancen for at man insourcer sine digitale medie aktiviteter 

finding 🡪 vores undersøgelse viste en ikke-signifikant sammenhæng mellem en stor tro på 

virksomhedens ressourcer og viden omkring digital marketing og tilbøjelighed til at insource – 

hvad tænker du om det? 

Relative Cost Advantage 

 

Hvis jeg kommer med følgende udtalelse – hvad tænker du så: 

 
1) Et digitalt bureau kan reducere jeres overordnede omkostninger 

2) Et digitalt bureau kan reducere jeres software omkostninger  

3) Et digitalt bureau kan reducere jeres marketingomkostninger 

4) Et digitalt bureau kan købe annoncering billigere end jer 

Hypotese: 

a. Jo større cost-advantage der er ved at gøre det selv, jo større er chancen for at man 

insourcer sine digitale medie aktiviteter 

 

finding 🡪 vores undersøgelse viste en signifikant sammenhæng mellem lav opfattet cost-advantage 

ved at bruge bureauerne og tilbøjelighed til at insource – hvad tænker du om det? 

Organizational Agility 

 

Hvis jeg kommer med følgende udtalelse – hvad tænker du så? 

 
1. Et digitalt bureau har evnen til hurtigt at reagere på jeres behov 
2. Et digitalt bureau har evnen til hurtigt at klare udfordringer fra medie sælgere og -

leverandører 
3. Et digitalt bureau implementerer hurtigt beslutninger for at imødegå ændringer i markedet 
4. Et digitalt bureau søger løbende efter måder at optimere deres virksomhed på, for at 

opfylde vores behov 

Hypotese: 

a. Jo lavere oplevelser af bureau agilitet, jo større er chancen for at man insourcer 

sine digitale medieaktiviteter 

finding 🡪 vores undersøgelse viste en ikke-signifikant sammenhæng mellem opfattet lav agilitet i 

bureauerne og tilbøjelighed til at insource – hvad tænker du om det? 

Behavior Observability 
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1. Da I havde bureau tilknyttet brugte den kampagneansvarlige tid og kræfter på at forklare 

fremskridtene med at nå kampagnens mål 
2. Da I havde bureau tilknyttet fik I jævnligt en opdatering på kampagnens fremskridt imens 

de var 'live' 
3. Da I havde bureau tilknyttet modtog I, udover de jævnlige opdateringer, ofte skriftlige 

rapporter der specifikt angav fremskridt eller komplikationer 

Hypotese: 

b. jo mindre bureauerne giver mulighed for at man kan observere under 

igangværende kampagner, jo større er chancen for at man insourcer sine digitale 

medie aktiviteter 

 

finding 🡪 vores undersøgelse viste en ikke-signifikant sammenhæng mellem opfattelsen af at man 

som virksomhed har/havde svært ved løbende at observere kampagner og ansvarliges opgaver fra 

bureauerne og tilbøjelighed til at insource – hvad tænker du om det? 

Outcome Measurability 

 

Hvis jeg kommer med følgende udtalelse – hvad tænker du så: 

Det er nemt for os at... 

 
1. finde kilder til objektive data, der angiver hvor godt de digitale medieaktiviteter opfylder 

kampagnens mål 
2. afgøre om de digitale medieaktiviteter er færdige i tide 
3. afgøre om de digitale medieaktiviteter er afsluttet inden for aftalt budget 
4. afgøre om de digitale medieaktiviteter er gennemført tilfredsstillende 
5. finde kvantificerbare måleredskaber, der viser, i hvilket omfang investerings målene for 

digitale medier opnås 
6. måle på pålidelig måde, i hvilket omfang de færdige digitale medieaktiviteter opfyldte 

deres mål 

Hypotese: 

c. jo svære/eller mindre man har mulighed for at få overblik og ens aktiviteter og 

hvordan de er gået, jo større er chancen for at man insourcer sine digitale 

medieaktiviteter 

finding 🡪 vores undersøgelse viste en ikke-signifikant sammenhæng mellem gode muligheder for 

at følge med i hvordan kampagner og performance er aktiviteter er og tilbøjelighed til at insource – 

hvad tænker du om det? 

Level of Technological Knowledge 

 

Hvis jeg kommer med følgende udtalelse – hvad tænker du så: 

Vi har adgang til... 
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1. at opsætte, monitorere, og evaluere brug af digitale medieaktiviteter 
2. at håndtere og opbevare viden/data omkring potentielle kunder, tilvejebragt af de digitale 

medieaktiviteter 
3. at søge efter ny viden iht. brug af digitale medieaktiviteter    
4. at sammensætte nye og bedre digitale medieaktivitetsløsninger fremadrettet 

 

 

Hypotese: 

d. jo mere man i virksomhederne tror på at den tekniske kunnen til at håndtere 

digitale medieaktiviteter er på plads, jo større er chancen for at man insourcer sine 

digitale medieaktiviteter 

finding 🡪 vores undersøgelse viste en næsten-signifikant sammenhæng mellem opfattet 

teknologisk viden i virksomhederne og tilbøjelighed til at insource – hvad tænker du om det? 
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Appendix 9: Interviewguide 2: Martin Ditlev, Arla 

Interview guide 2: Martin Ditlev 

Dato: 7h of May 2019 

Respondent: Martin Ditlev, Digital Manager, Arla 

Interviewer: Andreas Munch 

 

Arla & Insourcing 

Hej Martin, tak for din tid.  

Alt efter vores snak, vil dele af dine kommentarer fra dette interview blive brugt som argument 

blandt mange iht. de konklusioner vi drager fra projektet, - vi vil selvfølgelig sende dem til 

godkendelse hos dig inden med mulighed for at godkende, således vi er enige om at det var 

essensen af dine kommentarer.  

Dertil skal jeg spørge om det er okay vi optager samtalen?  

”som nævnt har vi forsøgt at undersøge hvilke faktorer der ligger til grund for at nogle 

virksomheder begynder at insource deres digitale medieaktiviteter. Vores perspektiv er 

udsprunget ud fra 4 teoretiske ståsteder, nemlig: økonomi (TCE), Agilitet (OA), Agency Theory (AT)  

og Knowledge (KBT)” 

Vi kommer til at gå dem igennem. Derefter kommer vi til at fortælle dig resultaterne fra vores 

undersøgelse og høre om dine holdninger til disse. 

 

Transaction frequency 

3) Brugte i ofte jeres digitale bureau? 

4) Havde i kun brug for dem midlertidigt? 

Hypotese: 

a. Jo sjældnere man var/er i berøring med sit eksterne bureau, jo større er chancen 

for at man insourcer sine digitale medie aktiviteter 

Finding 🡪 vores undersøgelse viste en signifikant sammenhæng mellem ofte brug af bureauer og 

insourcing. Hvad siger du til det? 

 

Asset specificity 
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4) Kræver digitale medieopgaver erfaring som kun et digitalt bureau besidder? 

5) Kræver opgaverne konstant ny viden? 

6) Kræver det unik teknologi og software? 

Hypotese: 

a. Jo sværere det var at replikere det de eksterne bureauer lavede, jo større er 

chancen for at man insourcer sine digitale medie aktiviteter 

Finding 🡪 vores undersøgelse viste en ikke-signifikant sammenhæng mellem at synes at digitale 

medieaktiviteter kræver speciel viden og derfor gode at have in-house – hvad tænker du om det? 

 

Threat of Opportunism 

 

Hvad mener du om følgende? 

 
6) Et digitalt bureau forsøger at overtræde kontrakter 

7) Et digitalt bureau forsøger at fremme egne mål på uærlig vis 

8) Et digitalt bureau er troværdigt 

9) Et digitalt bureau forsøger at ændre i fakta for at opnå egne mål 

10) Et digitalt bureau udviser opportunisk adfærd? (drager fordel af ændringer i markedet til 

fordel for sig selv)  

Hypotese: 

a. Jo større mistillid mellem brand og bureau, jo større er chancen for at man 

insourcer sine digitale medie aktiviteter 

finding 🡪 vores undersøgelse viste en signifikant sammenhæng mellem opfattet høj opportunisme 

af bureauernes adfærd og tilbøjelighed til at insource – hvad tænker du om det? 

 

Degree of Complexity 

 
2) Kræver det unik erfaring og viden at kunne håndtere digitale aktiviteter?  

Hypotese: 

a. Hvis opfattelsen af at de opgaver et eksternt bureau varetager er ’lette’, jo større er 

chancen for at man insourcer sine digitale medie aktiviteter 

finding 🡪 vores undersøgelse viste en ikke-signifikant sammenhæng mellem opfattelsen af 

kompleksitet af digital media marketing og tilbøjelighed til at insource – hvad tænker du om det? 
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Bounded Rationality 

 

Hvis jeg kommer med følgende udtalelse – hvad tænker du så: 

 
4) I har begrænset adgang til at foretage de aktiviteter det eksterne bureau varetager 

5) I har begrænset ekspertise i organisationen 

6) I har begrænsede ressourcer, teknologier og kompetencer 

Hypotese: 

a. Jo mindre virksomhedens forståelse af hvad digital mediehåndtering kræver, jo 

større er chancen for at man insourcer sine digitale medie aktiviteter 

finding 🡪 vores undersøgelse viste en ikke-signifikant sammenhæng mellem en stor tro på 

virksomhedens ressourcer og viden omkring digital marketing og tilbøjelighed til at insource – 

hvad tænker du om det? 

 

Relative Cost Advantage 

 

Hvis jeg kommer med følgende udtalelse – hvad tænker du så: 

 
5) Et digitalt bureau kan reducere jeres overordnede omkostninger 

6) Et digitalt bureau kan reducere jeres software omkostninger  

7) Et digitalt bureau kan reducere jeres marketingomkostninger 

8) Et digitalt bureau kan købe annoncering billigere end jer 

Hypotese: 

a. Jo større cost-advantage der er ved at gøre det selv, jo større er chancen for at man 

insourcer sine digitale medie aktiviteter 

 

finding 🡪 vores undersøgelse viste en signifikant sammenhæng mellem lav opfattet cost-advantage 

ved at bruge bureauerne og tilbøjelighed til at insource – hvad tænker du om det? 

 

 

Organizational Agility 

 

Hvis jeg kommer med følgende udtalelse – hvad tænker du så? 
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5. Et digitalt bureau har evnen til hurtigt at reagere på jeres behov 
6. Et digitalt bureau har evnen til hurtigt at klare udfordringer fra medie sælgere og -

leverandører 
7. Et digitalt bureau implementerer hurtigt beslutninger for at imødegå ændringer i markedet 
8. Et digitalt bureau søger løbende efter måder at optimere deres virksomhed på, for at 

opfylde vores behov 

Hypotese: 

e. Jo lavere oplevelser af bureau agilitet, jo større er chancen for at man insourcer 

sine digitale medieaktiviteter 

finding 🡪 vores undersøgelse viste en ikke-signifikant sammenhæng mellem opfattet lav agilitet i 

bureauerne og tilbøjelighed til at insource – hvad tænker du om det? 

 

 

Behavior Observability 

 
4. Da I havde bureau tilknyttet brugte den kampagneansvarlige tid og kræfter på at forklare 

fremskridtene med at nå kampagnens mål 
5. Da I havde bureau tilknyttet fik I jævnligt en opdatering på kampagnens fremskridt imens 

de var 'live' 
6. Da I havde bureau tilknyttet modtog I, udover de jævnlige opdateringer, ofte skriftlige 

rapporter der specifikt angav fremskridt eller komplikationer 

Hypotese: 

f. jo mindre bureauerne giver mulighed for at man kan observere under 

igangværende kampagner, jo større er chancen for at man insourcer sine digitale 

medie aktiviteter 

 

finding 🡪 vores undersøgelse viste en ikke-signifikant sammenhæng mellem opfattelsen af at man 

som virksomhed har/havde svært ved løbende at observere kampagner og ansvarliges opgaver fra 

bureauerne og tilbøjelighed til at insource – hvad tænker du om det? 

 

Outcome Measurability 

 

Hvis jeg kommer med følgende udtalelse – hvad tænker du så: 

Det er nemt for os at... 

 
7. finde kilder til objektive data, der angiver hvor godt de digitale medieaktiviteter opfylder 

kampagnens mål 
8. afgøre om de digitale medieaktiviteter er færdige i tide 
9. afgøre om de digitale medieaktiviteter er afsluttet inden for aftalt budget 
10. afgøre om de digitale medieaktiviteter er gennemført tilfredsstillende 
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11. finde kvantificerbare måleredskaber, der viser, i hvilket omfang investerings målene for 
digitale medier opnås 

12. måle på pålidelig måde, i hvilket omfang de færdige digitale medieaktiviteter opfyldte 
deres mål 

Hypotese: 

g. jo svære/eller mindre man har mulighed for at få overblik og ens aktiviteter og 

hvordan de er gået, jo større er chancen for at man insourcer sine digitale 

medieaktiviteter 

finding 🡪 vores undersøgelse viste en ikke-signifikant sammenhæng mellem gode muligheder for 

at følge med i hvordan kampagner og performance er aktiviteter er og tilbøjelighed til at insource – 

hvad tænker du om det? 

 

Level of Technological Knowledge 

 

Hvis jeg kommer med følgende udtalelse – hvad tænker du så: 

Vi har adgang til... 

 
5. at opsætte, monitorere, og evaluere brug af digitale medieaktiviteter 
6. at håndtere og opbevare viden/data omkring potentielle kunder, tilvejebragt af de digitale 

medieaktiviteter 
7. at søge efter ny viden iht. brug af digitale medieaktiviteter    
8. at sammensætte nye og bedre digitale medieaktivitetsløsninger fremadrettet 

 

Hypotese: 

h. jo mere man i virksomhederne tror på at den tekniske kunnen til at håndtere 

digitale medieaktiviteter er på plads, jo større er chancen for at man insourcer sine 

digitale medieaktiviteter 

finding 🡪 vores undersøgelse viste en næsten-signifikant sammenhæng mellem opfattet 

teknologisk viden i virksomhederne og tilbøjelighed til at insource – hvad tænker du om det? 
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Appendix 10: Interviewguide 3: Morten Munk-Hansen, Wavemaker 

Interview guide 3: Morten Munk-Hansen 

Dato: 1st of May 2019 

Respondent: Morten Munk-Hansen, COO, Wavemaker 

Interviewer: Andreas Munch 

 

Mediebureauets rolle ift. Insourcing 

Hej Morten, tak for din tid.  

Alt efter vores snak, vil dele af dine kommentarer fra dette interview blive brugt som argument 

blandt mange iht. de konklusioner vi drager fra projektet, - vi vil selvfølgelig sende dem til 

godkendelse hos dig inden med mulighed for at godkende, således vi er enige om at det var 

essensen af dine kommentarer.  

Dertil skal jeg spørge om det er okay vi optager samtalen?  

”som nævnt har vi forsøgt at undersøge hvilke faktorer der ligger til grund for at nogle 

virksomheder begynder at insource deres digitale medieaktiviteter. Vores perspektiv er 

udsprunget ud fra 4 teoretiske ståsteder, nemlig: økonomi (TCE), Agilitet (OA), Agency Theory (AT)  

og Knowledge (KBT)” 

Vi kommer til at gå dem igennem. Derefter kommer vi til at fortælle dig resultaterne fra vores 

undersøgelse og høre om dine holdninger til disse. 

Transaction frequency 

Hypotese: 

b. Jo sjældnere man var/er i berøring med sit eksterne bureau, jo større er chancen 

for at man insourcer sine digitale medie aktiviteter 

Finding 🡪 vores undersøgelse viste en signifikant sammenhæng mellem ofte brug af bureauer og 

insourcing. Hvad siger du til det? 

Asset specificity 

 
7) Kræver digitale medieopgaver erfaring som kun et digitalt bureau besidder? 

8) Kræver opgaverne konstant ny viden? 

9) Kræver det unik teknologi og software? 

Hypotese: 
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a. Jo sværere det var at replikere det de eksterne bureauer lavede, jo større er 

chancen for at man insourcer sine digitale medie aktiviteter 

Finding 🡪 vores undersøgelse viste en ikke-signifikant sammenhæng mellem at synes at digitale 

medieaktiviteter kræver speciel viden og derfor gode at have in-house – hvad tænker du om det? 

Threat of Opportunism 

 

Hvad mener du om følgende? 

 
11) Et digitalt bureau forsøger at overtræde kontrakter 

12) Et digitalt bureau forsøger at fremme egne mål på uærlig vis 

13) Et digitalt bureau er troværdigt 

14) Et digitalt bureau forsøger at ændre i fakta for at opnå egne mål 

15) Et digitalt bureau udviser opportunisk adfærd? (drager fordel af ændringer i markedet til 

fordel for sig selv)  

Hypotese: 

a. Jo større mistillid mellem brand og bureau, jo større er chancen for at man 

insourcer sine digitale medie aktiviteter 

finding 🡪 vores undersøgelse viste en signifikant sammenhæng mellem opfattet høj opportunisme 

af bureauernes adfærd og tilbøjelighed til at insource – hvad tænker du om det? 

Degree of Complexity 

 
3) Kræver det unik erfaring og viden at kunne håndtere digitale aktiviteter?  

Hypotese: 

a. Hvis opfattelsen af at de opgaver et eksternt bureau varetager er ’lette’, jo større er 

chancen for at man insourcer sine digitale medie aktiviteter 

finding 🡪 vores undersøgelse viste en ikke-signifikant sammenhæng mellem opfattelsen af 

kompleksitet af digital media marketing og tilbøjelighed til at insource – hvad tænker du om det? 

 

Bounded Rationality 

 

Hvis jeg kommer med følgende udtalelse – hvad tænker du så: 

 
7) Advertisers har begrænset adgang til at foretage de aktiviteter det eksterne bureau 

varetager 

8) Advertisers har begrænset ekspertise i organisationen 
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9) Advertisers har begrænsede ressourcer, teknologier og kompetencer 

Hypotese: 

a. Jo mindre virksomhedens forståelse af hvad digital mediehåndtering kræver, jo 

større er chancen for at man insourcer sine digitale medie aktiviteter 

finding 🡪 vores undersøgelse viste en ikke-signifikant sammenhæng mellem en stor tro på 

virksomhedens ressourcer og viden omkring digital marketing og tilbøjelighed til at insource – 

hvad tænker du om det? 

Relative Cost Advantage 

 

Hvis jeg kommer med følgende udtalelse – hvad tænker du så: 

 
9) Et digitalt bureau kan reducere annoncørers overordnede omkostninger 

10) Et digitalt bureau kan reducere annoncørers software omkostninger  

11) Et digitalt bureau kan reducere annoncørers marketingomkostninger 

12) Et digitalt bureau kan købe annoncering billigere end annoncørers 

Hypotese: 

a. Jo større cost-advantage der er ved at gøre det selv, jo større er chancen for at man 

insourcer sine digitale medie aktiviteter 

 

finding 🡪 vores undersøgelse viste en signifikant sammenhæng mellem lav opfattet cost-advantage 

ved at bruge bureauerne og tilbøjelighed til at insource – hvad tænker du om det? 

 

Organizational Agility 

 

Hvis jeg kommer med følgende udtalelse – hvad tænker du så? 

 
9. Et digitalt bureau har evnen til hurtigt at reagere på en annoncørers behov 
10. Et digitalt bureau har evnen til hurtigt at klare udfordringer fra medie sælgere og -

leverandører 
11. Et digitalt bureau implementerer hurtigt beslutninger for at imødegå ændringer i markedet 
12. Et digitalt bureau søger løbende efter måder at optimere deres virksomhed på, for at 

opfylde annoncørers behov 

Hypotese: 

i. Jo lavere oplevelser af bureau agilitet, jo større er chancen for at man insourcer 

sine digitale medieaktiviteter 

finding 🡪 vores undersøgelse viste en ikke-signifikant sammenhæng mellem opfattet lav agilitet i 

bureauerne og tilbøjelighed til at insource – hvad tænker du om det? 
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Behavior Observability 

 
7. De kampagneansvarlige bruger tid og kræfter på at forklare fremskridtene med at nå 

kampagners mål 
8. Annoncører får jævnligt en opdatering på kampagners fremskridt imens de er 'live' 
9. Annoncørers modtager, udover de jævnlige opdateringer, ofte skriftlige rapporter der 

specifikt angiver fremskridt eller komplikationer 

Hypotese: 

j. jo mindre bureauerne giver mulighed for at man kan observere under 

igangværende kampagner, jo større er chancen for at man insourcer sine digitale 

medie aktiviteter 

 

finding 🡪 vores undersøgelse viste en ikke-signifikant sammenhæng mellem opfattelsen af at man 

som virksomhed har/havde svært ved løbende at observere kampagner og ansvarliges opgaver fra 

bureauerne og tilbøjelighed til at insource – hvad tænker du om det? 

 

Outcome Measurability 

 

Hvis jeg kommer med følgende udtalelse – hvad tænker du så: 

Det er nemt for annoncører at... 

 
13. finde kilder til objektive data, der angiver hvor godt de digitale medieaktiviteter opfylder 

kampagnens mål 
14. afgøre om de digitale medieaktiviteter er færdige i tide 
15. afgøre om de digitale medieaktiviteter er afsluttet inden for aftalt budget 
16. afgøre om de digitale medieaktiviteter er gennemført tilfredsstillende 
17. finde kvantificerbare måleredskaber, der viser, i hvilket omfang investerings målene for 

digitale medier opnås 
18. måle på pålidelig måde, i hvilket omfang de færdige digitale medieaktiviteter opfyldte 

deres mål 

Hypotese: 

k. jo svære/eller mindre man har mulighed for at få overblik og ens aktiviteter og 

hvordan de er gået, jo større er chancen for at man insourcer sine digitale 

medieaktiviteter 

finding 🡪 vores undersøgelse viste en ikke-signifikant sammenhæng mellem gode muligheder for 

at følge med i hvordan kampagner og performance er aktiviteter er og tilbøjelighed til at insource – 

hvad tænker du om det? 

 

Level of Technological Knowledge 
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Hvis jeg kommer med følgende udtalelse – hvad tænker du så: 

Annoncører har adgang til... 

 
9. at opsætte, monitorere, og evaluere brug af digitale medieaktiviteter 
10. at håndtere og opbevare viden/data omkring potentielle kunder, tilvejebragt af de digitale 

medieaktiviteter 
11. at søge efter ny viden iht. brug af digitale medieaktiviteter    
12. at sammensætte nye og bedre digitale medieaktivitetsløsninger fremadrettet 

 

 

Hypotese: 

l. jo mere man i virksomhederne tror på at den tekniske kunnen til at håndtere 

digitale medieaktiviteter er på plads, jo større er chancen for at man insourcer sine 

digitale medieaktiviteter 

finding 🡪 vores undersøgelse viste en næsten-signifikant sammenhæng mellem opfattet 

teknologisk viden i virksomhederne og tilbøjelighed til at insource – hvad tænker du om det? 
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Appendix 11: Hack 56 

 

 

GroupM - Nyheder fra Change Teamet Lancering af 
HACK56 

Kære alle, 

Vi har spurgt jer, hvordan I oplever vores forretningsprocesser, og jeres feedback var meget tydelig: 

56% af alle vores medarbejdere føler, at vores forretningsprocesser står i vejen for at gøre et godt 
arbejde. 

på mandag lancerer vi HACK56 for at hjælpe os med at forbedre vores forretningsprocesser. 

Hvad er HACK56? HACK56 er et forandringsprojekt under ledelse af vores nye Change Team og alignet med 
EXCO. HACK56 vil fokusere på at fjerne eller optimere de processer, der ikke bringer værdi for vores kunder 
og vores forretning. 

HACK56 

groupm 
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Appendix 12: Item adaptation for survey 

Questions → Transaction Cost Economics 

Hypothesis 1 - Frequency (TCE): 

 

H1:  

Low transaction frequency positively affects the likelihood of insourcing.. 

 

Questions taken from: 

 

SOURCE: Miranda, and Kim. “Professional versus Political Contexts: Institutional Mitigation and the 
Transaction Cost Heuristic in Information Systems Outsourcing.” MIS Quarterly, vol. 30, no. 3, 2006, p. 725 

http://web.a.ebscohost.com.esc-web.lib.cbs.dk/ehost/detail/detail?vid=8&sid=adfeee24-b022-4f2e-b1a5-
e3ebfdf60f5b%40sessionmgr4009&bdata=JnNpdGU9ZWhvc3QtbGl2ZQ%3d%3d#AN=21940324&db=bth  

 

Scale used in article:  

Scale → 7-point Likert scale (7=strongly agree, 6= moderately agree, 5=slightly agree, 4=neutral, 3=slightly 
disagree, 2=moderately disagree, 1=strongly disagree) 

 

Original questions 
1. we use the IS function infrequently 
2. we need the IS function temporarily  

 

Adapted and Adopted Questions (Question 2 in Survey) 

English: 
1. We use our digital agency frequently 
2. We need our digital agency temporarily 

  

Danish: I hvor høj grad er du enig/uenig i nedenstående udsagn? 
1. Vi gør sjældent brug af vores digitale bureau 
2. Vi har kun brug for vores digitale bureau midlertidigt 

 

Hypotheses 2 - Asset Specificity (TCE) 

H2:  

High asset specificity positively affects the likelihood of insourcing.. 

 

Questions taken from: 

SOURCE: Miranda, and Kim. “Professional versus Political Contexts: Institutional Mitigation and the 
Transaction Cost Heuristic in Information Systems Outsourcing.” MIS Quarterly, vol. 30, no. 3, 2006, p. 725 

http://web.a.ebscohost.com.esc-web.lib.cbs.dk/ehost/detail/detail?vid=8&sid=adfeee24-b022-4f2e-b1a5-
e3ebfdf60f5b%40sessionmgr4009&bdata=JnNpdGU9ZWhvc3QtbGl2ZQ%3d%3d#AN=21940324&db=bth  

 

http://web.a.ebscohost.com.esc-web.lib.cbs.dk/ehost/detail/detail?vid=8&sid=adfeee24-b022-4f2e-b1a5-e3ebfdf60f5b%40sessionmgr4009&bdata=JnNpdGU9ZWhvc3QtbGl2ZQ%3d%3d#AN=21940324&db=bth
http://web.a.ebscohost.com.esc-web.lib.cbs.dk/ehost/detail/detail?vid=8&sid=adfeee24-b022-4f2e-b1a5-e3ebfdf60f5b%40sessionmgr4009&bdata=JnNpdGU9ZWhvc3QtbGl2ZQ%3d%3d#AN=21940324&db=bth
http://web.a.ebscohost.com.esc-web.lib.cbs.dk/ehost/detail/detail?vid=8&sid=adfeee24-b022-4f2e-b1a5-e3ebfdf60f5b%40sessionmgr4009&bdata=JnNpdGU9ZWhvc3QtbGl2ZQ%3d%3d#AN=21940324&db=bth
http://web.a.ebscohost.com.esc-web.lib.cbs.dk/ehost/detail/detail?vid=8&sid=adfeee24-b022-4f2e-b1a5-e3ebfdf60f5b%40sessionmgr4009&bdata=JnNpdGU9ZWhvc3QtbGl2ZQ%3d%3d#AN=21940324&db=bth
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Scale used in article:  

Scale → 7-point Likert scale (7=strongly agree, 6= moderately agree, 5=slightly agree, 4=neutral, 3=slightly 
disagree, 2=moderately disagree, 1=strongly disagree) 

 

Original questions 
1. Our IS function requires unique experience 
2. Our IS experience requires up-to-date technical education 
3. Our IS function requires a unique technology 

 

Adapted and Adopted Questions (Question 3 in Survey) 

English: 
1. Our digital media function requires unique experience 
2. Our digital media buying function requires up-to-date education on media opportunities and 

technologies 
3. Our digital media buying function requires a unique technology 

 

Danish: I hvor høj grad er du enig i nedenstående udsagn? Opgaverne som et digitalt bureau varetager... 
1. kræver erfaring som kun et digitalt bureau besidder 
2. kræver konstant ny tillært viden indenfor nye digitale medier og teknologier   
3. kræver en unik teknologi og software som kun et digitalt bureau besidder 

 

Hypothesis 3 - Threat of Opportunism (TCE) 

H3:  

High threat of opportunism positively affects the likelihood of insourcing.. 

 

Questions taken from: 

 Source: Chaudhry, Smita, et al. “Vendor Response to Client Opportunism in IT Service Relationships: 
Exploring the Moderating Effect of Client Involvement.” Industrial Marketing Management, vol. 75, 2018, pp. 
100–111 

https://www-sciencedirect-com.esc-web.lib.cbs.dk:8443/science/article/pii/S0019850117307836  

 

Scale used in article:  

Scale → 7-point Likert scale (7=strongly agree, 6= moderately agree, 5=slightly agree, 4=neutral, 3=slightly 
disagree, 2=moderately disagree, 1=strongly disagree) 

 

Original questions 
1. The client is trying to breach the implicit agreement to benefit itself. 
2. The client is trying to promote its own objectives through insincere means. 
3. It does not appear that the client is acting in a completely trustworthy and honest manner. 
4. The client is trying to alter facts to meet its own goals and objectives 
5. It appears that the client is being opportunistic 

 

Adapted and Adopted Questions (Question 4 in Survey) 

English: 
1. The client is trying to breach the implicit agreement to benefit itself. 
2. The client is trying to promote its own objectives through insincere means. 
3. It does not appear that the client is acting in a completely trustworthy and honest manner. 

https://www-sciencedirect-com.esc-web.lib.cbs.dk:8443/science/article/pii/S0019850117307836
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4. The client is trying to alter facts to meet its own goals and objectives 
5. It appears that the client is being opportunistic 

  

Danish: I hvor høj grad er du enig/uenig i nedenstående udsagn? Det digitale bureau... 
1. forsøger at overtræde indgået kontrakt, annoncør og bureau imellem, til gavn for sig selv 
2. forsøger at fremme sine egne mål på uærlig vis 
3. virker IKKE til at handle på en fuldstændig troværdig og ærlig måde 
4. forsøger at ændre fakta for at nå egne mål 
5. virker til at være opportunistisk* (tilpasser sig de herskende forhold for at kunne drage personlig 

fordel af dette) 

 

Hypothesis 4 - Degree of Complexity (TCE) 

H4:  

Low perception of complexity positively affects the likelihood of insourcing. 

 

Questions taken from: 

Source: Poppo, Laura, and Todd Zenger. “Testing Alternative Theories of the Firm: Transaction Cost, 
Knowledge-Based, and Measurement Explanations for Make-or-Buy Decisions in Information Services.” 
Strategic Management Journal, vol. 19, no. 9, 1998, pp. 853–877 

http://web.a.ebscohost.com.esc-web.lib.cbs.dk/ehost/detail/detail?vid=6&sid=adfeee24-b022-4f2e-b1a5-
e3ebfdf60f5b%40sessionmgr4009&bdata=JnNpdGU9ZWhvc3QtbGl2ZQ%3d%3d#AN=1050465&db=bth  

 

Scale used in article:  

Scale → 7-point Likert scale (7=strongly agree, 6= moderately agree, 5=slightly agree, 4=neutral, 3=slightly 
disagree, 2=moderately disagree, 1=strongly disagree) 

 

Original questions 
1. To what degree does performing this function require personnel with extensive knowledge and skills 

 

Adapted and Adopted Questions (Question 5 in Survey) 

English: 
1. To what degree do you believe that the activities the digital agencies do for your company, require 

personnel with extensive knowledge and skills?  

 

Danish: I hvor høj grad er du enig/uenig i nedenstående udsagn? Opgaverne et digitalt bureau varetager... 
1. kræver specialister med omfattende viden og færdigheder 

  

Hypothesis 5 - Bounded Rationality (TCE): 

H5:  

High levels of bounded rationality positively affect the likelihood of insourcing..  

 

Questions taken from: 

SOURCE: Miranda, and Kim. “Professional versus Political Contexts: Institutional Mitigation and the 
Transaction Cost Heuristic in Information Systems Outsourcing.” MIS Quarterly, vol. 30, no. 3, 2006, p. 725 

http://web.a.ebscohost.com.esc-web.lib.cbs.dk/ehost/detail/detail?vid=6&sid=adfeee24-b022-4f2e-b1a5-e3ebfdf60f5b%40sessionmgr4009&bdata=JnNpdGU9ZWhvc3QtbGl2ZQ%3d%3d#AN=1050465&db=bth
http://web.a.ebscohost.com.esc-web.lib.cbs.dk/ehost/detail/detail?vid=6&sid=adfeee24-b022-4f2e-b1a5-e3ebfdf60f5b%40sessionmgr4009&bdata=JnNpdGU9ZWhvc3QtbGl2ZQ%3d%3d#AN=1050465&db=bth
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http://web.a.ebscohost.com.esc-web.lib.cbs.dk/ehost/detail/detail?vid=8&sid=adfeee24-b022-4f2e-b1a5-
e3ebfdf60f5b%40sessionmgr4009&bdata=JnNpdGU9ZWhvc3QtbGl2ZQ%3d%3d#AN=21940324&db=bth  

 

Scale used in article:  

Scale → 7-point Likert scale (7=strongly agree, 6= moderately agree, 5=slightly agree, 4=neutral, 3=slightly 
disagree, 2=moderately disagree, 1=strongly disagree) 

 

Original questions 
1. we have limited physical facilities in the organization 
2. we have limited expertise in the organization 
3. we do not have necessary facilities in our organization 

Adapted and Adopted Questions (Question 6 in Survey) 

English: 
1. We have limited access to buying media in our organization 
2. We have limited expertise within digital media in our organization 
3. We do not have necessary facilities and resources in our organization to perform the activities a 

digital agency do for us 

 

Danish: I hvor høj grad er du enig/uenig i nedenstående udsagn? Vi har begrænset... 
1. adgang til at foretage de medieaktiviteter et digitalt bureau varetager 
2. ekspertise indenfor medieaktiviteter i vores organisation 
3. ressourcer, teknologier og kompetencer i vores organisation til at varetage de opgaver et digitalt 

bureau håndterer 

  

Hypotheses 6 - Relative Cost Advantage (TCE) 

H6:  

Low perceived cost advantage positively affects the likelihood of insourcing 

 

Questions taken from: 

Source: Ang, Soon, and Detmar W. Straub. “Production and Transaction Economies and IS Outsourcing: A 
Study of the U. S. Banking Industry.” MIS Quarterly, vol. 22, no. 4, 1998, p. 535 

http://web.a.ebscohost.com.esc-web.lib.cbs.dk/ehost/detail/detail?vid=4&sid=adfeee24-b022-4f2e-b1a5-
e3ebfdf60f5b%40sessionmgr4009&bdata=JnNpdGU9ZWhvc3QtbGl2ZQ%3d%3d#AN=1649972&db=bth  

 

Scale used in article:  

Scale → 7-point Likert scale (7=strongly agree, 6= moderately agree, 5=slightly agree, 4=neutral, 3=slightly 
disagree, 2=moderately disagree, 1=strongly disagree) 

 

Original questions: 
1. We have the scale and volume to justify internal data processing management and operations 
2. An external data processing service-provider would be able to reduce our hardware costs 
3. An external data processing service-provider would be able to reduce our software costs 
4. An external data processing service-provider would be able to reduce our information systems 

personal costs 
5. It is cheaper to manage our own data processing facilities and services than to rely on external data 

processing service-providers 

 

http://web.a.ebscohost.com.esc-web.lib.cbs.dk/ehost/detail/detail?vid=8&sid=adfeee24-b022-4f2e-b1a5-e3ebfdf60f5b%40sessionmgr4009&bdata=JnNpdGU9ZWhvc3QtbGl2ZQ%3d%3d#AN=21940324&db=bth
http://web.a.ebscohost.com.esc-web.lib.cbs.dk/ehost/detail/detail?vid=8&sid=adfeee24-b022-4f2e-b1a5-e3ebfdf60f5b%40sessionmgr4009&bdata=JnNpdGU9ZWhvc3QtbGl2ZQ%3d%3d#AN=21940324&db=bth
http://web.a.ebscohost.com.esc-web.lib.cbs.dk/ehost/detail/detail?vid=4&sid=adfeee24-b022-4f2e-b1a5-e3ebfdf60f5b%40sessionmgr4009&bdata=JnNpdGU9ZWhvc3QtbGl2ZQ%3d%3d#AN=1649972&db=bth
http://web.a.ebscohost.com.esc-web.lib.cbs.dk/ehost/detail/detail?vid=4&sid=adfeee24-b022-4f2e-b1a5-e3ebfdf60f5b%40sessionmgr4009&bdata=JnNpdGU9ZWhvc3QtbGl2ZQ%3d%3d#AN=1649972&db=bth
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Adapted and Adopted Questions (Question 7 in Survey) 

English: 
1. We have the scale and volume to justify internal data processing management and digital media 

activities 
2. A digital agency would not be able to reduce our overall costs 
3. A digital agency would not be able to reduce our software costs 
4. A digital agency would not be able to reduce our marketing costs 
5. We would be able to buy our media and advertising cheaper than a digital agency 

 

Danish: 
1. Vi har kompetencer til at håndtere digitale medieaktiviteter selv  
2. Et digitalt bureau kan IKKE reducere vores overordnede omkostninger 
3. Et digitalt bureau kan IKKE reducere vores software omkostninger 
4. Et digitalt bureau kan IKKE reducere vores marketingomkostninger  
5. Vi kan købe annoncering billigere end et digitalt bureau  

 

 

Questions → Organizational Agility  

 

Hypothesis 7 - Organizational Agility: 

H7:  

Low perceived organizational agility of the digital agency positively affects the likelihood of 
insourcing 

 

Questions taken from: 

SOURCE: Cegarra-Navarro, Juan-Gabriel, et al. “Structured Knowledge Processes and Firm Performance: The 
Role of Organizational Agility.” Journal of Business Research, vol. 69, no. 5, 2016, pp. 1544–1549 

http://web.a.ebscohost.com.esc-web.lib.cbs.dk/ehost/detail/detail?vid=10&sid=adfeee24-b022-4f2e-b1a5-
e3ebfdf60f5b%40sessionmgr4009&bdata=JnNpdGU9ZWhvc3QtbGl2ZQ%3d%3d#AN=2016-11523-
004&db=psyh  

 

Scale used in article:  

Scale → 7-point Likert scale (7=strongly agree, 6= moderately agree, 5=slightly agree, 4=neutral, 3=slightly 
disagree, 2=moderately disagree, 1=strongly disagree) 

 

Original questions 
1. We have the ability to rapidly respond to customers' needs 
2. We have the ability to rapidly adapt production to demand fluctuations 
3. We have the ability to rapidly cope with problems from suppliers 
4. We rapidly implement decisions to face market changes 
5. We continuously search for forms to reinvent or redesign our organization 
6. We see market changes as opportunities for rapid capitalization 

 

Adapted and Adopted Questions (Question 8 in Survey) 

English: 
1. The digital agency has the ability to rapidly respond to our needs 

http://web.a.ebscohost.com.esc-web.lib.cbs.dk/ehost/detail/detail?vid=10&sid=adfeee24-b022-4f2e-b1a5-e3ebfdf60f5b%40sessionmgr4009&bdata=JnNpdGU9ZWhvc3QtbGl2ZQ%3d%3d#AN=2016-11523-004&db=psyh
http://web.a.ebscohost.com.esc-web.lib.cbs.dk/ehost/detail/detail?vid=10&sid=adfeee24-b022-4f2e-b1a5-e3ebfdf60f5b%40sessionmgr4009&bdata=JnNpdGU9ZWhvc3QtbGl2ZQ%3d%3d#AN=2016-11523-004&db=psyh
http://web.a.ebscohost.com.esc-web.lib.cbs.dk/ehost/detail/detail?vid=10&sid=adfeee24-b022-4f2e-b1a5-e3ebfdf60f5b%40sessionmgr4009&bdata=JnNpdGU9ZWhvc3QtbGl2ZQ%3d%3d#AN=2016-11523-004&db=psyh
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2. The digital agency has the ability to rapidly cope with problems from media vendors 
3. The digital agency rapidly implements decisions to face market changes 
4. The digital agency continuously searches for forms to reinvent and redesign its organization for our 

needs 

  

Danish: I hvor høj grad er du enig/uenig i nedenstående udsagn? Det digitale bureau... 
1. har evnen til hurtigt at reagere på vores behov 
2. har evnen til hurtigt at klare udfordringer fra mediesælgere og -leverandører 
3. implementerer hurtigt beslutninger for at imødegå ændringer i markedet 
4. søger løbende efter måder at optimere deres virksomhed på, for at opfylde vores behov 

  

Organizational Agility er taget udfra field research, at vi har hørt fra flere advertisers og mediebureau-ledere, 
at de tror, at agilitet er en stor faktor når det kommer til spørgsmålet om insourcing.  

 

 

Questions → Agency Theory (AT) 

 

Hypothesis 8 - Behavior Observability  

H8:  

Low behavior observability positively affects the likelihood of insourcing 

 

Questions taken from: 

SOURCE: Kirsch, Laurie J., et al. “Controlling Information Systems Development Projects: The View from the 
Client.” Management Science, vol. 48, no. 4, 2002, pp. 484–498 

http://web.b.ebscohost.com.esc-web.lib.cbs.dk/ehost/detail/detail?vid=3&sid=711bf0a8-6d61-4457-8b70-
574d23321227%40pdc-v-sessmgr02&bdata=JnNpdGU9ZWhvc3QtbGl2ZQ%3d%3d#AN=6741720&db=bth  

 

Scale used in article:  

Scale → 7-point Likert scale (7=strongly agree, 6= moderately agree, 5=slightly agree, 4=neutral, 3=slightly 
disagree, 2=moderately disagree, 1=strongly disagree) 

 

Original questions 

Project observability: 
1. While the project was ongoing, I spent considerable time and effort monitoring how well the IS 

project leader was meeting the project goals. 
2. While the project was ongoing, I frequently participated in a formal review (with sign-off) where the 

project’s actual progress towards its goals was checked. 
3. Aside from formal review documents, I frequently received written reports from the IS project leader 

that specifically indicated progress toward the project’s goals 
4. I Continually assessed the behaviors and actions of the campaign responsible during the time of the 

campaigns  

 

Adapted and Adopted Questions (Question 10 in Survey) 

English: 
1. while digital campaigns were ongoing, the campaign responsible spend considerable time and effort 

explaining the progress of achieving the campaign goals 

http://web.b.ebscohost.com.esc-web.lib.cbs.dk/ehost/detail/detail?vid=3&sid=711bf0a8-6d61-4457-8b70-574d23321227%40pdc-v-sessmgr02&bdata=JnNpdGU9ZWhvc3QtbGl2ZQ%3d%3d#AN=6741720&db=bth
http://web.b.ebscohost.com.esc-web.lib.cbs.dk/ehost/detail/detail?vid=3&sid=711bf0a8-6d61-4457-8b70-574d23321227%40pdc-v-sessmgr02&bdata=JnNpdGU9ZWhvc3QtbGl2ZQ%3d%3d#AN=6741720&db=bth
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2. while digital campaigns were ongoing, I frequently received a formal review about the campaigns 
actual progress towards the goal   

3. aside from formal review documents, i frequently received written reports from the campaign 
responsible that specifically indicated progress or complications driving towards the goals 

 

Danish: I hvor høj grad er du enig/uenig i nedenstående udsagn? Mens der er igangværende digitale 
kampagner... 

1. bruger den kampagneansvarlige tid og kræfter på at forklare fremskridtene med at nå kampagnernes 
mål 

2. får vi jævnligt en opdatering på kampagnernes fremskridt imens de er 'live' 

modtager vi, udover de jævnlige opdateringer, ofte skriftlige rapporter der specifikt angiver fremskridt eller 
komplikationer 

 

Hypothesis 9 - Outcome measurability (online media activities)  

 H9:  High difficultness of measurability outcome positively affects the likelihood of 
insourcing.. 

 

Questions taken from: 

SOURCE: Kirsch, Laurie J., et al. “Controlling Information Systems Development Projects: The View from the 
Client.” Management Science, vol. 48, no. 4, 2002, pp. 484–498 

http://web.b.ebscohost.com.esc-web.lib.cbs.dk/ehost/detail/detail?vid=3&sid=711bf0a8-6d61-4457-8b70-
574d23321227%40pdc-v-sessmgr02&bdata=JnNpdGU9ZWhvc3QtbGl2ZQ%3d%3d#AN=6741720&db=bth  

 

Scale used in article:  

Scale → 7-point Likert scale (7=strongly agree, 6= moderately agree, 5=slightly agree, 4=neutral, 3=slightly 
disagree, 2=moderately disagree, 1=strongly disagree) 

 

Original questions 
1. had several sources of objective data that indicated how well the IS project leader met the project 

goals. 
2. It was possible for me to determine whether the project was completed on time. 
3. It was possible for me to determine whether the project was completed within budgeted costs. ∗ 
4. It was possible for me to determine whether the project was completed according to the users’ 

satisfaction. 
5. There were quantifiable measures depicting the extent to which project targets were achieved. 
6. If I want to, I can accurately and reliably measure the extent to which the completed system met its 

goals. 
 

Adapted and Adopted Questions 

English: 
1.  I have several sources of objective data that indicates how well digital media activities meet the 

campaign goals  
2. It is possible for me to determine whether the digital media activities are completed in time 
3. It is possible for me to determine whether the digital media activities are completed within budgeted 

costs 
4. It is possible for me to determine whether the digital media activities are completed according to the 

'users' satisfaction 
5. There is quantifiable measures depicting the extent to which digital media investment targets are 

achieved  

http://web.b.ebscohost.com.esc-web.lib.cbs.dk/ehost/detail/detail?vid=3&sid=711bf0a8-6d61-4457-8b70-574d23321227%40pdc-v-sessmgr02&bdata=JnNpdGU9ZWhvc3QtbGl2ZQ%3d%3d#AN=6741720&db=bth
http://web.b.ebscohost.com.esc-web.lib.cbs.dk/ehost/detail/detail?vid=3&sid=711bf0a8-6d61-4457-8b70-574d23321227%40pdc-v-sessmgr02&bdata=JnNpdGU9ZWhvc3QtbGl2ZQ%3d%3d#AN=6741720&db=bth
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6. If I want to, I can accurately and reliably measure the extent to which the finished digital media 
investment met its goals. 

 

Danish: I hvor høj grad er du enig/uenig i nedenstående udsagn?Det er muligt for os at... 
1. finde kilder til objektive data, der angiver hvor godt de digitale medieaktiviteter opfylder 

kampagners mål 
2. afgøre om de digitale medieaktiviteter er færdige i tide 
3. afgøre om de digitale medieaktiviteter er afsluttet inden for aftalt budget 
4. afgøre om de digitale medieaktiviteter er gennemført tilfredsstillende 
5. finde kvantificerbare måleredskaber, der viser, i hvilket omfang investeringsmålene for digitale 

medier opnås 
6. måle på pålidelig måde, i hvilket omfang de færdige digitale medieaktiviteter opfyldte deres mål 

 

 

 

Questions → Knowledge based theory 

 

Hypothesis 10 - Technological Level of Knowledge  

H10:  

High perception of own technological level positively affects the likelihood of insourcing   

 

Questions taken from: 

 

SOURCE: Zhang, Yajun, et al. “Effects of Risks on the Performance of Business Process Outsourcing Projects: 
The Moderating Roles of Knowledge Management Capabilities.” International Journal of Project Management, 
vol. 36, no. 4, 2018, pp. 627–639 

http://web.a.ebscohost.com.esc-web.lib.cbs.dk/ehost/detail/detail?vid=12&sid=adfeee24-b022-4f2e-b1a5-
e3ebfdf60f5b%40sessionmgr4009&bdata=JnNpdGU9ZWhvc3QtbGl2ZQ%3d%3d#AN=128647595&db=bth  

 

Scale used in article:  

Scale → 7-point Likert scale (7=strongly agree, 6=agree, 5=partially agree, 4=neutral, 3=partially disagree, 
2=disagree, 1=strongly disagree) 

 

Original questions 

My organization uses technology that allows ..  
1. It to monitor its competition and business partners.  
2. Employees to collaborate with other persons Inside the organization.  
3. Employees to collaborate with other persons outside the organization, 
4. People in multiple locations to learn as a group from a single source or at a single point in time,  
5. People in multiple locations to learn as a group from a multiple source or at multiple points in time.  
6. It to search for new knowledge.  
7. It to map the location (i,e,, an individual, specific system, or database) of specific types of knowledge.  
8. It to retrieve and use knowledge about its products and processes.  
9. It to retrieve and use knowledge about its markets and competition.   
10. Generate new opportunities in conjunction with its partners.  

http://web.a.ebscohost.com.esc-web.lib.cbs.dk/ehost/detail/detail?vid=12&sid=adfeee24-b022-4f2e-b1a5-e3ebfdf60f5b%40sessionmgr4009&bdata=JnNpdGU9ZWhvc3QtbGl2ZQ%3d%3d#AN=128647595&db=bth
http://web.a.ebscohost.com.esc-web.lib.cbs.dk/ehost/detail/detail?vid=12&sid=adfeee24-b022-4f2e-b1a5-e3ebfdf60f5b%40sessionmgr4009&bdata=JnNpdGU9ZWhvc3QtbGl2ZQ%3d%3d#AN=128647595&db=bth
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Taken from (effects of risks on the performance of business process 2018 - international journal: taken from 
Gold, Malhotra, and Segars - 2001) 

1. We had clear rules for formatting or categorizing process and product knowledge 
2. We used technology that allowed employees to collaborate with other persons inside and outside the 

organization 
3. We used technology that allowed people in multiple locations to learn as a group 
4. We used technology that allowed us to search for new knowledge 
5. We used technology that allowed us to retrieve and use knowledge about products and processes 
6. we used technology that allowed us to retrieve and use knowledge about markets and competition 

 

Adapted and Adopted Questions 

English:  

My organization have access to technology that allows... 
1. It to setup, monitor and evaluate handling of digital media activities  
2. It to store the knowledge of consumers retrieved from digital media marketing and use it for 

commercial ends 
3. It to search for new knowledge within the area of handling digital media    
4. To generate new opportunities of thriving towards better advertising solutions going forward 

 

Danish: I hvor høj grad er du enig/uenig i nedenstående udsagn? Min virksomhed har adgang til teknologi der 
gør det muligt... 

1. at opsætte, monitorere, og evaluere brug af digitale medieaktiviteter 
2. at håndtere og opbevare viden/data omkring potentielle kunder, tilvejebragt af de digitale 

medieaktiviteter 
3. at søge efter ny viden iht. brug af digitale medieaktiviteter    
4. at sammensætte nye og bedre digitale medieaktivitetsløsninger fremadrettet  

 

 

 

 


